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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the- project reported here was to develop an 

efficient means of converting coal to acetylene, with a view to 

using the acetylene for a New Zealand-based plastics industry. 

When the project was begun in 1967 coal was the only feasible 

indigenous raw material. An economic survey was carried out on 

the manufacture of acetylene and its competitor ethylene in well 

industrialised countries in order to determine suitable economic 

driteria. A more intensive study was made of the possibilities 

of Polyvinylchloride manufacture in New Zealand, using ethylene 

from imported naphtha or acetylene from coal and lime via the 

carbide process. 

Following the success of certain electric arc devices in 

making acetylene from gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons, but 

noting the failure of the same devices with a coal feed, a 

different electric arc reactor was design e d specifically for use 

with coal. The basis for the design was the "high intensity 

carbon arc'~, which is commonly used as a ligh t source in 

searchlights etc. When the current density on the positive 

carbon electrode of such arcs is high, rapid evaporat i on of the 

carbon occurs. Anodes for such a reactor were envisage d to be 

made from coal, but for convenience in this experimental study 

were graphite rods. 

A small reactor designed for a maximum current of 100A and 

a ma9 s throughput of carbon and hydrogen of a little over 

- 1 
100 g h was built and operated at currents up t o 50A and 

- 1 
throughputs of about 70 g h • Graphite rods of 3.3 mm diameter 
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were ablated in an atmosphere of hydrogen. Successful 

c on fi gurations were evolved for both the insulating surround of 

t h e anode and the cathode tips, whe r e hyd r ogen flows we r e used to 

irr igate the surfaces and insulating ga ps to ens u r e c on tinuous 

op e rat ion. Rapid cool i ng of the hot mass flow f r om the reactor 

was nece s s a r y, and this was achieved simply by passing t he flow 

t h rough a water - cooled tube . Measurements were made of all 

energy flows and all mass flows so that balances ove r t he 

a pparatus could be attempted . Measurements were also mad e on 

th e light emitted by the anode and arc by a spectrograph and 

thermopil e. Coloured photographs were also taken . Ele c tron -

microgr a phs were made of the soot from the reactor. 

A max imum of about 65% conversion of c arbon to c arb on i n 

ace tyl e ne was obtained , and under another set of c ond iti on s t h e 

highest acetylene conc e n tration o f 11.8% was obta ined i n t h e o f f -

gases . The minimum en e rgy r equire ment was 13 0 kwh 

(kg acetylene) - 1 • Unde r the one set of c ondit i ons a c onvers i on 

of 55% was obtained with a concent r ation of 8 mol % and an ene1 gy 

- 1 
requirement of 130 kwh kg • These values ~an be compared wi t h 

economic criteria of 30% conversion, 8 mol % and 11 kwh kg - 1 , 

Soot formation was small. 

An e nthalpy - compos i tion chart was made for the c arbon 

hydrogen syst e m for temperatur es from 2000 to 6000K 9 and a pressure 

of 1 bar,using 23 mol ecular a nd atomic species . It was found that 

the experimental res~lts could b e pr edicted using the 

thermodynamic calculations by the hypo t he s is that t h e gas mixture 

supercools with respect to soot ("graphit e 11 ) 9 that g a s phase 
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equilibrium is attained before quenching, and that species other 

than free radicles are preserved during the quench. This 

hypothesis also accounts for the results of plasmatron studies 

with methane. Another hypothesis was proposed to account for 

the continuous radiation observed, and the consistent unexplained 

loss of carbon from the reactor. It was proposed that solid 

graphite fragments came off the anode with the carbon molecules 

previously assumed, and that thes~ fragments existed in the arc. 

Some consequences of this hypothesis with respect to the 

functioning of the arc were outlined. 

Using both these theories, together with observations made 

on the present reactor and an energy flow analysis of the anode, 

predictions were made on the performance of larger reactors for 

acetylene manufacture. Acetylene concentrat ions up to 55 mol % 

were predicted. It was predicted that closer control of the 

enthalpy of the hydrocarbon mixture before quenching could raise 

t he concentrati on from the observed 10 to 12 mol % to 25 to 30 mol % 

for the same conditions otherwise. An i ncrease i n size was 

predicted to reduce the energy consumption by an order of 

magnitude. It was predicted that the reactor could be operated 

economically in two ways - firstly by using predominantly natural 

gas as a feed, and a c oal/anode carbon feed only to increase the 

concentration above that possible with natural gas, and se c ondly 

to use predominantly coal, with perhaps some natural gas. In 

both cases the predicted energy requirements were below that for 

the plasmatron operating with natural gas. It was concluded that 

further development towards larger reactors was worthwhile, to test 

these predictions. 



1o1 Economic Impetus 

INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 1 

New Zealand has an abundance of coal in relation t o its 

population 9 and is able to make electric power cheaplyo These 

two economic facts taken together may give the answer to a two-

1 =1 

sided problem in foreign exchange. On the one hand 9 New Zealand 

may be presently spending over 10 million dollars per year on 

polyvinylchloride imports (Append ix 1) 9 but on the other hand may 

export coal to Japan on a scale which i s sign i fican t compared to 

New Zealand's reserves. 

The major market for coal in the worl d is the fuel market 9 

where it is in competition with petroleum and natural gas. 

However 9 as the oil producing states real i se that the i r reserves 

are not unlimited and become more polit ical l y awar e of the share 

of profit~ they can claim 9 the price of p e t r ol eum will rise 9 

placing more importanc e on coal 9 fo r wh ic h there i s an estimated 

wor ld reserve of about twenty times that of o i l 9 and more 

importance on natural gas 9 for which the estimate d reserve is 

about that of oilo An increasing part o f the oil and gas used is 

being converted to useful chemicals via ethylene and b en ze n e 9 

whereas after an initial good start in the 1940 1 s 9 the che micals 

industry based on coal is suffering a decline. Reasons for the 

differing for t unes of the different indust r ies are the ease of 

handling oil and natur al gas compared to c oal 9 the comparat i ve 

c heapness (up to the presen t) of o i l and natu~al gas condensates 9 

and the comparative ease of developing efficient tec hniques for 
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the chemical conversions required with petroleum and natural gas 

fractions. Suitable petroleum fractions and natural gas 

condensates merely require the breaking of a few carbon-hydrogen 

bonds to create a mildly reactive intermediate 9 ethylene (or 

another olefin), which is used for the manufacture of plastics 

and other materials. Coal, on the other hand, requires no less 

than a complete rearrangement of atoms in order to form a similar 

hydrocarbon intermediate, and the high temperatures necessary for 

the tearing- apart process favour acetylene as a product which is 

mor e reactive than ethylene. 

It was seen at the start of this project that the 

dissipation of electrical power was the most likely means of 

reaching the temperatures necessary for the rearrangemen t of coal 9 

and so the development of technology for t h is purpose seemed 

particularly appropriate for New Zealand. Variou s d e vices existed 

for the production of acetylene from methane , whi c h needs a 

similarly severe treatment for conversion to a two-carb on - atom 

intermediate, as each molecule of methane has only a s i ngle carb on 

atom. The reaction of coal had also been attempted i n t hese 

devices. However, owing to the particulate nature of coal, only 

very limited reaction was achiev~d. There was a need for a dev ice 

designed specifically for a solid feed 9 allowing for the properties 

of carbon bearing materials at higher temperatures, e spe c ially 

those derived from coal . If such a device c ould be developed to 

produce acetylene economically fro m coal, the domesti c manufacture 

of plastics such as P.V.C. is likely to become more attractive 9 

and attention may also he directed to the potential value of 



New Zealand's coal reserves, with more thought given to their 

disposal. 

In the long term, in industrialized countries with 

pollution problems, another reason for developing a chemical 

reactor for a solid carbon bearing feed can be seen. Many 

wastes contain a high proportion of both hydrogen and carbon 

paper, sewage and plastics being examples. The carbon matter 

in many wastes is difficult to dispose of except by burning, 

which alao causes pollution. If such wastes could be treated 
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to become suitable feed to be converted to acetylene, a mass 

recycle could be achieved, requiring electrical energy to convert 

waste materials to building materials. 

Since this project was begun, significant finds of 

condensate-free natural gas have been made in New Zealand, It 

may appear that the purpose for the development of a c oal 

electric power reactor has disappeared on the New Zealand scene, 

in view of the possibility of using pl ant (plasmatron) already 

developed overseas for the reaction of methane. The use of 

methane with a plasmatron appears to impose a defini t e upper 

limit on the acetylene concentration (20 mol %) and a lower 

-1 limit on the energy requirement (9 kwh (kg acetylene) • While 

these values appear economical ly attractive in New Zealand, it 

is shown in this thesis that there i s a good possibility that 

the concentrati on could be raised, and the energy requirement 

dropped by the use of both coal and methane, or coal by itself. 

To provide some reference by which to gauge the economic 

potential of a new process, an economic study was made of the 
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possibility of polyvinylchloride manufacture in New Zealand using 

well established processes. 

for an ·account of this . 

1.2 Arc Physics 

The reader is referred to Appendix 1 

The electric arc was chosen as the mechanism by which 

electrical energy was to be dissipated, because of the associated 

ease of reaching high temperatures, the relatively high efficiency 

in the use of the energy, and the rapidity of heating. The r eader 

will be given below a brief discussion of the properties of arcs, 

a s far as they a r e known, and in particµlar the properties of the 

a r c with a carbon anode, as this is the arc used in this study. 

Many excellent texts exist on gaseous discharges. A classical 

wor k i s that of J.J . Thompson and his son, G. P.Thomps pn, publi s hed 

in 1903 and in 1932, but still useful today ( 1) . A mor e r ecent 

treatment has been given by J.D.Cobine ( 2), who c onc entra ted on 

the industrial uses of gaseous discharges . A numb er of 

comprehensive articles have appeared from Ge r ma n physic ists (3 , 4 

for example), describing measurements and theory of arcs. The 

most useful discussion in this author's opinion to help i n 

understanding the properties of arcs is contained in a book by 

Hoya ux (5), which deals with the many theor ies of a r cs in a cr itica l 

manner with a view to est i mating arc properties in engineer ing 

situations . 

The general texts on electric dischar ges devot e only a 

handful of pages to the high press ure a r c, and the r eason f or 

this is apparent. Ther e are ve r y few st r a i ghtfor war d measurements 
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which have been made on these arc s, becaus e t he h igh temperatures 

either proh i b it the i nt r oduc t ion of measuring instrument£j, or make 

necessar y a large energy transfer from t he arc, t hus perturbing 

it sever ely i n the 'measur ed ' areao Ove r al l electr ical 

measu r emen ts can be made unamb i guously, and some measurements can 

b e made on t he electr omagnetic radiation assoc i a ted wi t h an arc; 

Yet even with optical spectroscopy, e laborate c he c ks must be 

made on the assumptions used to interpret t h e r ad i a tion 

i ntensit ies, before one has c onf i dence i n, s ay, a temperature 

measuremento Only very recently has t he data nec essary for such 

work become available, and then only fo r a few c hemical systemG. 

An a rc c an be defined as a gaseous disc har ge with a low 

voltage (or de r of tens of vol ts ) and a c urren t grea ter t han 0 .1 

to 1 A. Ar cs can be divided int o low and h i gh pressu re a rcs , 

with t he h igh p r essure a rc the t ype usually r eferred to as an 

"arc ". The gas forming an arc c onsists of a c ollecti on of 

e l e c trons, posi tive i ons and molec ules, t he c harged s pecies 

ac qu i ring drift velocities under a weak electric field o S i n c e 

electrons have a muc h smaller mass t han t he posit i ve i ons , bu t 

nor mally the same c har ge, they ga in k i ne tic e n ergy f r om t he 

electric field mu c h more r apidly than t h e pos iti ve i ons, and 

i ncidentally carry much more of t h e total current o The 

d istribution of t h i s electron energy to t h e oth er s pec ies d e pends 

on t he gas pres s u r e. The exchange of energy by c ollision from 

an e lectron to a mu c h l arger neutral molec ule i s very inefficient 

be c ause of the d i ffe r ence in mass, and many c ol lisions are 

needed before all s pecies have sim i lar k i ne tic e ne r g ies. 
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Thus with low pressure arcs ( <.10-2 bar) where collisions are 

few, electron temperatures of the order of thousands of Kelvins 

are estimated from the kinetic energy distributions, whereas 

the "gas" temperature, which can be measured with a thermometer, 

does not rise much above room temperature. With high pressure 

arcs ( > 10- 1 bar) collisions are frequent, and it is generally 

held that the electron temperature does not rise above the "gas" 

temperature by more than a few percent. Temperatures from 8000 

to 12000K are commonly measured by spectroscopic means, for arcs 

at a pressure of 1 bar. 

Electrical neutrality is closely maintained down to a very 

fine scale in high pressure arcs (tv jJ m), except where the arc joins 

the cathode or anode. Superimposed on this neutrality in any 

small volume in the arc is a very slight non-neutrali t y from one 

part of the arc to the other, as required by the ope r ating electric 

field of the arc. Arguments such as those just ment i oned have 

p r ompted writers to divide the high pressure arc into three distinct 

regions, each of which is usually considered independent from the 

others. The arc column, with a low voltage gradient is 

distinguished from two small regions at ei:ther end of it, the 

cathode fall region and the anode fall region, each with high 

voltage gradients, Some estimates of the voltage gradient in 

the a r c column have been made from measurements of arc voltage 

with rapidly changing length. These estimates range from 

- 1 -1 
0.5v mm for a mercury arc to 9v mm . for an arc in hydrogen, 

both at a pressure of 1 bar and a current of 10 A (2). The 

values of the voltage drop across the cathode fall or anode 



fall 9 to this authorQs knowledge 9 have not been measured 

unambiguously for any high pressure arcs. 
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Most arcs have a voltage which decreases with increase in 

current, and this is reflected also in the dependence of the 

measured voltage gradients on currento Thus the change in 

voltage has been identified with a change in properties of the 

arc column 9 and the i nterpretation is that t he diminished 

i mportance of heat transfer f r om the arc at high currents (and 

larger size) allows higher temperatures 9 greate r i onization and 

appreciably lower overall arc resistance. Howe v e r , certain 

arcs, those where no further reduction in arc resistanc e is 

pos sible 9 do have rising voltage char acteristi c s. An arc 

forced to opera t e through a cool c ons t riction at a high current 

is one example 9 and an arc operated with carbon electrodes at 

a high current is another. 

The most significant character i st ic about the arc for 

many purposes i s that i t is self - sustaining o The em i ssion of 

sufficien t e l ectrons from the cathode i s the f irst necessary 

feature of arc opera t ion 9 and these are em i tted f r om the 

cathode surface under the thermal or electrical interac tion 

with the arco The cathode mechanism has not been 

satisfactorily r esolvedo 

1.3 The Carbon Arc 

The arc st r uc k between two carbon or graphite rods 

behaves similarly to other arcs of t he same curr en t and pressure 

for low currentso Mason (6) f oun d a vol t age g r adient of about 
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-1 3v mm _by a probe method for such a vertical arc of about 10 A 

current. 

At higher currents the anode of a carbon arc begins to erode 

rapidly 9 showing an incandescent plume directed away from the anode, 

For anodes of 3 to 10 mm diameter, current densities on the anode 

above about 100 A cm 2 are associated with rapid removal of carbono 

Accord ing to Finkelnburg, who worked with 1 hard 1 and 'soft' 

carbons baked to 1500K, close study of the anode attachment of the 

arc revealed that a strong contraction occurs with the har d core 

4 - 2 carbons in air once the current density exceeded 0 A cm on the 

a node, As the current is increased, this contraction occurs 

simultaneously with a sudden drop in arc voltage, and the start of 

a hissing noise. The soft core carbons Fi nkelnburg used (see 

Chapter 8 for a description of the carbons) showed the hissing 

phenomenon only over a certain range of currents, the a rc becoming 

quiet again for higher currents. Carbons wh i ch were loaded with 

a high fraction (40 mass%) of metal salts ("Beck c a r b ons" ) d i d 

not show t he hissing behavi our 9 but i ns t ead 9 fo r me d a dee p cra t er 

over whi c h the steady arc was distribut edo 

The voltage of both the hissing and non hissing h i gh current 

carbon arc was found by Finkelnburg to rise wi th currento 

Finkelnburg proposed that this higher current arc with t he rising 

voltage characteristic be called the "h i gh intensity carbon arc", 

to distinguish it from the lower current arc with the falling 

voltage characteristic which h e c alled the "low i ntens i ty carbon 

arc II o It is the "high i ntensity" carbon arc which was used i n 

this proj ect 9 and which has been widely used as a l i ghtsourceo 
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RECENT ATTEMPTS AT COMMERCIAL PRODUCT ION OF ACEI'YLENE' 

CHAPTER 2 

Contents 

Economic background. partial oxidation of methane . indirect 

py r olysis of hydrocarbons and coal . glow discharge with methane 

and c oal. 

2 - 1 

Arc discharge methods " (1) gas feeds - Huls plant . plasmatrons. 

simple chemistry. r otating arc devices~ 

(2) coal feeds - plasmatrons. AVCO coal reactor. 

Comparison of methods - energy use. yields. concentration. 

Optimisation - scale. pressure • . mixing. react ion time. 

2 - A Introduction 

All acetylene manufacturing methods except the carbide 

pr ocess a c h i eve a direct combination to ace tyl ene of the elements 

hydrogen and carbon present in molecular fragments at high 

temperatures. The methods consist- of t wo steps. Vigorous hea t ing 

of the feed t o b r eak down large molecules to suitably small 

fragments, i s followed by rapid cooling, t o p r eserve the acetylene 

formed. Both s t eps must be rapid, and the ir velocity i s dictated 

by the velocity of the reaction to solid c arbon and gase ous 

hyd r ogen, which can occur in both steps. In pr actice, a minimum 

temperature for good acetylene ~ i eld i s found with each feed, 
) 

minimum var i es from about 15OOK t o 18OOK. 

Economic c r i teria are 

(1) energy consumption for a given mas s of acetylene 

(2) t he fract i on of t he feed converted to acetylene 

(3) . concentration of ac etylene i n t he off- gas. 

This 
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2 - B 

Bi 

Partial Oxidation of Hydrocarbons 

Recent economics 

Since 1940, several polymers have been made from acetylene 

available from the carbide process. From 1950, this situation 

was challenged strongly by the use of ethylene available from the 

pyrolysis of petroleum fractions and natural gas condensates (1) 

(Appendix D). In an attempt to reverse this trend, those 

organisat i ons committed to acetylene technology developed methods 

of producing acetylene from methane in natural gas, and from 

naphtha, a petroleum fraction. The idea which received most 

attention was the oxidation of some of the feed so that the 

remainder was heated sufficiently for acetylene to form. After 

this "partial oxidation", the hot gases were cooled quickly to 

prevent decomposition of acetylene, 

Several partial oxidation processes were made c ommercial. 

8 -1 
The more successful produced acetylene for about 13 - 1 c kg 

compared with 29 - 30 c kg- 1 for the carbide process (Appendix D). 

This economy still did not compete fully with the low costs of 

-1 
ethylene, which are down to 5 c kg for very large plants. The 

partial oxidation acetylene plants are thus used only where there 

are favourable circumstances, such as the presence of cheap 

natural gas with no condensate, 

B2 Industrial Plant 

During the 1950's , B.A.S.F. (Badische Analin and Soda -. 
Fabrik, Germany) developed a premixed flame reactor with a water 

quench for use with feeds of methane and oxygen. Typical 

conversions to acetylene were 3Cf'/4 by mass of methane, with 
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concentrations of 8 mol % in the product gaso Purification costs 

were heavy because of the low concentrationo Limitations were 

imposed (2) on the scale of this reactor by the need for control of 

velocities over the whole c r oss section of flow 9 and by the need for 

a rapid quench for all the gas. 

Large r r eactors were built which used the hot gases from 

combustion of a gaseous hydrocarbon (typically methane) to mix with 

and pyrolyse a liquid hydrocarbon (typically naphtha)o Reactors 

which used this idea were developed by SBA- Kellogg (Soolte Belde 

Asot 9 Netherlands) 9 Montecatini (Italy) and Hoechst (Germany)o 

Ethylene as well as acetylene was produced from the heavy feed 9 in 

a combined yield of 45 to 65 % by mass of the total feed. These 

t wo stage reactors were more commercially attractive on the 

industrial scale than the single stage reactoro Steam was 

introduced into the reactor in order to re duc e coking and to 

improve the yieldo The success of this t a cti c may be attributed 

to the diluting effect of steam on the a cetylene decomposition 

reaction 9 which is second ordero 

these reactors were 1 - 5 ms. 

B3 Pilot Plant 

Typical py r olysis times with 

The development of a partial oxidation reactor for a single 

natural gas feed with greater throughput than the BASF type has 

engaged many Russian workers (2)o Some success was achieved by 

designs to p romote greater turbulence in the flameo The 

difficulties of soot f or mation and coking experienced with feeds of 

high carbon to hydrogen ratio have been relieved by two novel 

designs. A submerged flame reactor developed by BASF (3) has 
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allowed the use of crude petroleum as a raw material, as do various 

fluidised bed techniques ( 4) which burn off deposited carbon on the 

carrier particles in a separate chamber. 

2 - C 

C1 

Indirect Pyrolysis of Hydrocarbons and Coal 

Vapour feeds 

The pyrolysis of hydrocarbons for acetylene production by 

heat transfer from a hot wall has been industrially proven in one 

process. The Wulff process heats a fixed bed of large t he r mal 

capacity by burning a cheap fuel through it, and subsequen t l y passes 

through a hydrocarbon. There have been reports about Wul ff plants 

of sooting problems so severe that permanent shut down was 

considered. However favourable economics are quoted as late as 

- 1 ) 1967 (2) (12 c kg acetylene and new plants have been reported. 

Othmer, Happel and Kramer (5, 6) have achieved ove r 96% 

conversion of methane to acetylene with pyrolysis in e lec t r i cally 

heated alumina tubes, at temperatures up to 2100K. Typical product 

compositions were, in mol %; acetylene 21%9 hydrogen 74%, 

methane 5%, with a small amount of soot. The absolut e operating 

pressure used was 0.13 bar. The authors claim capital costs from 11 

to 18 u.s.c. per annual production of 1 kg 9 and so claim produc ti on 

-1 costs from 7 to 11 U,S.c. kg acetylene in favourable locations i n 

the United -States. An industrial plant was planned in 1965, but 

the process has not been mentioned since in the literature. 

C2 Coal feed 

II 
Kroger and Rao (7) heated pul ve r ised coal in the size range 

80-180/ m for about 0.2. to 1 s, by passage through tubes at 
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temperatures from 1200- 1900Ko A yield of acetylene of 8% by mass 

of coal was obtained at 1900K fr om a coal with high volatile 

Con t en t o From the mass of coal used, 500/4 or mor e was found as a 

char wi t h very little vol atile c.on tent, 25% was fou nd as gas, and 

15% as soot o The product gas c ontained 12 mol % a cetylene, 

70 mol % hydr ogen, and 18 mol % carbon monoxide. The atomic C/H 

rati o of t he gases dri ven from the c oal 9 including t he soot 

formed fro m the gas phase, was Oo 54, compared with t hat i n the 

coal , of 1028. 

Pichler (8) passed pulverised c oal t hr ough a heated a lumina 

tube at tempe ratures up to 1970K, and investigated t he effect of 

tube temper ature, coal particle size 9 pressure, hydr ogen ca rrier 

gas fl ow rate and t he type of c oal, on the quantity of ace tylene 

obtainedo He found t ha t the y ie ld increased with i nc r ease in 

tempe r ature from 1600 to 1970K 9 and was a maximum f or a particle 

size of between '120 and 150 /.II m. With no carrie r gas flow, and 

a pressure of 1 bar, only 0 . 24 mass% yield of acetyl ene f r om 

coal was obtained at 1970K, with 0. 57 mol % acetylene in the 

product gaso When the pressure was dropped to 0. 1 bar 9 the 

yield rose to 2 .27 mass% using t he same f eed r ate , and t o 3.7 

mass% , with a concentration of 5.75 mol % for a large r fe ed rat e. 

A hydr ogen carrier stream improved yields and c oncentra tions 

markedly . Wi th a hydrogen flow 9 y ields of 13 mass% we re 

obtained, with concentrat ions of 1 .1 mol % at 1 bar and 3.9 mol % 

at 0.1 bar. The acetylene ob tained varied wi th t he volatile 

content of t he c oal, the yield be i ng smaller t han t he f i gures above 

f or smalle r volatile c on t ent o 

o.6 to 8 ms. 

Heating times ranged f r om 
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2 - D Low Pressure Electrical Discharges 

Chemical reactions are sometimes initiated by means of a 

"glow discharge"o This electrical discharge is normally operated 

with pressures lower than 0.1 b~r, with large electrodes ma intained 

at a sufficient temperature to emit electrons freely. It 

~haracte r istically has a low current density, and has moderate 

potential gradients of around 
- 1 

50 v mm Chemical reactions 

carried out in such a discharge are largely initiated by the action 

of electrons which are not in thermal equilibrium with the gas 

molecules. The gas temperature is characteristically only several 

hundred degrees Centigrade, whereas th~ effective electron 

temperatu r~ is of the order of tens of thousands degrees Kelvin. 

As the electrons are the only component which is heated, from a 

simple view little en~rgy is required to achieve a good concentration 

of active species for a desired reaction. 

D1 Hydrocarbons 

A glow discharge in methane at 0.05- 0.07 bar was investigated 

by Shekhter of the USSR in 1935 (9), who reported a conversi on to 

acetylene of 80%. • The concentration of acetylene i n the pr oduct 

w - 1 gases was 9 mol ~, and energy use 11.2 kwh kg acetylene . 

Schoh, of Texas, developed a silent di 9 charge process in 1943 , 

which was sold to Esso in 1958. Miller (10) reported an energy 

- 1 use of 14 kwh kg acetylene for this process , 

When the methane reaction to acetylene is discussed, the apparent 

degree of completion of the r~action 2CH4 ~ c2H2+ _3H2 , based on 

the amount of t~e product acetylene, will be given. 
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Brooks, Hesp and Rigby (11) have carefully optimised a glow 

discharge reactor operated at abnormally high pressures, for 

acetylene yield and electrical energy use. Methane to acetylene 

conversi on reached a maximum of 89% at 0.1 bar, falling to 53% at 

0.5 bar. The minimum discharge energy consumption for an 

-1 unheated methane feed was found to be 21 kwh kg , which fell to 

16 0 7 kWh kg - 1 h th th h t d wen e me ane was pre ea e. 

D2 Coal 

Fu and Blaustein (12) reacted coal particles of size less 

than ?OfJm ( -200 mesh) in a microwave discharge through hydrogen 

and argon mixtures. The maximum yield of acetylene was achieved 

for a coal with high volatile content, and with a quenching 

surface held at liqpid nitrogen temperatures. The yield was 

13.5 mass%, based on the mass of coal. No energy consumption 

figures were reported. Since the pressure was only 0.03 bar, the 

temperature of the coal did not exceed 1000K. 

2- E 

E1 

Arc Discharge Devices 

Liquid Feeds 

The earliest developments with electric arcs for acetylene 

production used liquid feeds. Carbon particles which were 

electrically conducting were immersed in a liquid hydrocarbon and 

electrodes placed within the bed of particles. Momentary arcs 

occurred betw e en the particles when a sufficient potential 

difference was applied between the electrodes, and these arcs 

vapourised small amounts of liquid rapidly. The rapid quench 

of the gases which occurred when the local arc died, preserved 
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acetylene as a producto 

Suits, in a 1944 U.SoPatent (13) 9 desc ribed a reactor in 

which arc s of 60;us to 10 ms dur ation occurred be t ween lumps of 

coke 1.5 mm to 25 mm in diamete r 9 submerged i n oil. He 

reported an energy consumption of 7.8 kwh kg- 1 , together with a 

product gas of 30 to 40 mol % acetylene. These attractive 

figures appear to be offset by the accumulation of soot in the 

liquid, probably causing shut - down before a good yield was 

obtained. 
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Kokurin and 0brezkov of the USSR (14), have determined the 

critical H/C atomic ratio of the liquid above which negligible 

soot is fo r med i n such a reactoro They found that very little 

soot was formed when liquids were used in which the atomic ratio 

H/(C - H) .=:- 3, and where oxygen was presen t 9 H/(C - 0) ~ 3. 

Acetylene was fo r med with a yield of 6 5 ma s s %, with a 

concentrat i on of 30 mol % in t he off- gas o A var i ety of liquids 

were used, including alkenes, alkanes and e t herso 

figures were reported. 

No energy 

Vozdvizhenskii (15) in 1954 r eported a thr e e phase discharge 

between carbon electrodes inserted in a bed of coke or coal 

immersed in hyd r ocar bon liquid. The power supply was pulsed for 

1 ms at 0.1s in t e r vals. In 1958 it was c laimed (16) that this 

pr ocess p r oduc e d acetylene for only 602 kwh kg- 1 • However, _ Miller 

in the USA r eport ed (10) in 1964 that a similar p r ocess tes ted by 

- 1 
his company used 19 kwh kg acetylene o 

E2 Gaseous Feeds 

Arc devices fo r the r apid heating of gaseous hydr ocarbon 

feeds show thr ee basic des i gn s , as i n F i gu r e 2.1; 
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1 • 
II Huls plant -

hollow cathode and anode 

vortex stabilised 

arc stationary over most of its length 

anode and cathode attachments allowed to move 

gas flow parallel to arc 

2. Plasmatron -

hollow anode 9 rod cathode 

vortex or sheath stabilized 

arc stationary over most of its length 

anode attachment allowed to move, cathode attachment fixed 

gas flow parallel to arc 

3. Du Pont and Westinghouse Electric plants -

E2/1 

a r c forced to move at right angles to its length by a transverse 

magnetic field 

anode attachment allowed to move 

cathode attachment either stationary or allowed to move 

gas flow across arc 

Hiils Plant 

The largest commercial undertaking has been that at Hllls, in 

- 1 Germany, whioh has a capacity of 100 000 Mg yr of acetylene, and 

has operated with some small modifications, since 1940. A variety 

of feedstocks are used, including refinery_ LPG, natural gas and 

light and heavy naphthas . The plant has 19 pairs of arcs, each of 

- 1 5000- 6000 Mg yr capacity. Pr es umably the arc devices are 

operated in pairs so that one of each pair can have replacement 

electrodes fitted, and lie idle until fitting is required for the 
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other one. Each arc is about 1 min length, is struck between 

two hollow iron electrodes 9 and dissipates 802 MWo Stability 

is achieved by the vortex about the arc created by tangential 

feed at the cathode, The feed gases are heated by movement 

through and around the arc to the anode 9 after which they are 

quenched by a l i quid spray, Originally the spray was water, but 

recently a liquid hydrocarbon has been substituted (17), 

With the hydrocarbon quench 9 one pass through the arc 

yields 35 mass% acetylene 9 17 mass% ethylene, 10 mass% carbon 

black 9 with a remainder of hydrogen and some minor products. In 

practice 9 those hydrocarbons not converted to acetylene or 

ethylene are recycled to the arc, giving a concentration in the 

product gas of 16 mol % acetylene, Power use 9 as reported for 

" - 1 the earlier practice at Huls, was 11 - 13 kwh kg acetylene for 

- 1 
arc power, together with another 2 kwh kg f or purification. 

More recent figures for the plant (17) indicate arc energies of 

- 1 
9o5- 10o5 kwh kg acetyleneo Replacement of reactor components 

contribute to running costs. Cathodes are replaced after 

800 h, and anodes after only 150 ho 

E2/2 Plasmatrons 

Most of the effort made in the last decade in the 

development of techniques to produce acetylene from hydrocarbons, 

has been given to the device known as a "plasma jet" in the 

Western Count ries and as a "plasmatron" in Eastern Europeo The 

author will use the term "plasmatron" since plasma jets, or jets 

of plasma, occur with many arcs irrespective of electrode 

configuration, and the latter term should not be confined to the 
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configuration of the plasmatron. Operation of the plasmatron 

consists of striking a direct current arc from a rod ~athode to 

an orifice anode through which the working gas escapes. The 

cathode material is commonly tungsten 9 and the anode commonly 

copper 9 which is intensively cooled with water. 

Tangential entry of the working gas at a high velocity 

into the arc chamber ensures that the arc remains centrally 

located as th~ gas spirals out 9 round the arc in the anode hole. 

This technique is termed "vortex stabilization". Another method 

of stabilizing the arc 9 called "sheath stabilization", is achieved 

by surrounding the arc with cold gas moving parallel to the arc 

along the walls of the arc chamber. 

The arc in a plasmatron operates steadily to the eye 9 but 

when the gas flow is increased above a certain critical value, it 

has been found that the arc voltage changes from a steady value to 

a periodic fluctuating value 9 with period less than 1 ms. It has 

been shown (18) that this voltage behaviour correspond s to a 

c hange from a steady arc length 9 to a fluctuating arc l ength 9 with 

a moving anode arc attachment. The latter forms at the upstream 

edge of the anode hole 9 travels down with the outrush of gas, 

lengthening the arc until the arc is blown out. Simultaneously 

the a rc attaches at the upstream edge 9 and the cycle is repeated. 

This rapid movement of the arc promotes mixing of hot and cold 

gases. 

The r e have been nume rous applications of the plasmatron to 

acetylene production from hydrocarbon gases. The majority use 

pure hydrogen or argon in the plasmatron itself, since hydrocarbons 
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cause troublesome carbon deposit unless special precautions are 

taken. The hydrocarbon is fed into the hot "working" gas 

flowing from the plasmatron , and the mixture quenched after 

suitable time for reaction. 

In 1955, the German firm of Knapsack- Griesheim used 

hydrogen in a 4 MW plasmatron to pyrolyse propane (19). 

r eported yields of 80 mass% acetylene, 9 mass% ethylene, 

They 

7.3 mass% propylene and 3.6 mass% methane , based on the mass of 

propane, with a water quench. No soot was fo r med . Naphtha 

yielded 36 mass% acetylene, with a concentration of 13.7 mol % 

acetylene in the off- gas (20). Power consumption was about 

- 1 11 kwh kg allowing for purification. 

Freeman and Skrivan (21) in 1962 investigated the power 

requirements for acetylene production using a 12 kW plasmatron. 

Methane was fed into either hydrogen or arg on issu ing from the 

device, and the mixture quenched by h eat transfer to a cool tube. 

The m~ximum conversion to acetylene was 83% , f ound at the higher 

energy flows. An optimum spec ific energy u se greater than 

-1 
13 kwh kg acetylene was found, which was no t sensi tive to 

moderate variations in power t o feed ratio. No di ff ere nce in 

yield was observed between hydrogen and argon runs. No 

concentrations were quoted. The authors studied a numbe r of 

different mixing sections, and concluded that the mixing of a 

high velocity 9 high viscosity plasma stream and a low velocity 

turbulent gas was difficult to bring about. 

Gulyaev, Kozlov and Polak reported ( 22) in 1963 the results 

of methane pyrolysis in a 15 kW argon plasmatron. They obtained 
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an 80% methane to acetylene conversion with a concentration in the 

argon - hydrocarbon product gases of 10.5 mol % acetylene. The mole 

ratio of argon to methane was 2. Arc power consumption was 

- 1 
13 kwh kg acetylene. The product samples were withdrawn and 

quenched through cooled probes placed along the axis of the jet. 

A hydrocarbon content was found which was consistently low compared 

to that expected from the methane to argon ratio, and only 

approached the expected value some distance downstream . The 

authors attributed this to poor mixing of the argon and methane. 

In 1962, Anderson and Case (23) fed methane into the hot 

hydrogen stream from a small conventional plasmatron, and analysed 

the total fl ow for acetylene after a water quench. Their work 

is interesting because they estimated the temperature of the 

hydrogen - methane mixture required for a minimum energy per unit 

acetylene. Various conversions were considered, each wi th a 

minimum feasible reaction temperature calculated fr om a simple 

thermodynamic treatment 9 and the reaction enthalpy and sensible 

enthalpy for temperatures above the minimum were considered. The 

thermodynamic calculations were based on 1951 data, and appear 

to allow for the exis tence of only c2H2 , H2 and CH 4. By this 

analysis, the minimum energy requirement was 14.2 kwh kg- 1 

acetylene, c orrespond ing to a reaction temperature of 1700K. 

A step by step kinetic analysis was also attempted, using a single 

r eaction step from methane to acetylene, and a single step for 

acetylene decomposition to the elements. The kinetic rates were 

extrapolated from data at temperatures of 1000- 1700K for use at 

temperatures from 1800-2500K 9 and only methane, acetylene, 



hydrogen and solid carbon were consideredo 

analysis, some predictions were made. 

From this simple 

And erson and Case predic t ed a narrow maximum in t he 

2 - 13 

acetylene yield as a function of the hydrogen to methane ratio, 

for any given temperatures of the two streamso They argued 

t hat for~ high yield sufficient methane should be present so 

that by means of the endothermic reaction to acetylene, the 

temperature of the reaction mixture be r educed t o below 1800K. 

Excessive ace t ylene de c omposition is t hus avoi d ed, since 

calculated reaction velocities are small below t h is temperature. 

However, if i nsufficient hot hydrogen is used, the calculations 

showed that the temperature of the mixture b ec omes too low for 

a h igh conversion to be achieved rapidly, and to attempt a high 

conversion, a long reaction time i s required . With a longer 

reaction time , decomposition of ace tylen e is significant, 

reducing t he y i eld . I t is apparent t hat t h e fi nal enthalpy 

and temperature depends also on the i ni tial enthalpies of both 

streams, and so t he methane to argon r atio for an optimum yield 

wi ll depend on the initial states of methane and argon. 

In Ande rson and Case 's experiments, a specific enthalpy 

of 640 kJ mol - 1 was found for the hyd r ogen , and methan e wa s 

introduced at room temperature . For these c onditions, an 

optimum H2/cH4 mol ratio of 0. 48 was calculatedo The 

e xperiments were poorly documen t ed, so that it i s not c lear 

whether experimental mol ratios differed from this valueo The 

effect on y i eld of preheat i ng t he methane to 880- 1100K was found 

experimentally to be equivalent to that of increasing the total 
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hydrogen enthalpy to the same extent, thus lending some support to 

the theory. 

If one applies the theory to small regions of the gas mixture, 

it is seen that regions of gas which are hotter or colder than 

average 9 or differ in composition f~om the average, have a lower 

than optimum yield 9 and lower the overall yield. Thus rapid 

mixtur e is argued to be necessary for a high yield. Since the 

reaction velocities are calculated to be high before the drop of 

temperature 9 and slow thereafter 9 the acetylene yield is not 

strongly affected by what happens to the reacti on gases after the 

temperature has dropped below 1800K. Thus the yield is argued to 

be almost independent of reaction time if it is greater than a 

certain shor t period 9 and not affected by the rate of quench. For 

example 9 if requirements are that greater than 80% of the methane 

be reacted 9 and less than 4% of the acetylene formed decomposed, 

the reaction time can vary from 0.08 to 1.3 ms. Tw o different 

lengths of reaction tube were used experimentally, to test the 

effect of changing reaction time . For each of the r e a c t i on 

mixture enthalpies used 9 no effect on yield was observed, Chan ges 

in quenching rates were not investigated . The the oretical cur v e 

of methane conversion as a functi on of specific enthalpy of the 

reacting mixture agrees well with the experimental findings, being 

within experimental error over the range between 30 and 90% 

conversion . 

Anderson and Case r e ported experimental optimum values for 

methane conversion to acetylene of 76% 9 for acetylene concentrati on 

15 mol % and for energy use 18.9 kwh kg- 1 acetylene . 
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It i s not stated, and one can only assume, that these figures refer 

to the same experiment. Diacetylene and ethylene were also 

p r oduced in small quanti t ies . 

In 1964 a pilot scale application of a plasmatron by 

Magnetohydrodynamics Inc,, of California , was reported (24). 

A single unit of 4000 Mg yr - 1 thr oughput was operated with feeds 
; 

r anging from methane to naphtha, with the "effic i ency of the 

process" imp r ov i ng as the feed molecular weight was i ncreased . 

Wi th differing conditions and feedstocks, bo t h acetylene and 

ethylene were formed, in a ratio of Oo1 to 10 or more, A cost 

study made by Fluor Corporation indicated that fo r a favourable 

Gulf Coast situation in the UoSo, acetylene could be made for 

- 1 11 U.S. c kg , without c r edit for hyd r ogen and ethylene 

bypr oducts. No further de t ails we r e given , 

When methane is converted to ace tylene , a large 

quant i ty of hydrogen i s formed , Even wh en a plasmatr on 

reactor is fed with a heavy naphtha (atom i c H/C = 2 ), some 

hydrogen i s fo r med f r om the r.,e113.ct i on t o a ce t y l ene , To reduce 
I 

separation costs, i t would be desirable to be able t o return 

the product gas, stripped of acetylene, di r ectly t o the 

plasmatron as its working gas, without further separat ion of 

unconverted feed and byproducts . However, problems of car bon 

d eposit on the anode orifice oc cur with only several per cent 

of methan e i n t he hydrogen, In 1966, Colton patented a method 

to prevent this depos i ti on (25), by vibrating the anode. Only 

an hour's operation was p oss i ble with 10 mol % methane in the 

hydrogen feed with no vibrat i on, whe r eas with a small vibration 
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the anode remained clean. Using a 55 MW vortex st~bilised 

plasmatron operating with a mole ratio of hydrogen to methane of 

- 1 0.68 9 the production of acetylene amounted ,to 5.7 Mg h • The 

methane to acetylene conversion was reported as about 80%, with 

- 1 
an energy use of 9.7 kwh kg • 

Mine et al. (26) ~f the USSR investigated the effects of 

the following factors on the acetylene yield and power require

ments of a me.thane fed plasmatron. 

(1) number and position of methane inlet ports 

(2) methane to hot gas rati o 

(3) reaction time 

A small plasmatron of 9 kW rating was used to heat an argon flow. 

The type of quench was not disclosed . Keeping all other 

conditions c onstant , exper i ments were compared where the me t hane 

fe eder was changed from a single tube at 90° to the r eaction tube, 

5 mm downstream of the plasmatron nozzle, to four tub es a t 90° to 

the reaction tube at the same position . The conversion to 

acetylene r ose from 62 to 79%, and energy requirements dr opped from 

4 -1 3 to 27.7 kwh kg acetylene. Also keeping o ther conditions 

constant, with a single point feed, the distance of the quench 

from the methane feed point was decreased from 3.0 cm t o 1.55 cm 9 

with no effect on yields or energy requirements. With a four 

point methane entry and a methane port to quench distan~e initially 

of 5 mm 9 the points of methane entry were advanced upstream into 

the anode nozzle. The angle of feed unfortunately was also changed, 

from 90° to 30° to the axis of the nozzle. The combined effect of 

these changes 9 with other conditions constant 9 was to increase 



the conversion to acetylene again, from 79 to 86%, and to drop 

t he energy requirement from 27.7 to 24.3 kwh kg- 1 acetylene, 

From the first comparison 9 it appears that the better 

mixing achieved with four ports gives a highe r yield. The 

second comparison supports the idea that within a certain 
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range 9 differing reaction times have no influence on the yield. 

In the final comparison 9 no separation of the effects is strictly 

. 
possible. If the shortened residence time still had no effect, 

the extra mixing caused by the rapidly moving arc around and 

downstream of the point of entry of the methane was likely to 

have improved the yield, It is interesting to no te that no 

soot was formed when the feed was introduced from within the 

nozzle 9 apparently in contrast t o what was found with feed 

entry downstream of the nozzle , 

Mine et al. varied the methane feed rate 9 keeping a 

constant flow of argon from the plasmat ron wi th a specific 

8 - 1 
enthalpy of about 1 0 kJ mol • With a feed of methan~· at 

room temperature, a narrow minimum was found around a n argon to 

methane mole ratio of 3 for the energy required for acetylene 

production . This minimum was 16.8 kwh kg - 1 acetylene 9 with a 

conversion to acetylene of 69%.. The concentration of ac etylene 

r eached a maximum at this point, of 9 mol %. With a feed of 

50- 150°c boiling point petroleum fraction 9 both acetylene and 

ethylene were obtained, in concentrations of 10- 13 mol % and 

3- 6 mol % respectively . The energy consumption was about 

- 1 13 kwh kg of acetylene and ethylene combined. 

Amman 9 Timmons and Krukonis provided a scanty report in 
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1967 (27) of work with a small plasmatron in which methane was 

introduced into the plasmatron itself. Th e quench was achieved 

by mixing either cold hydrogen or helium with the hot methane. 

Differing power levels were used in the plasmatron, prov i ding a 

range of specific enthalpy of the methane issuing from the device 

6 - 1 from 330 to 30 kJ mol , corresponding approximately to temperatures 

between 2500 and 3300K. Methane conversions varied from 65% at 

the lower enthalpies to 80- 100% at the higher enthalpies, with 

conversions presumably reported as a yield of acetylene. When 

low flows of quench gas were used, a large fraction of the products 

was soot, indicating a slow or incomplete quench. The use of 

helium in the place of hydrogen as a quenching medium gave 

slightly higher conversions. 

In 1968, a report was published (28) of work by Kozlov et al. 

of the USSR in which methane was pyrolysed in a 30 kW plasmatron 9 

run with two methods of arc stabilisation. Operat ing pressure was 

a lso al t ered. 

It was found that c hangi ng from gas sheath s t ab il i zati on t o 

vortex stabilizat i on did not materially affect the y i eld or e n ergy 

use for acetylene production . For a reactor pressure of 1 bar, 

and a flow of hydrogen from the plasmatron with a spe c ifi c enthalpy 

- 1 of 320 kJ mol , an energy optimum for acetylene production was 

found at a hyd r ogen to methane mole ratio of 0.7. This optimum 

was 10.5 kwh kg- 1 , at wh ic h a concentration of 12.9 mol % acetylene 

was found in the product gases , showing a 63% conversion of methane 

to acetylene. When the pressure was increased above 1 bar , less 

acetylene was formed. 
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11. 3 
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7,5 
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Ethylene increased with pressure, to 2.5 mol % at 6 bar. Some 

trouble with burnout of the anode was experienced at the higher 

pressures. The plasmatron was equipped with a water spray 

quench, and methane was introduced radially at the anode nozzle 

exit into the hydrogen stream. 

port was used. 

It appears t hat more than one 

A plasmatron development which has important commercial 

advantage is the design of cathode and arc chamber which permits 

the aole use of methane in the plasmatron over extended periods. 

As no recycle of hydrogen is then necessary, the cost of 

separation is avoided. The operation of a 250 kW p i lot 

plasmatron designed to do this was reported by Sidorov, Il'in 

and Polak of the USSR, in 1968 (29). A fi nger cathode and a 

nozzle anode were employed as usual, bu t th e c athode was also 

hollow 9 and up t o one half of t h e total feed wa s i nt r oduced 

through the tip of the cathode. The rest of the fee d was 

brought through the perimeter of the arc chamber. A petrol 

vapour quench was used, which was situated at the exi t to t he 

anode nozzle. 

The feed used was a natural gas 9 with 90 mas s% methane 

and 5 mass% nitrogen. The latter was added for some pur pose 9 

pr obably to reduce t he arc vol tage . To t a l p ressur e wa s vari ed 

from 0 .5 to 1 bar. Energy use was given as 2.5 kwh m- 3 

( standard) of feed, and a p r oduct was obtained having the 

composition in mol %; 16.6 acetylene 9 0 .76 ethylene, 
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0.33 diacetylene 9 0.2 profyne, 0o1 vinylacetylene, 0.05 benzene 

and 0.19 hydrogen cyanideo It is estimated from these figures 9 

by a mass balance over the plasmatron, that 52% conversion of 

methane to acetylene was found, with an energy requiremen t of 

- 1 
only 8.7 kwh kg acetylene. 

A recent review of plasma chemical technology by Polak 

and Vurzel (30) published in 1970 outlines the best Russian results 

for the acetylene reaction from methane in a plasmatron . "At both 

the laboratory and industrial scale", at energy optimal condit i ons, 

the conversion of methane to acetylene was 80"/4, the acetylene 

concentration in the product 16 mol %, and energy consumption was 

- 1 9 kwh kg of acetylene. It is reported that the content of 

higher acetylenes was low and decreased with increasing size of the 

plasmatron reactor. The process was improved if a hydrocarbon 

(e.g. p r opane 9 butane or gasoline) was used in a quenc ho Some 

ethylene was formed if this was done 9 as well as extra acetylene, 

which brought the acetylene concentration in the product up to 

23 mol %0 

E2/3 Du Pont and Westinghouse Electric Plants 

It is desirable from an economic viewpoint that the gas 

to be pyrolysed be the arc gas, for ext r a gas separation costs 

are avo i ded, and the energy is dissipated directly into the feed, 

With stationary arc s, however, poor contac t between the arc and 

the bulk of the feed resul ts i n uneven heating, with consequent 

sooting and low acetylene y i elds. The Du Pont and Westinghouse 

Electric Companies in the United States have both employed 

magnetic . fi elds in large arc reactor s in order t o mov e the a r c 
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r apidly t h r ough the gas feed. Th i s mo ti on mi xes the gas of the 

a rc at 10000 t o 12000K wi t h the c ool gas surr ound i ng it to 

ach i eve a unifor m i n t e r med iate tempe r ature. 

Th e Du Pont developmen t was descr ib e d in 1965 i n a U,S, 

patent (31). The cathode was c entrally loca t ed i n the device, 

a nd was a wa t er cooled g r aph i te r od . Th i s was surrounded by a 

wat e r c ooled t ub e wh ic h was the wall o f th e arc c hamb er , and which 

served as an, a node. An a rc wa s s truck f r om the cathode tip t o 

th~ wall , a nd r otated about t he c a t hode by a magnetic f ield, with 

an angular v e l ocity of 4000 t o 8000 r e v ol u tion s p e r second . A 

primar y fe ed of methane was in troduc ed ups tream o f t h e a r c, and a 

sec ondary fee d of p r opane or gasoline brought i n downstream of the 

arc. Thi s sec ondar y fe e d partially quenc hed t h e ho t ga s , and 

p r ov i d e d more a c e t ylene, A final quen c h was given by a wat er 

spr ay positi on ed f urth er downstream . Operating pressures were 

recomm end e d between 0 . 13 and o.46 bar, for better y ields were 

ob t a i n e d at t h e s e lower pressures , and less soot was f or med . 

Averag e temperatu res were r eported at differen t positi ons. These 

were 23 00- 3 100K a ft e r t h e a rc, ·a b o ve 1600 -1 900K after t he 

s ec ondary pyroly sis, and l ess than 600K aft e r t h e water quench . 

Two s izes of r eact or we r e c onst r u cted , on e of wh · c h h a d 

twic e t h e dimensi ons of the ot her. The s maller reactor c onsumed 

26 kg h = 1 of t h d 52 k W h t h 1 t . me ane , a n , w ereas e a r ger reac or 

c onsumed 370 kg h - 1 methan e ( 1 4x ) and 520 kW (10x ) . It was 

repor t ed t hat t h e reaction times f r om contact with t h e a r c t o 

que n c h ing 9 were c a r eful ly c ontrolled i n t h e range 1.3-1 .5 ms 

for t h e small reactor and 1 .1 - 1 .2 ms for the large react or . 
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If one assumes similar temperatures for both reactors in order to 

check these figures 9 a reaction time of half that of the small 

reactor is indicated for the large reactor. A table of results 

is presented below for small and large reactors 9 with and without 

secondary feed. 

Du Pont Arc Reactor for Methane Pyrolysis 

Methane conversion 
and 

to acetylene 

Methane feed 

energy for acetylene produc t ion 

- 1 
kwh kg 

Small reactor 

Large reactor 

800/4 / 15o4 kwh kg- 1 

73.7% / 11,7 kwh kg- 1 

Methane and secondary 

7708% / 13.2 kwh kg- 1 

69.4% / 9o5 kwh kg- 1 

The improvement shown in the table of power used with the i ncrease 

in s i ze must result from a smaller energy loss to the walls and 

electrodes of the reactoro In the small reactor 9 36% of th e arc 

energy was delivered to the walls and e l ectrodes 9 compar ed t o only 

17% for the large reactor. 

The Westinghouse Electric arc devic e was desc r ib e d i n 1966 

in a Westinghouse publication (32). The arc was s t ru c k be t ween 

two torroidal copper electrodes; and moved s i deways along t he 

electrodes by a magnetic field, It thus spun in a ci r cular pa t h 

following the electrodes 9 wi th an angular velocity of about 103 · 

revolutions per second. Gas feed was introduced radially through 

the spinning arc towards the centre of the device, was heated and 

mixed by the arc 9 and passed out along the axis. Arc stability 

was achieved only by reducing the electrode - electrode gap. 

3 MW unit 9 this gap needed to be less than 100 mm. 

For a 

Arc heaters of this type have been built and operated for 
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ratings from 2 to 20 MW, and in 1966 were being designed for the 

100- 300 MW range, Direct current, single phase alternating 

current, and 3 phase alternating current power have been used . 

Since there is no advantage in using direct current with this 

type of arc heater 9 and rectification from alternating current 

is normally needed, the larger un its are opera ted with 3 phase 

power. 

A 3 MW unit was used for the react i on of methane at rates 

- 1 
of up to 2 Mg h I and with specific enthalpies of gas b efore 

- 1 
quenching from 70 to 700 kJ mol • Wes tinghouse engineers 

reported an energy use of 14.7 kwh kg - 1 acetylene, a product 

composition of 9.5 mol % ac etylene , and only a 27% conve r sion 

of methane to acetylene. An energy requirement o f only 

6 kwh kg- 1 was als o reported 9 but it was i ndi c ated that t hi s 

needed f urther experimental ver i fication . The acetylene 

analyses were obtained from gas withdrawn t hrough cooled probes, 

and were probably non representative of the t o tal flow. When 

methan ~ was heated i n t he device 9 the proporti on of the arc 

powe r which was lost to the react or body showed a minimum of 21% . 

When comparing the Du Pont and Westinghouse yields and energy 

6 - 1 
losses, it appears unlikely that t he low value of kwh kg is 

accurate. 

E3 Coal feeds 

The use of carbon and hydrogen from a solid f eed for the 

production of acetylene pos~ s some spe c ial p r oblems. The most 

convenient solid feed is coal 9 and the more easily reacted portion 
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of coal is that wh ich is "volatile" or easily removed fro m the 

solid by heating for some time up to 1 200K . Thi s part has a 

highe r H/C rati o than that of the parent c oal 9 which has a r atio 

of about one atom per atom f or a sub - b ituminous coalo The yield 

of acetylene is thus restrict ed at mode rate temperatures to about 

2 5% of the original mass of c oalo To use the " fixed car bon" at 

any apprec iable rate requi res a temperature suff i c i en t ly h i gh to 

vapourise c arbon . This temperature is mos t c on ven i en t ly obta i ned 

with an arc. 

Bond et al. (33) fed c oal in pulverised form into a 

conventional 12 ~W plasmatron. 

( 1 ) Coal particle size 

The variables studied were 

( 2 ) Coal volatile c ontent 

(3) Parti c le residence time 

(4) Plasmatron arcing gas 

Argon 9 hydrogen and nitrogen were used as t h e a r c i ng ga so 

Coal was fed as a fluidise d flow of part icles . A d ire c t f eed i n t o 

the plasmatron arc chamber was attempted 9 bu t se v e re e rosion of 

the cathod e resultedo Introduction of t he coal thr ough t h e an ode 

wall was found to be satisfactory. 

The coal particle size was varied fro m 590 _,,.u m down t o l e s s 

than 10 )Am, in 9 narrow size ranges 9 and sufficient gas was used 

so that the pa rticle residence time was a bou t 1 ms from feed t o 

quench. Argon was used at first. It was found t hat coal 

particles larger t ha n 200 jJ. m were scarcely affected by passage 

through the reactor , whereas smaller part ic les yielded progressively 

higher yields of acetylene until a size of 50,J-Am was r eached 9 at 
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which the acetylene formed amounted to 200/4 by mass of coal fedo 

The yield fluctuated somewhat around 200/4 for sizes below 50 )-l m, 

and varied from 18 to 28% for sizes below 10 )-Am. 

A range of coals were tested, with volatile ma tter varying 

from 6 to 55 mass% as determ i ned by BS 1016. The figures above 

refer to a high volatile coal. When an argon stream was used to 

carry particles of 53 to 74 /J m size so t hat a residence time of 

1 ms was obtained, the yield of acetylene was pr oportional to the 

amount of volatile matter in the c oal . When based on the mass 

of carbon 6riginally present in t he volatile matter of the feed, 

t he mass of carb on found i n t h e product acetylene corresponded 

to a 40% conversion. The view that only t he volatiles were 

reacted to any appreciable extent, was supported by t he very 

low yields observed from low volatile feed s such as carb on black, 

and by the fact that even with a hydrogen - rich plasmatr on gas, 

no acetylene yields were found which were s i gnific antly above 

that poss i ble fr om t he volatile matter . 

The c ompositi on of t he p lasmatron gas was ch anged fr om the 

1000/4 argon used in the majority of runso Hyd rogen, nitrogen 

and methane were added to the argon flow in increas ing amounts. 

The addition of hydrogen caused a marked increase in voltage, 

and the c~rrent was accor dingly reduced so t hat c omparisons 

could be made at constant power input. Acetylene yield 

i ncreased with increasing hydrogen content up to 0o15 mol H2 

per mol of mixture 9 but dropped for higher hydrogen c ontents .• 

Bond et al. explained this dr op as being c~used by poor contact 

of the coal partic les with the c ontracted arc which occur s i n 
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hydrogen. When nitrogen was added, hydrogen cyanide was formed in 

preference to acetylene, with the total yields by mass of hydrogen 

cyanide and acetylene equalling the previous acetylene yield with 

hydrogen added. Methane was also added t o the argon flow, and 

60% was converted to acetylene irrespective of whether coal was 

present or not. The coal conversions were similar to those with 

hydrogen as an additive. 

Efforts were made to vary the residence time of t h e c oa l 

particles in the hot plasma. The flow rate of gas, and the 

length of tube were varied. Little change of results was found 

for different lengths of tube with other c ondit i ons c onstan t , 

showing that the residence time was not cri tical, for a limited 

range above and below 1 ms. Quenching was achieved in these 

experiments simply by di r ecting the jet of hot gases into a large 

vessel containing cold product gas. No tarry produc ts were 

formed, and the solids which remained contained from 5- 20 mass% 

volatile content. 

produc t carbon. 

Some interesting observati ons were made on the 

Much of it was in the size range 60- 90 nm i f 

the feed was a coal. On the other hand, low volatile fe eds passed 

through almost unchanged in size. The authors attributed the small . 

size of the coal residue largely to shattering caused by the rapid 

release of volatiles, but conceded that some vapour phase 

formation of soot from the decomposition of hydrocarbon molecules, 

may have occurred. 

Bond et al. reported a maximum concentration of acetylene in 

the product gas of less than 1 mol %, a n energy use of about 800 kwh 

-1 
kg acetylene, and 33% of the mass of carbon in the coal appearing 
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i n the acetylene. 

Kawa, Graves and Hiteshue (34) investigated the reaction of 

pulverised coal in argon and argon - hydrogen str eams with a 28 kW 

plasmatron. Their experiments were of little value, for analysis 

of the product gas was carried out after bubbling the gas 

through a large trough of water, with no apparent allowance for 

the acetylene dissolved into the water. Very little of the 

volatile matter in the coal was reacted, for a volatile content 

of 33 mass% was found in the solid residue, compared to 38 mass% 

in the coal. This could be explained by a poor contact between 

the arc and coal particles, or a shorter heating time after the 

stream had left the plasmatron. The feed system was 

superficially the same as that used by Bond, in that a fluidised 

particulate coal was introduced through the wall of the anode 

nozzle. The quench and cooling of the par ticles may have 

occurred more rapidly than in the work of Bond, for .the particles 

were collected in the water trough . Not sufficient information 

about dimensions and flow rates was given to make any more 

detailed comparison. 

Kawana et al. (35) obtained acetylene from the pyrolysis 

of pulverised coal in an argon plasma flow from a plasmatron. 

- 1 
They used argon with a specific enthalpy of 170 kJ mol , and 

fed coal in sufficient proportion so that the ratio of carbon 

atoms in the coal feed to the argon atoms from the plasmatron 

was about 0.1. Their coal contained 45 mass% volatile 

matter, and under the above conditions, yielded acetylene to 

the extent of 24% by mass of the coal. Thus only 600/4 of the 
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carbon in the volatile matter was required to be reacted to 

account for the acetylene found, 

- 1 
reported as 135 kwh kg acetylene. 

The energy requirement was 

A major effort to use coal as a raw material for acetylene 

production was initiated in 1966 by a $2 000 000 con t ract between 

the U. S. Bureau of Mines and A.V,C,O. Space Resear ch Cent r e, 

Massachusetts, to investigate the use of arc devices tailored 

in this specific problem (36, 37). Three designs were evolved 

in succession, and tested, using a 100 kW power supply . The 

fj.cst design was based in principle on the "high intensity" carbon 

arc, the name given to the arc behaviour observed when the 

current density at a carbon anode is sufficiently large to erode 

the carbon at an appreciable rate. Kr ukonis, Gannon and 

Schoenberg of AVCO Corporation operated an arc between a r od 

cathode, which was graphite, and a "rod" anode , which was 25 mm 

in diameter, and consisted of powdered coal driven up t hrough a 

water - cooled copper tube. The cathode was held vertically above 

the anode surface coaxial with the anode, and less than 10 mm from 

it. As the coal approached the arc, coking occurred, and the 

temperature rose until the coked material could carry current from 

copper walls to the seat of the arc, wherever it happened to be, on 

the face of the coal anode. It is questionable whether the 

surface of the anode received enough energy to vapourise 

appreciable quantities of carbon in the "high intensity carbon 

arc" sense, for a maximum ar c power of only 40 kW was r'eported with 

this configuration. Assuming an arc voltage of 40 volts in 

hydrogen for the short path used, a total current of 1000 A, 
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and a current density of 50 A 
-2 . cm 1s calculated. The anode 

was surrounded by a cooled coppe r tube almost flush with the 

arcing face ~ a ' situation which is expected t o draw more energy 

away from the anode face then i f the anode was free standing, as 

is normally the c ase with a c arbon arc. If one assumes that 

t he radiation loss from the f ron t face of the anode is the same 

( - 2) i n t h i s device as i n a free standing g r aphite anode 1.2 kW cm , 

and t he c onduc ti on loss of energy axially i nto the anode is the 

same in both cases 9 then the radial energy flux from the anode 

will make t he difference between t he two situations. Assuming 

a thermal conductivity of graphite , and a temperature of 4000K 

at the c entr eline 9 this write r estimates an energy flux of about 

6 - 2 - 2 
kW cm for the "coal" anode , compared to the 1.2 kW cm 

r adiati on from the side of a free standing anode . This a r gument, 

'.) 

t ogether with the fact that a current den sity of about 100 Acm- ~ 

i s normally needed on the anode of a c arbon arc for appreciable 

ab l at i on, i ndicates that i nsuffici en t ene r gy was present at the 

anode to justi fy the high i n tensi t y descript i on. 

Prac ti cal d ifficulties with this first de sign pr ompted an 

end t o work with it . These diffi c ult ie s centre d on the f r ont 

r i m of t he anod e 9 which was shielded with graphite "or o t her 

mater i al 11 • Nonetheless, it i s instructive to follow the details 

of t he work with the first des i gn. 

About 11 kg h - 1 of crushed 9 a ir dri ed c oal , typically of 

1. 4 to 2.4 mm s i ze ( - 8+12 mesh), was fed vertically u pwards by a 

r am through a 2 5 lllm diame ter water c ooled copper tube o. 6 m in 

length, d~re ctly into t he a rc 9 wh ic h played on the front face of 
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the coal. The graphite cathode, a rod of 1 6 mm diameter, was 

held from the side of the reactor. The hot gases and . char we r e 

cooled rapidly by injection of hydrogen or argon above the cathode, 

and were sampled above this again, for analysis. 

When argon was used as the "quenching" medium , the yield 

was only 2.5% at 20 kW power input 9 and 5.5% at 40kW , where the 

yield was expressed as the mass o f acetylene found per un it mass 

of carbon fed i n t he c oal . The energy requirements we re c onstant 

with varied power input, at about 86 kwh kg- 1 acetylene . It was 

reported that from 15 to 20 mass% of the coal was gasifi ed, and 

the char analysis showed a ratio of hydrogen to carbon a t oms of 

0.01 to 0 . 03 , compared to o.86 in the c oal . Thus the volatile 

matter was effectively driven off, us i ng this anode design . 

When hydrogen was used as the "quenching" gas, t h e 

acetylene yields rose significantly, to 6% at 20 kW , and 13.5% at 

40 kW. The energy requirement dropped to about 35 kwh kg- 1 

acetylene for the same operating c ondi tions as for the 86 kwh kg- 1 

figure given above with an a r gon quenc h. With hydrogen as the 

quench gas, a char from a previous high power run was used as a 

feed in place of the coal. The arc was more erratic presumably 

bec ause the particles did not fuse to form a continuous current 

path . With a char containing 0 .1 mass% hydrogen , t he y ield of 

acetylene was a bout 5%, showing that in this instance, some of the 

"fixed" carbon reacted with the "quench" gas . It is l i kely that 

the char was broken down finely 9 or even vap ourised, to give this 

extent of reaction in such a sh ort time. It is also l i kely t hat 

this carbon breakdown oc c urred to some extent with the coal fee d . 
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Krukonis et al.in fact assume that the fixed carbon in their coal 

feed reacts to the same extent as does a char feed, but this is 

not justified, as the splitt i ng of the coal with large quantities 

of volatiles released would cause a difference in the reactants 

present, and their concentrations. 

The observations on the solid residue, and on the anode 

after a run had stopped, are of interest. It was found that a 

char layer of 6 to 13 mm in depth existed on the top of the 

anode. 
- 1 Since the linear velocity of th·e coal was 1D mm s when 

the arc was running, then if one assumes that the progression of 

coking into the coal was negligible after the experiment was 

stopped, a heating time for the coal from 700 to 4000K is found 

to be about 1s. Considering the coke as graphite and noting the 

enthalpy change, one can calculate a rough estimate of thermal 

conductivity . - 1 - 1 - 1 This writer finds a value of 300 J m s K 

( - 1 - 1 - 1 which is high compared to that of graphi t e 13 J m s K for 

- 1 - 1 - 1 ) temperatures> 2800K and 150 J m s K at room temperature. 

It is unlikely that the low density coke would have a thermal 

conductivity as large as that of graphite. The discrepancy 

appears to lie with the assumption about the progression of 

coking. Coking of the anode coal after the run was st opped is 

indicat~d, so that the reaction zone in the coal was likely to 

be considerably less than the charred zone found after the run. 

This char showed a very low hydrogen content, and 

contained spherical soot particles of 20-30 nm diameter in the 

voids within the char, indicating a rapid gas - phase breakdown 

of hydrocarbons to carbon (~nd hydrogen) within the coal. Any 
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hydrogen formed by this means may react with the char or soot when 

these have entered the arc. Soot particles of the same size as 

those in the char voids were . found on the walls of the reactor, 

and analysis of these particles showed 5 - 6 mass% ash, compar ed to 

the 5 mass% ash in the coal. It is highly likely that the soot 

formed from the gas phase, so that the ash must then have been 

vapourised also. Temperatures at coal particle surfaces sufficient 

to boil the ash were probably reached. 

Krukonis et alo explained their low acetylene yields 

(.!:: 13o5 mass%) by the cracking of volatile matter before it 

reached the anode surface, together with incomplete contact between 

the arc and coalo As all hydrocarbons pyrolyse to carbon and soot 

at intermediate temperatures between that of the coal and the arc, 

the first point raised above is equivalent to the assumption that 

a lower yield is obtained by the reaction of carbon and hyd r ogen 

in these conditions than is obtained by the reaction of the 

hydrocarbon molecules in the volatile matter. This assumption 

will be discussed in a later chaptero Krukonis et alo r epor t ed 

that frequently a third of the coal went through the reactor 

"unconverted", suggesting that it was not even coked. · 

The second design which was worked on attempted to give a 

shorter heating time for the coal. A graphite rod connected to 

the positive terminal of the power supply was placed centrally in 

the anode tube so that its tip was just below the level of the 

coal particles. These were partially fluidised with hydrogen, 

and fed upwards into the arc. However, much of the coal "remained 

unreacted'\ indicating poor contact with the arc . 
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A third design was used, which aimed at both a short heating 

time and efficient contact between the arc and the coalo A 

rotating arc similar to that used in the Du Pon t reactor was 

devised. An axial magnetic fiel d rapidly rotated an arc anchored 

on a central graphite cathode within a coaxial circular anode. 

The rotation o f the arc was s uffi ciently r apid so t hat coal 

particles fed through the path of its sweep were effectively 

c ontact~d. The coal feed was in a direct i on vertically downwards 

through a restricted hopper tube~ with hydrogen flowing also 

through the coal bed into the arc. 

The first attempt at using this design was with a react or 

with a cathode of 10 mm diameter which was placed centrally in the 

coal 9 and extended down to the centre of an anode ring of 50 mm 

inside diametero An arc gap of30 mm was t hus obtained. This 

configuration was limited by the low hydrogen flow which could 

be tolerated without extinguishing the arc . With the low flows 

of hydrogen 9 heat transfer back to the coal bed occ u r red, and coal 

particles fused together before reaching t he arc. The 

investigators attributed the low yields obtained and t he copious 

quantities of soot found on the reactor walls to the high enthalpy 

of the hydrogen. In view of Anderson and Case 1 s analysis 9 this 

may be explained by, the consequence that the mixture remained for 

a t ime at sufficient temperatures to cause .appreciable decomposition 

of any acetylene formed. Observed yields of acetylene were 3%, 

- 1 and energy consumpt ion was about 130 kwh kg acetylene. 

The diameter of the i nside of ,the anode ring was reduced 

from 50 to 38 mm, reducing the arc gap from 20 to 14 mm. 
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This was sufficient to increase the stability of the arc so that 

lower powe r levels of 30 to 40 kW and h igher hydrogen flows could 

b e used. 
- 1 

An energy requirem~nt of 55 kwh kg acetylene was 

obtained. The feed size raJ~e was then changed from 0.7 - 1 o0 mm 

to 150- 250 ./A m, with almost no observed c hange in the yield or 

the energy consumption 9 indicating that the important reactions 

taking place are no t dependent on the original carbon surface 

area 9 and may be gas phase reactions. 

All t he developmental work discussed above on the AVCO 

project was carried out with a total pressure of 1 bar . 

Kr ukonis 9 Gannon and Schoenberg tested their rotating arc 

arrangement with a pressure of 0.2 bar, with the rational; that 

arc power and hence specific gas enthalpies would be reduced. A 

pressure of 0.2 bar was easily reached wi t h a steam jet ejector 

pump. Yields were increased significantly. For the same feed 

rate and power level they rose from 3-5% at 1 bar to 13% at Oo2 bar. 

The energy consumption dropped in the same comparison from 55 to 

- 1 
20 kwh kg • Note should be taken here , that as well a s reducing 

the pressure , the cathode was also changed in position, Instead 

of pointing downwards from the centre of the c oal feed, it now 

was below the anode, still lying along the axis, but with its tip 

pointing upwards facing the coal feed . The cathode end occupied 

7% of the area inside the anode ring, so that some loading of coal 

onto the c athode tip may have altered the average residen~e time 

of coal particles in the a rc ing zone. It was reported that soot 

formation was much reduced at the lower pressure. 

A hydrogen flow for quenching the hot gases from the arc 
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region was then installed, and the rate of hydrogen flow to the arc 
, 

varied for a given coal feed rate . The acetylene yield reached 

18% by mass of coal fed, for power inputs related to the hydrogen 

fed giving gross specific enthalpies for the hydrogen of 105 kJ 

- 1 mol or more. The coal feed rate was next varied . The 

acetylene yield dropped from 18 to 7 mass% for a two - fold increase 

in feed rate, and the energy requirement reached a shallow 

4 - 1 
minimum of about 1 .5 kwh kg acetylene. The acetylene 

concentration showed a flat maximum of 8 mol % of the product 

gases. This figure as reported is somewhat misleading, for a 

mass balance shows it to be calculated on a quench - gas free basis. 

No mention was made in the AVCO report of the amount of quench 

gas used . 

A more recent report on t he AVCO project (38) which 

p r ecised a paper presented at the American Chem i cal Engineering 

Symposium in 1970 , (39) gives the present a c hievements of the 

process. Using a secondary feed of coal downst r eam of the arc 

to increase the amount of acetylene produced , a s well as partially 

cool the gases from the arc, 30 to 35 mass% yield of acetylene 

was obtained, with an energy requirement of 8 . 8 to 11 . 0 kwh kg - 1 

acetylene. A hydrogen stream was used at the same t i me , f or 

quenching purposes. No enough detail was given (38) to v iew 

these figures critically. Some studies with the hydrogen isotope 

deuterium indicated that the quench gas took part in the reaction. 

The 1969 repor t (36) mentioned a design and costing analysis 

on projected industrial-sized installations of the coal - arc 

reactor, carried out by Stone and Webster Corporation. 
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This analysis indicates (38) that acetylene could be sold for 

- 1 ( - 1) 11,5 U.S.c. kg 5.3 c lb , presumably in the more favourable 

locations in the United States, 

2 - F A Comparison of Methods for Acetylene Synthesis 

For those processes discussed in this chapter which depend 

heavily on electrical energy , a rough economic comparison consists 

in a comparison of the energy requirements for production of a unit 

mass of acetylene. Another broad comparison may be made bas ed on 

the yield 9 or mass of acetylene produced per unit mass of f e ed . 

In figure 2.2, the energy requirement is shown for economi c and 

nearly economic processes, against the yield of acetylene, 

Whether the figures shown are economically competitive with other 

methods of acetylene or ethylene manufacture depend~ on the cost 

of power and raw material, among other things which are p ecul i ar 

to the location. T II 1 . • h~ Huls pant has been operating in Ge r many 

since 1940 9 and at the re c ently improved energy use shown 9 must 

be economic in the German context . In 1970, Vurzel a nd Polak ( 29) 

compared the economics of th e plas matron with those of the H~l s 

electrocracker 9 and with the B. A. S.F. partial oxidation pr oc e ss -

all presumably under Russian conditions . All processes were fed 

with methane, 
II 

The Huls process acetylene costs 110% of that from 

partial oxidation 9 whereas the plasmatron acetylene costs only 65%. 

In the United States, the partial oxidation of methane 

- 1 
produces acetylene whic h i s generally costed at 17.5- 20 U.S. c kg 

(8-9 u.s . c lb - 1 ). If one regards that Vurzel and Polak 1 s 

relative costs apply to the American situation, then in the U. S. 
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-1 acetylene from the plasmatr on is costed at 11.5 to 13 U.S .c kg 

( -1) 5.2 to 5.9 U. S.c lb acetylene . It is i n t eresting to see that 

these costs are about the same as those forecast for t he American 

c oal - arc process . Both these processes l ook attractive for 

New Zealand conditions, where even the c arbide process 9 wh ich has 

been estimated by the author (1) to produce acetylene for 24 N.Z.c 

- 1 1 kg (11 N.Z.c lb- ), is competitive with ethylene product i on. 

Referring back to figure 2.2, t he po int g iven fo r t he 

submerged liquid arc is a composite one, giving Su i t 0 s power 

consumption in 1944, and Kokurin's yield in 1962 . Th is may be 

misleading, for technical difficulties may st il l prevent Kokurin's 

process from achieving the low energy c onsumption shown. 

A major part of the cost not ind icated i n f i gure 2 . 2 i s 

that of separation of acetylene from other c omponen ts of t he 

product gases. The separation costs depend largely on the 

concentration of acetylene, being large for small c oncent r ations 

because large plant is required to handle the large flow of gas. 

Offgases from a plasmatron fed with methane c haracteristi cally 

contain 16 to 20 mol % acetylene 9 compared with 8 mol % from 

partial oxidation. The larger expenditure in separating plant 

with the partial oxidation process is probably reflected in 

Vurzel and Polak's figures for the total plant cost 9 which showed 

that the c os t of the plasmatron complex was only 6Cfl/4 of that 

based on partial oxidat i on . The major difficulty facing the AVCO 

workers in reducing their acetylene costs st i ll further 9 appears to 

be the cost of separation 9 for the ir concentrations have been only 

6 mol % when allowing for a minimal hyd r ogen flow for quenching. 



This quenching flow used by the author is 0.5 mol H2 per mol C. 

Any improvement in operating costs would be most likely to come 

from an increase in the low acetylene yields . 
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To provide some points to better des ign and operation of a 

coal, or coal and natural gas fed arc reactor, the more 

successful findings of the li terature of this chapter are 

summarised below. 

2-G Pointers for Optimizing Acetylene Production 

G1 Scale 

In general, an increase in size of an arc reactor from a 

laboratory model of 50 kW rating or less, improves the energy 

use, as can be seen from figure 2.2. Once the device has 

reached a size with a rating of several hundred kilowatts there 

appears to be no improvement with siz e 9 at least for those reactors 

which are gas fed. 

G2 Pressure 

Both the Du Pont reactor using methane, and the AVCO coal 

fed device, were run at absolute pressures in the range 0.1 to 

0.2 bar to achieve optimum yields and energy use . It was 

noticed that much less soot was formed at the lower pressures 

than at a pressure of 1 bar, perhaps indicating that lower 

pres sures are less favourable for the breakdown of hydrocar bon 

molecules to the elements. No work has been reported wi th 

plasmatrons at pressures below 1 bar, presumably because 

operation without soot formation can be achieved at a pressure 

of 1 bar (25). For pressure s above 1 bar, the acetylene yield 
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from a plasmatr on dropped off, according to Kozlov (27). 

It appears that for a coal fed proc e ss, pressures of 0.1 

to 0.2 bar are preferable. Further gains in acetylene y i eld may 

be made by operating the heating and quenc hing steps at two 

diffe r ent pressures, with the lower pressure in the quenc h step 

where lower reaction rates are desired . With such a ho t stream 

t his is difficult. If a suitable mater i al was found, a s on ic 

nozzle could be constructed, across which the pressure d r op 

required could be maintained by pumping. As internal energy 

would be lost by e~pansion through the nozzle, a r apid c ooling 

would accompany the expansion 9 providing an effective quen c h . 

G3 Mixing 

Anderson and Case (22) argued that for the case of a methane 

feed 9 in order to avoid excessive soot fo r mation, temperatures of 

the hydrocar bon mi xture just afte r t he a rc mus t lie a bove 1800K by 

a certain margin so that the endothermic reacti on to acetyl en e wi ll 

bring the mix temperature to below 1800K rapidly. They pointed 

out that good mixing is required between the hot gas and the heated 

gas, so that regions do not occur where a higher than average 

temperature causes rapid decomposition of acetylene. 

Mine et al. (25) showed experimentally the need for good distr i bu tion 

of reactants for h i gh y ields. It was shown by the expe rime n t s 

of Gulyaev et al. ( 21) with a plasmatr on, that the mixing o f a cold 

low viscosity stream of gas with a h i gh velocity jet of plasma 9 

where viscosities are about the s ame a s that of wate r 9 is a 

difficult task to achieve. 
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Whe re the arc is str uck in the , hydrocarbon feedgas itself 9 

mixing of the arc gas which is commonly at t emperatures from 7000 

t o 12000K 9 with that surrounding it, i s likely t o be even more 

criticalo Not only can localised de composition oc cur, but large 

parts of the gas could rema in unheatedo Wha t i s nee d e d is a 

definite mixing mechan i sm ver y cl ose t o t he arc , suc h as a rapid 

and fre quent movement of t he arc 9 or i nducti on of s urrounding gas 

by electrode jets. If a sol i d feed such as coal was used in an 

arc reactor, similar requirements would apply to the volatile 

matter released from the coal. The r eacti ons with t he solid 

carbon r emaining, presumably being a slower surface r eac t i on of 

some ~ind 9 would need ext r aord i narily eff i cient mixing with the 

arc for either vaporizat i on or r eaction with hydrogen bearing 

gases to occuro 

G4 Reaction Ti me 

One can divide the time taken for material to pass fro m 

initial contact with the a rc to whe re its te mp eratu r e has been 

reduced to below 800K, i nto a heat i ng per i od and a c o ol i ng period. 

The heating period is accompanied by c hemic al reac ti ons towards 

equilibrium c oncent r ations of hyd r ocarbon species a t h igh 

tempe r atuFe So The quenc h peri od on the other hand 9 is r e qu ired 

to be muc h shor te r in orde r that chemical equilibrium is avoided 9 

f or ac e tylene can be broke n d own almost c ompl etely t o the 

elements in the int ermediat e temperatureso For a gas reaction 

with a plasmatron, it has been found that t he reacti on time 

before quenc h ing can vary from Oo5 t o 2 ms with n o effect on 
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yield. This s uggests that chemi cal e quil i b r ium may have b een 

reac hed at the h igh er temperature . It is p ossible t hat the lowe r 

practical limit on this time is due t o t h e p r ocess o f heating a nd 

mixing, rather than reacti on kine tics. 

With conventional methods of h eating sol i d s , the heating 

time t o b r ing a solids feed t o reaction tempe rature would be an 

orde r o f magnitude larger than those heating times found wi th 

gase s . ~owever with dissociated and i on ised gases, chemi c al 

rec omb inati on and electron bombardment can i mp r ove t he energy 

transfer t o the sol i d. Also if a brittle s ol i d such as c oal is 

heated r apidly, it can shatter to very f ine particles and thus 

expose more surface for heat transfer o 
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3- A Design Criteria 

3- 1 

It has been shown in chapter 2 and appendix 1 that for the 

cheap production of acetylene from any feedstock~ an appreciable 

part of the feed must be converted to acetylene, t he energy use 

for a given amount of acetylene must be low~ and acetylene must 

be produced in sufficiently h i gh concentrati on. At present world 

prices, these parameters roughly need to be >25% y i eld, 
. . 1 

<11 kWh (kg acetylene) -. and > 5 mol % respe c tively. At the 

design stage, it was seen that the yield and energy use could be 

considered as design criteria~ in the l ight of t he existing 

knowledge. The problem in this work then became "the ef ficient 

reaction of coal to acetylene", efficient in both energy and coal 

use. It appeared that the achievement of sufficient concentration 

of acetylene would follow the solution of t his problem. 

A1 Yield 

Acetylene hai been obtained by ~everal methods from coal; 
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some methods have been detailed in chapter 2. The pass ing of 

pulverised c oal t h rough a heated tube, or int o a plasma str eam from 

a plasmat r oh, appears to remove and react the volatile matter in 

the c oal , bu t leaves the " fixe d carbon" as a c har. A tempe r ature 

of about 1800K is sufficient for the volatiles to r eac t 9 but 

t e mperatures h i gher than this are required before solid carbon will 

react appreciably in a hydrogen - rich environment. If t h e rate of 

reacti on with the solid is too slow at any temperatur e, t han 

vapourisation of the carbon would be needed before reac tion. The 

temperature required for this is about 4000K, which is ho t t e r t han 

tempe r atures achieved by flames. 

A2 Energy Use 

The reaction of coal may be given a t hermodynamic bas i s by 

the use of several assumptions. The h eating of c oal to f or m 

hydrogen, methane , c arbon dioxide 9 c arbon monoxide and n itrogen i n 

the gas phase 9 and carbon and ash i n the sol i d phase 9 is a s tep with 

8 - 1 an endotherm i c enthalpy change of only about OJ g for a low 

rank c oking c oal (1) , with reactants and p r oducts at 3 00K . For 

the p r esent d iscuss i on this "heat of carbon isati on" will b e 

i gnored, and also t he gross thermodynamic p r operties of t h e c har 

remaining from carbonizati on will be app r oximated to t hose of 

graphite. The reacti on of coal to acetylene i s then mad e 

equivalent t o t h e r eaction of a mass of graphite (g i ven by t h e 

fixed carbon c ontent o f t he coal) and a pa r allel react i on of t he 

volatile gases of the coal. From a N. Z. non-coking coal c ontain= 

ing 37 mass% volat i le mat ~er 9 about 50 mol % of t h e gas e s evolved 
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was hydrogen (2)o The ul timate analysis gave an atomic ratio of 

c arbon to hydrogen of about 1, equal to that of acetylene. Thus 

a high volatile coal may be a ble to supply sufficient hydrogen 9 

al l owing for recirc ulation of the latter 9 for acetylene as a 

single product. For the gases evolved from the N. Z. non-coking 

coal 9 methane 9 carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide contained over 

95% of the "volatil e carbon" 0 Methane contained about a third 

of this 9 or little more than 10% of the total carb on in the coal. 

It can be seen that while me thane is more accessible to reacti on, 

it c ompr ises only a small part of the c oal as a raw material for 

acetylene production. 

To estimate the energy use of coal for acetylene production 9 

t he re a ctions of methane and of graphite with hyd r ogen are c ompared 

b e low , with the understanding that the reaction of coal will be a 

combination of the two 9 more heav i ly weight ed towards t he graphite 

reacti on. The c omparis on is also useful in t hat several arc 

p r oc esses use solely methane as a raw ma terial,and are either 

economic or near econ omic (chapter 2). The mi nimum temperature 

to which the reactants can be taken to fo r m acetylene is about 

2000K. Both reactions are t hus written for a temp e ratur e of 2000K~ 

2CH 4 ~ C2H2 + 3H2 

2Cgraphite + H2 ~ C2H2 

T = 2000K 

T = 2000K 

In a ddition to supplying energy equal to the enthalpy change of 

t h ese reactions at 2000K 9 energy must be supplied to raise the 

tempe r ature of the reactants from r oom temperature to 2000Ko 
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Thus the energy required i s g i ven by the reactions 

C H + 
2 2T: 2000K 

3H 
2T:2000K 

6H = 647 kJ 

2C h 't + 
grap 1 eT=298K 

C H 
2 2T=2000K 

6H = 338 kJ 

The data used was taken fr om the JANAF t he r mo c hemical tables (3), 

and is given in appendix 2o 

It i s seen from the reactions that to produce the same 

quantity of acetylene 9 only 52% of t he e nergy of the methane r oute 

is re qu ired for t he graphite and hydrogen re a cti on o Fr om t h i s 

viewpoint 9 the use of coal to produce acetylene should requ ire less 

energy than t hat r equ ired by the use of methaneo In practice t he 

most efficient plasmatr ons requ i re 9o0 kwh kg- 1 acetylene from 

me thane 9 whe reas this analysis indicates 609 kwh kg= 1 f r om methane 9 

- 1 
and 306 kwh kg 9 or a l ittl e above 9 from coalo 

There i s a major drawback to t h is argumento A solid 

rai s ed to high temperatures loses energy r apidly by radiation from 

its surface 9 at far higher r ates t han by radiati on f r om a gas at 

the same temperatu r eo To use a carb on mat erial effectively as a 

raw material 9 it must be vapor i sed rap id ly o A carbon surface 

brought t o i ts sublimation t empe rature 9 r oughly 4000K 9 radiates at 

-2 1o2 kw c m of surfaceo In order to illustrate t h e e ffect of 

this radiation on the ener gy used, a one - dimensional model of an 

ablating carbon surface will be used. The carb on surface 

considered will be large enough to ignore edge effectso 

The ablation r ate 9 or t he velocity at wh ic h t he c arbon face 

disappears can be seen t o be t he crucial factoro If t h e energy 
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advantage of t he graph ite r ou te i s just lost, or 

8) 4 - 1 
(647 - 33 /2 = 15 kJ mol o f carbon i s r ad i a te d from the surface, 

2 
t hen for a surface of 1 c m , 154/1 02 = 130S time i s allowed 

fo r 1 mol o f c arbon t o ab lat e t h r ough t he a r ea o f 1 
2 

c m. One 

mole of carbon occupies appr ox i ma t ely 5o5 c m3 yolume, so t hat the 

requ ired ve l oci ty of ablation i s 505/130 = 
. 1 

o. 4 mm s - • 

Ablati on velocities larger than t h i s would g ive t he graphite 

r oute lower energy use than the me t hane rou teo It was toward 

achieving rap i d ablation rates for graphite or coal surfaces that 

this project was therefore d irectedo 

It i s assumed of course i n this working that the energy 

re quired t o take carbon to its sublimati on temperature and subl i me 

it is reabsorbed in reaction to ace t ylene o With finite blocks of 

carbon material , rad iation from t he sides will be c ome i mpor t an t , 

and may predom i nate with the ablation o f small p ieces. 

3- B Energy Tr ans fer t o an Ab l a ting Carbon Surface 

A c e rtain ene rgy transfer t o t h e carbon surface i s re qu ired 

for it t o ablate at a des ired rate , and it appears t hat this must 

come from the gas phaseo At the mi nimum ablat i on r a te g i ven 

above, the minimum energy transfer r ate i s c alculated from the sum 

of that lost by radiat i on and t hat required by evaporat i on and 

heating the c arb on. Evaporati on and heating amoun t t o 

( 8 ) =1 ( . ) / 2 0 + 55 kJ mol see append i x 2, or 335 130 = 2.6 kw c m=2 

Thus ignoring cond~c t i on losses, the mi nimum energy transfer at 

the carbon surface = 1.2 + 206 = 8 -2 3. kw c m • In order that 

the energy radiated be negligibl e c ompar ed with t hat used for 

a b l ating mate rial, the ablati on r ate s hould be perhaps 5 times 
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the mi nimum 
-1 

0 . 2 cm S • Th is demands an energy transfer o f 

1.2 + 13 = 4 - 2 1 kw c m • 

To a c h ie ve t h is h igh ene rgy transfer t o a surface appears 

at first sight t o be very d i ffi cul t 9 a t l eas t if it is re qu ired t o 

be efficiently done. 4 - 2 1 kw c m corresponds to t he powe r rad iated 

fro m a black- body at 7000K. If radiation was t o be t he method 

4 =2 
o f energy transfer 9 1 kw c m could be a c h ieved by mol e c ular 

rad i ators at h i ~h pressure at temperatures be l ow 10 9 000K 9 or by 

atomic radiators at muc h higher t emper atures. Bo t h t h ese 

situati ons appear c ostly t o arrange. A me t hod wh ic h would 

r elease t h e ener gy d irec t ly at the surfac e would be t ha t us i ng an 

exothe r mic c hemical reacti on at the s u rfa ce, and t h is c ould perhaps 

be controlled by c hanging c hem ical p otential g r ad ien t s. The only 

species wh ic h c an exist at a tempe r atur e of 4000K a r e simpl e 

molecules, atoms and electrons. Since reacti on with hyd r ogen is 

r e qu i red, a r ecombination of hydrogen atoms com ing rom a r egi on 

h otter t han 4000K is suggested as t he r eac t i on a t t h e surface. 

Howeve r hydrogen i s about 9Cf}{, d issoc i a ted at 4000K 9 a nd t h is 

mechanism would be limited by t he relat ively slow diffusion of 

hyd r ogen molec ul es at a s mall surface c onc e ntrati on 9 f r om the 

s u r face back to the hotte r r egion. Thus the surfac e at 4000K 

would be a poor c ompet i tor with other c ol der surface s fo r t h e 

energy d i ss ipa te s i n t he hot _r egion 9 and the me t hod aga in a pp e a r s 

expensive : 

A c hemical react i on of the s ur f a c e with electrons on t h e 

other hand, i s simple to arrange 9 a nd t h e r ate of react i on c an be 

controlled by controlling the flow of electrons . The singl e 
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requirement here is that the surface and some of the solid behind 

the surface be electrically c onductive, to c a rry away the electrons. 

This is no problem with graphite 9 but coal requires some processing, 

either by the c onduction energy flow back into the solid, or 

p re v i ously to that, before a good electrical c onduct ivity is 

obtained at lower temperatureso A suitable means of providing 

the high electron flux required at a surface, is an arc struck at 

that surface. 

The enthalpy of electrons passing through an arc will now be 

c onsidered. Since over 90% of the current of an arc i s normally 

carried by electrons, and ions and electrons have about the same 

size of energy change 9 consideration of the electrons ac c ounts for 

the most important initial energy d issipati on in an arc. 

Electrons pass from c a t hode t o a node through the arc, and it wi ll 

be seen that the choice of anode for t he ablating s urfac e is 

appr opr i ate. Choosing a common arc voltage for a carbon arc, 

60V, the electrons in t he c a t hode have 60 eV po t ential (or 

chemical) e nergy with respect t o the anride . About 4 to 5 eV of 

this is lost as a work function term upon t he electrons being 

emitted from the cathode, and a furthe r loss of the order of 

10 eV occurs upon the electrons enter~ng the arc c olumn propero 

Gradual loss of the electron potential energy as the electrons 

pass through the arc then happens, until they arrive just in 

- 1 
front of the anode with about 100 kJ mol of kinet ic energy and 

a much larger potent ial energyo With respect to a graphite 

anode, this last energy term c onsists of the work function of 

graphite (4.6 eV) together with the energy associated with the 
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anode fall, variously estimated at 20 and 30 eV for a carbon arc 

(see chapter ?)o Taking this value as 20 eV, the total energy 

available for release in the anode amounts to 24 x 23 x 4 o1 8 + 100 

= 2300 + 100 
- 1 

= 2400 kJ mol of electr ons, a large amount 

compared to the normal chemical bond energy per mole. The 

-2 current density required to dissipate 14 kw cm can now be 

estimatedo 6 -2 It is found to be 00 A cm • By c omparison, the 

current density for the "minimum" energy transfer given above i s 

- 2 115 A cm • It can be seen that the energy dissipated for 

carbon vaporisation is but a third of the total energy dissipated 

in the arco More will be w~itten about this in the final chaptero 

3-C Previous Work with Graphite and Coal Anodes 

Previous workers attempting to react graphite and coal as 

anode material for acetylene production have appreciated that high 

currents ablate disproportionately larger amounts o f c arbon due to 

intensive heating at the anode, but have not considered radiation, 

nor have established any operating criteria for the mor e efficien t 

use of energy in ablation. 

C1 Graphite and Hydrogen 

Work was reported in 1962 and 1964 (4,5) with a graphite 

anode in hydrogen which was carried out by Baddour and his students 

at Massachusetts Institute of Technology with a 25 kw reactoro 

A : 603 mm diameter graphite rod was used as an anode, located 

centrally in a horizontal graphite tube of 12o5 mm inter~al 

diameter, which served as a cathode. Currents of up to 320 A, 

. - 2 
ioe. 970 A cm on the anode, were used, resulting in anode 
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ve l ocities of up to 10.5 mm s Voltages of approximately 

50 volts were foun d, fo r a rad ial interel e ctrod e d istance of 

3. 1 mm . Hydrogen wa s b r ought in a r ound t he anode 9 t h r ough the 
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arc ing annulus formed be t ween t h e anode and c a t hode . Gas 

sampl es were take n by quenching some o f t he f l ow t h r ough a wat er

c o oled p robe plac e d on t h e axis of the reac tor 9 d owns tream fr om 

t he a r c . The sample f l owe d int o an evac uated vessel. 

Sufficient anod e leng t h (300 mm) was use d t o ob t a in a 30 s r un 

at t h e h igh e st current. Th e lengt h of run was a l so l i mi t ed by 

the deposit of carb on about 20 mm downs tream of t he anode. 

After abou t 5 g of anode c arbon had been used, (300 mm of r od) 

t he cathode tube was usually "75% b loc ked" with deposit. 

The results should be a c cep ted wi t h c auti on 9 for it has 

b een seen with plasmatrons that s ampling t h e fas t -reac t ing 

mixture with a probe c an give a c ompos iti on c or rect al ong the 

a xis, bu t nonrepresenta tive of t he total f l ow. A c onversi on of 

40% carb on fr om t he anode t o c arbon in a c e t yl en e was fou nd for 

c oncen t r a tions o f 13 mol % acetylene and a tot a l pre ssure of 

r eactart t s of 1 bar . Fo r h i ghe r c arbon t o hydrogen r at i os 9 

c oncentrat ion s of acetylene were as h i gh as 25 mol %, with lower 

c onversions. · The min i mum p ower re qu i rement was r oughl y 

- 1 300 kwh kg a cetylene fo r med. Several variables were 

inv estigated,· and the ir influence on t he reac ti on to a c e tylene 

a re noted below for po i n ters t o t he design of a more e fficient 

reactor . 

Power Carbon ablati on rat e f r om t he anode vari ed linearly with 

power" The r ate was appreciable only when t he curr ent r ose 
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6 =2 above 0 A; i.e. 200 A cm 

Hydrogen flow rate As t he hyd rogen flow i nc reased, t he carbon 

ablati on rate fell somewhat 9 the c oncentra tion of a cetylene in 

the product gas dropped 9 bu t t he y i eld improved markedly (at t h~ 

h ighe r power lev ls). 

Sampling Prob e Si ze An optimum i nside diameter of 1.5 mm was 
0 

found for ace t ylene forma ti on . As t he sample was in choke d flow 

t hrough the probe 9 t he interpr etation gi ven was t ha t hea t transfer 

rates were no t sufficient on either s i de of t he optimum . The 

reasoning followed was that t he fl ow was too small with very s mall 

probes for c ooling to occ ur rapidly, and t he surface for a given 

flow decreased for the larger probe sizes 9 c ausing less rapi d 

cooling. 10=5 =4 Quench times va ried from to 10 s . Th is 

i nves tigat i on suggests that ca re ful work on t he ef fect of qu enc h 

rates in more pract ical reactors may achieve better y i elds of 

acetylene, It i s t hought significan t tha t Badd our 0 s samples 9 

giving higher c oncentrati ons t han reported elsewhere 9 were r educ ed 

in pressure rap i dl y while being c ooled. 

Sampling Probe Pos ition The pr obe was taken as c lose as 15 mm 

t o the anode tip , and t h e highest acetylene c oncentration was 

found there. Acetylene concentration of t he gas f rom t ha probe 

fell off as t he probe was taken downstream. A distance of 110 mm 9 

t he maxi mum t ~avel from the anode used 9 corresponded to a 

residence time of gases fr om the anode t o t he probe of about 

4 ms (velocity of about 30 ms=1 ) 9 wh ich is probably suff ic ient for 

appreciable decomposition of acetylene (chapter 2). 

Hollow Anode The c onversion to acetylene was significan t ly 
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i mproved by i n troducing t he hydro~en f low through a hollow anode, 

fr om 20% t o 50% f or the same hydr ogen flow.and arc power. The 

l atter was t he h i ghes t conversi on obta i ned o 

Dilutents The addit i on of 20 mol % of hel i um to t he hydrogen was 

sufficient to increase t he ace t ylene c oncentrati on from 14 mol % 

for a 7 o5 kw arc power and 1806 mol % for a 10 kw arc power, t o 

23 mol % f or bo t h powe r valueso Higher c onc entrat i ons of helium 

(up to 60%) 9 d i d not change t he acetylene c oncentrations , Baddour 

interpreted t he effect of helium t o be equi valent to that of 

lowering t he to t al pressur e of r eactantso Acc ording t o h i s 

equilibrium calculati ons , t he maximum amoun t of acetylene possible 

at a given pressure de creases with pressureo To expla i n his other 

resul ts, Baddour t urne d t o a c ons i deration of kinetics of selected 

react i ons . He proposed a scheme wh i ch a c c or d i ng t o h i m explai ns 

h is h igh c oncen t rations of acetylene, but a c cor d i ng t o his chart 

does no t pre d ic t t he large i ncrease in ac e t yl ene c oncentratiQn for 

a drop i n t otal pressure from 1 t o 0 o8 bar t hat was observed with 

he l i um dilu t i ono It seems that helium may a ct as a third body in 

an a cetylene f ormati on react i on 9 or pr event acetyl en e de c omposi ti on 

i n s ome way. 

Magnetic Rotat i on of Arc Initial wor k was done with the arc left 

t o wander about the cathode tube wall. The sec ond report 

describes work where an attempt was made t o mix t he r eactants by 

r ot at ing the arc about the anode. An axial magnetic field of 

about 70 gauss was generated by a current - ca rrying coil, and since 

t he field was perpend icular to t he electrode - electrode annulus gap, 

it was presumed that rota ti on of t he arc occurred , When t he magnetic 

field was applied 9 the voltage - current char acteristic changed 
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from one whe r e the vol t age was independent of cur rent, to one 

where a rise from 40 Vat 150 A to 70 Vat 300 _A was ob~erved; 

There was a cocurrent d r op in anode eros i on rate for a given 

power. For the same condit i ons otherwise, acetyl~ne goncentf ation 

was improved f r om 14 to 18 vol% by use of the magnetic field. 

Methane The gas feed was changed from hydr9gen t9_methane, for 

runs using solid anodes and a magnetically sp~n ar~~ Acetylene 

content in the que nched gas increased with arc power, and with 

overall carbon to hydrogen ratio. A very high value of 52 vol% 
·- . - . - - - - - -

acetylene was obtained . This suggests t~at th~ r eac t ions of 

me thane and the anod e c arbon with some of the r~sult~nt _hydrogen 

may r un i ndepe nd e n t ly , a nd t hat t he r eact i on s ys tem i ~ f ar fr 9m 

c h e mic a l e qu i libri um . The l owes t s pecific _e ne ~gy _~eq~ ! rement 

found was 66 kwh kg- 1 a c e t ylene, with 12 mol _% a getylene ___ _ 

concentration . The grea t est conver sion of car bon t o car bon in 

acetylene was about 22%. 

Ethylene was also f ound . as a product , i n concen trati ons of 

about 1 mol %. Baddour e t a l. state that th i s sugges ts a s urface 

catalysed reaction f r om a c etylene i n the presenc e of r elat i vely 

cool walls. The ethylene content did not var y sign i ficantly wi th 

change of probe s i ze , · suggesting also that the reaction occurred 

outside the probe, perhaps on the cold c athode walls . 

C2 Coal 

A report was publ i she d in 1964 (6) by workers at AVCO 

Corp9ratipn, Massachusetts, about an attempt to use coal as a 

consumable anode for ac e tylene production . In a batc h experiment 



lasting a minute 9 an arc was struck in vacuum between a 13 mm 

diameter cathode r od and an anode cupo The c up consisted of a 

38 mm diameter graphite tube closed at the bottom 9 and filled 

with a mixture of 88 mass% high volatile bituminous coal and 

11 mass% pitch . The latter was included presumably to bind 
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the coal particles sufficiently long to allow them to fuse, and 

thus maintain a current path to the anode surface, before the 

partic les exploded from the surface by the expansion of volatile 

matter. Gases from the coal filled the chamber, untii the 

pressure r ose to 1 bar, after which the pressure was kept constant 

by some release of gas. 

Currents of 400 A were used, with arc voltages of 

50-100V. Gas samples were taken from a position 10 or 20 mm 

above the anode surface by withdrawal through a water - cooled probe 

into an evacuated container . An acetyl en e c omposition of 5 mol % 

was ob t ained in the sampl e d gas, with 72 mol % hydrogen. The arc 

covered only a small par t of the anode at any ins tant, so that most 

of the gases evolving from t he surface did no t c ontact the arc. 

Tbe AVCO workers described the advantages of working with a 

"high intensity" arc in a general way, but did not attempt to use 

the overall current densit ies on their anode which are nor mally 

re quired for the high intensity arc. Based on the ~ntire cross -

sectional area of the anode, they operated with a =current density 

~2 
of 35 A cm • Fr om a photograph they show of a circular patch on 

the anode surface of 21 mm diameter which was hollowed out by the 

arc 9 one can estimate that t h e actual current density was at least 

. - 2 
110 A cm • The current density re quired on a graphite anode 
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before appreciable material loss occurs is about 100 A cm - 2 

Since the coke which forms from the coal ha s a rapidly increasing 

electrical conductivity with tempe r atur e 9 the surface of the anode 9 

s hould the arc attempt t o wander, p resen t s th e most posit ive 

poten t ial to the arc wh e r e i t has t h e h ighest temperature , i .e . at 

th e arc spot. For this reason, and because of the possibility 

that the elec t rical conductivity of the arc at the anode end 

depends upon material of low ionization potential issuing from the 

anode, the anode position would tend to remain steady, perhaps 

more so than with a graphite anode. Also the thermal condudf ivity 

of coke and coal is well b el ow that of graphite at the same 

temperatures, so that the observation of an isolated r egion of 

arcing on a large coal an ode surface, acting perhaps like a single 

graphit e rod of similar dimensions, is not so surpris i ng. 

3-D Design 

The problems of main taining a car bon arc in an encl osed space 

include the build- up of solid carbon on c athodes, and k eep ing 

insulators around the electrodes from becoming c ondu c tors. Points 

required for the acetylene r eaction include high current density on 

the anode, introduct i on of hydrogen is s u c h a way that good mixing 

with the carbon is achieved, and p robably very hot walls, to 

minimis e de composition and r educe energy losses. Problems 

associa ted with the c oal feed were seen to be difficult ones 9 if 

coal was to be used as an an ode. A column of pulverised coal 

would need to be supported up to the arc edge, wi th probable 

deteriora t ion of the suppor t 9 nec essar ily an insulat or. 
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A fluidised feed of c oal would largely bypass the efficient energy 

transfer f r om electron condensationo A solid rod of coal which 

could stand by itself for a short d i stance, and also conduct 

electrici ty, at least in the outside layers, would be most desirable. 

It was dec ide d that to solve t he arc - reaction pract ical problems, 

t he coal feed problems would be ignored in the first experimental 

project, and the coal anode r eplaced by a gr aphite anode. 

Emphasis was placed in design on the maintenanc e of high 

surface temperatures within the arc chamber, so that energy losses 

would be reduced by reradiation 9 and so that tempe r atures within 

the range for decomposition of acetylene (800- 1600K) would not 

oc cur downstream of the reaction zone. In the author's 

knowledge, at least, t h is is a departure from other attempts at 

acetylene synthesis with arcs, whe re wate r - c ooled copper surfaces 

have been used exclusively. 

D1 Anode 

The size of reactor will be dependen t on the carbon feed 

r ate , which · in tur n i s fixed by the size of anode and its current 

densi t y. The power supply available del ivered a max i mum current 

of 112 A. A d iameter of graphite rods for anodes was c hosen so 

that a current density of 100 A cm- 2 (about that ne6essary for 

appreciable carb on ablat i on) c orr esponded to a current low in the 

availabl e rangeo A diamete r of 3.3 mm (1/8 inch ) was chosen, 

which gave a current dens ity of 100 A c m- 2 for a current of 9 A, 

- 2 and a c ur r en t densi t y of 1150 A c m for 100 A. At th i s higher 

current the carbon feed was calc ulated t o be abou t 100g h - 1 • 
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D2 Cathode/s 

Several mate r i a ls we r e c ons i dered fo r t he c athode o 

Tungsten 9 pyr olyt i c g r aph ite 9 and vari ous fo r ms of silic on 

carbide had s u i tab l e e l e ctrical c onduc t ivities. A high mel ting 

po i nt or ser v i ce t e mper ature was needed 9 as well as a h i gh the r mal 

conductivi t y 9 so t hat c ont r ol could be obtained over the c a t hod e 

operating tempe r atur e. Some properties are presented below. 

Material 

Property 

Melting 

temperature 

T/K 

Electr i cal 

Res i stivity 9 

R/Q m 

Thermal 

Conduct i vi t y 9 

/ - 1 - 1 - 1 k Jm s K 

Pyrolyt ic 

Gr aph ite 

4000 

(Subl i mation) 

2 X 10 =6 

C ax i s 

280 

C a xis 

Self- bonded 
Tungsten 

Silicon Carbide 

3100 3680 

10- 3 t o 

10 2 5 X 10- 9 

40 t o 280 

at '1300K 200 

150 a t 1700K 

All values a r e at r oom t emper a t ure unl ess stated other wise . The 

sil i con carb i de 9 al t hough mor e easily fab ricated t han the othe r 

materials 9 was r ejec t ed because of i ts l owe r melting temperatu r e o 

Pyr olyt ic g r aph ite ha s seve r al advantage s such as good i nsulation 9 

both electr ical and thermal 9 across t he C face 9 as well as 

resistance to chemical a t tac k on th is faceo Thus a c athode made 

of this material would presumably a c t a s c athode only wher e the edge 
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of the layer planes were exposedo The difficulty of making or 

obta i ning samples as large and long as was needed, precluded this 

material from the listo Tungsten was chosen, even though 

tungsten carbide is formed with carbon, with the hope that a very 

hot cathode would have little carbon reaction. 

With the assumptions that thorium doped tungsten was 

available, and that the thermal emission mechanism operated at the 

cathode, the electron emission density at 2100K is known to be 

4 -2 3. A cm • Cathode area was thus about 30 cm2 • Above 2200K, 

the thorium is rapidly vapourised, and the electr on emission drops 

to that fo r pure tungsten, which climbs again to the same 

current density at a temperature of 2800K. In order that the 

cathode terminal of the arc b e manageable i n size, the surface 

area was reduced by raising the allowed opera t ing temperature 0 At the 

. m. po of tungsten, a thermal electron emission of 445 c m- 2 was 

calculated . Since this emission can be increased by field 

emission due to t he cathode voltage drop but only t o the extent · 

of abou t 500/4, according t o the Schottky equat i on(?), t hen the 

' operati ng c u rrent density was limited to 450 A cm- 2 o The 

mechanism of electron emission from cathodes in arcs i s not well 

understood, for current densities far exceeding these h ave been 

obse r ved on cold cathodes. See, for instance, reference(?). 

The positive ion contribution to the current was expected to be 

~ 4 - 2 less than 10~o From the above, the current density of 50 A cm 

2 
is a conservative estimate, giving a cathode tip area of 0.22 cm. 

The anode - cathode configur ation was chosen so that the 

stream of material from t h e anod~ was di rected i n a straight line 
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towards the outlet o Inadvertent r e cycle with i n the re a ctor c ould 

cause acetylene decomposition, perhaps rea cti on to ethylene , and 

certainly problems o f wall eros i ono I t i s c ommon for a magnet ic 

pumping action to occ ur a t a c athod e~ producing axial ve l ocities 

of the gas away f r om t h e cathod e o f s ever a l hundred metres per 

secondo The dire c tion of t h is "cath-ode jet" c ould no t oppos e the 

anode stream f or the reasons g ive n above 9 but yet was r equ ired to 

i mpinge on t he an od e stream for a rc stab i lity and for good mi x i ngo 

A solution suggeste d by t he work of Amman et a lo(6) was t he use 

of a cathode ring, bu t t he problems of f abricat ing t ungs ten to this 

shape prohibited ito The design t hat was chosen was t ha t of 

thr ee c a t hodes 9 e qual l y spaced ~ r ound a circl e concentr ic with 9 

and at right angl e s t o t he anodeo Tungsten r ods wh ic h were 

r ead i ly available c ould be used, and mixing c ould b e obtained with 

axial symmetry of f low 9 provided t hat t h e c urre n t was d i stributed 

e venly to each c athode o The c a t hode cross sectional area 

cal c ulated above corresponded to t hre e 3o3 mm ( 1/8 inch ) d i ameter 

c athodes. 

D3 Insulator 

A critical c omponen t was the elec tri cal insulator a r ound 

the anodeo Th i s was required t o p r even t t he arc from wandering 

from the anode 9 and had to withstand high r adiation fluxes from 

the arc and an od eo Materials c ons i dered were fully dense 

alumina, vitreous carbon, pyrolytic ~raphite (across t he l ayers ), 

silicon nitride, and ho t-pressed boron n itride. Desp ite 

some att r ac ti ve properti es , t he f ir s t three were elimi nated because 
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of difri c ul ty of fabricating c omplex shapeso Si licon nitride has 

a specific e lectrical conduc tiv ity o f 5 x 10=212 -1 m- 1 at 1300K, 

a thermal c onduc t ivity of 1/3 t hat of gr aphite at this 

tempe r a t ure 9 and a melt i ng po int o f 2100Ko Bor on n itr ide has a 

lower elec trical c onduc tivity 9 Leo 3 x 10=3 J1. - 1 m- 1 at 1300K, 

and 1 o7 x 10 - 1 .fl=1 m- 1 a t 1800K o I t has a t he r ma l conductivity 

about half t hat of graphit e at 1300K, and has a high decomposition 

temperature o f 3270Ko In t he hot-pressed form c ons i dered above 9 

it has a graphit e s tructure 9 so t hat it c an be mac h i ned ve r y 

easilyo Boron n itr ide was c hosen as t he insulator material. 

D4 Reactor Chamber 

The d etai l s of t he sur r ounding wal ls were c onside r ed. 

Consisten t with t h e aim t o keep t he walls ho t 9 graph i te was c hosen 

as t he wal l materialo Al t hough electri cal l y c onduc ting walls 

c ould be a nuisance, some c on tinuous deposit of c arbon on any 

substrate would eff ectively g ive a g r aph it e s urfa ce , rendering 

cho ices other t han g r aph ite superfluouso Graphite i s easily 

shaped 9 and no further c hemical element s a r e t h en i ntroduced into 

t he systemo Hydrogen was brought i n, i n thre e flo ws 9 one to 

eac h cathode 9 as s hown in f i gu r e 3.1. The reason fo r i ts 

i ntr oducti on at t he c athode was t hat it would be i nducted into 

each cathode je t , and well mi xed with t he c a rb on from the anode. 

For a n a tomic r at i o of hydr ogen to carbon of 5 9 and a 

current of 100 A 9 t h e gas issu ing f r om t he r eactor : was cal c ulated 

t o have a volume r a t e of a b ou t , 10=3 m3 ~-1 at 4000Ko A 6.6 mm 

(1/4 i n c h) d i ame t er exit was c hos en 9 wi t h a resultan t ex i t 
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·, ~1 velocity of about 50 ms .. • If the carbon came off the anode as c2 

it was calculated that the stream velocity in front of the anode 

- 1 due to expansion was about . 50 ms , with perhaps about the same 

contribution from a lateral body force on the charged particles 

from the self magnetic field of an arc contraction at the anode. 

Thus a rough estimate of reaction time before the quench tube 

was .L/500 seconds, where L was the distance from mixing , 9f the 

reactants to the beginning of the quench tube in mm. For a 

reaction time of 1 ms, this distance was thus about 50 m~. The 

reactor body was proportiqned so that this characteristic length 

was used. 

The resistive heating through anode and catho4es was 

checked, and found to be small (0.2V drop alpng anode and tub~). 

Detailed heat transfer calculations were carried out .on the cathode 

and its bar.on nitride cover. The wall thickness of both the 

graphit~ anoqe tube, which provided an electrical contact . with the 

anode ~r,od, and the boron nitride insulating .tube were limited to 
}• I ' 

2.5 mm by the purchase of 13.3 mm outside diameter boron nitride, 

an ecqnomic size. The length of anode tubes was then determined 

from the heat transfer considerations to be 40 or 50 mm in ord ~r 

to keep the boron nitride insulator below its decomposition 

temperature. An energy balance was made over the cathode surface 

involving electron "evaporation" energies, radiation, positive ion 

energies and conduction back along the cathode, but unfortunately 

ignoring the convection heat transfer to the hydrogen. On this 

basis, the length of cathode was found to be 40 mm for a temperature 
t / I ':,' 

of 3650K at the tip, and water cooling at the end. 
I • 
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As the lengths of both anode and cathodes beyond where water 

cooling was applied, were deter~ined, the size of the graphite 

block was largely fixed. To reduce energy loss from the graphite 

block, and also to make the entry of an angled hydrogen feed easy, 

the anode end of the block was conical . It was apparent that 

with a temperature of 300K at the outer surface of the graphite 

block, the inner surface would be at much too low a temperature. 

A disadvantage in provid i ng a gap between the block and a water 

cooled metal surface was the difficulty in preventing circulation 

of arc chamber gas around the gap, causing ambiguous reaction 

r esults and perhaps the breakdown of electrical insulation. ~t 

was decided to use magnesium oxide powder with a melting 

temperature of 3100K for insulation between the graphite block and 

a cold copper wall. Using an estimate (220 W) of the radiation 

loss to the inner graphite wall and settjng the lat t er at 2500K, 

the outer temperature of the block was 2000K, with 1700K drop in 

temperature over 3 mm thickness of powder . With this a rrangement, 

it was calculated that about 5 minutes we r e required fo r s t eady 

state from start - up . 

and voltage 'of 45 V. 

This design was based on a current of 100 A 

D5 Reactor Shell and Fittings 

A double copper jacket was constructed as shown in figure 3 . 2, 

with the space between the copper sheets provided for circulation 

of cooling water. To e nsur e positive circulation,water was brought 

i n at three po i nts, one on each ca thode assembly, and taken out at 

one point near the anode flange, Ports for hydrogen entry, and for 
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viewing through 3o3 mm diameter quartz rods, were placed as 

indicated. For cool ing of the end plate, water was fed in at 

three points equally spaced around the inner diameter, and moved 

radially out to be collected at three points around the outside 

diametero The anod e assembly was required to seal around the 

graphite rod feed, and around the anode electrical contac t , as 

well as having the latter insulated from the reactor' jacke t . 

It was eas i er and safer to make the cathode and copper jacket 

both at earth potentialo Only a single item thus required 

insulation, and this was the anodeo As shown in figure 3o2, a 

positive contact was made from the metal terminal to the graphite 

bush surrounding the anode, by means of a tapered wedgeo An 

adequate seal for pressures in the reactor above atmosphe r ic by 

at least Oo6 bar was provided by a piece of soft sheet-rubbe r of 

about Oo5 mm thickness with a hole a little smaller than the anode 

rod. This rubber s~eet was backed by a piece of 

polytetrafluoroethylene (P~FE) sh~et with an inwards facing lip so 

that the seal did not blow 04t 0 Water cooling was not at tempted 

initially Qn the anode, since it was thought that cooling from 

the reactor walls was sufficient. 

D6 Anode Feed 

A p r ime requirement for the carbon feed was that it be 

continuous for at least 5 minuteso Graphite was available i n 

0.3 m lengths, so that fi ve t o ten lengths were needed to be fed 

end - to - end for a high current run. A magazine was dev i sed to 

hold about twenty rods, and to bring each r od in turn in contact 
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with two wheels 9 one of which was rubbero The rubber wheel was 

spring-loaded towards the other 9 and driven through a flexible 

drive by a 40 watt DoCo motoro The speed of the motor was 

easily controlled through a wide range with high torque by 

providing a constant voltage of 50 volts through a rectifier to 

the field coil 9 and a varying voltage from Oto 50 volts through 

a variable transformer and separate rectifier bridge to the 

armature. Each anode rod was connected to the following rod by 

machining a spigot on one 9 and a hole to fit, in the othero 

D7 Hot Gas Quench 

The simplest device used in the past for cooling the hot 

gases from the reactor was a cooled tube through which the gases 

passed. Alternatives included a liquid spray quench, a fluidised 

bed, or cold gas mixingo The simple tube had the advantage that 

dry product gas could be sampled for analysis without fu~ther 

treatment other than removal of soot, and no correction needed to 

be applied for estimation of true concentrations. A series of 

three quench tubes of 15 9 30, 50 and 70 mm in length 9 each 6.6 mm 

inside diameter (1/4 inch), were construct~d, so that the quench 

tube length could be varied from 15 mm 'to 165 mm. As shown in 

figure 3o3, the partially cooled gas was then brought into a 

larger chamber of 31 mm inside diameter and 200 mm in length, for 

further cooling to room temperatureo Following the practice of 

Baddour, a cooled probe was placed axially within this chamber, 

through which samples could be withdrawn. 

be taken downstream of the cooling chambero 

Samples were also to 
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The lengt h of quenc h tube r equired was calculated using an 

e mp i r i cal relationship establ i shed for plasma stream cooling (8), 

r elat i ng the e n t ha lpy of t he gas t o the position in a pipe. In 

this instanc e 9 t he enthalpy d r opped to 0.1 of i ts i nitial value 

in 90 mm lengt h of t ube with a c ooling time of about 2 ms. 

In ord e r t ha t energy losses to the reactor were found 

separately f r om t he heat t r ansfer to the quench tube,~ thin sheet 

of PTFE shee t was esimated to be sufficient insulation when placed 

between the reactor - quenc h tube flanges, (Only about 5% of the 

reactor shell heat transfer was estimated to pass to the quench 

tube with.!!:.£ i nsulator.) 

the quenc h tube and cooler . 

Similar insulation was placed between 

' 
A further observa t ion port was planned so that 

observati ons c ould be made right through the quench tube almost at 

the end of t he quench operation. The quench tube walls were 

made f r om c opper, but c opper was avoided i n the cooler, where the 

produc t gases were colder 9 because of the cata lytic action of 

copper a c etyl i d e on t he explos i ve de c omposi t ion of acetylene. 

The ins i de sur faces of the c ooler were c onstructed of stainless 

steel. 

DB Powe r Supply 

The d i rect current supply was available with a voltage of 

250 V, a nd c u r ren t s up to 110 A. An adjustment of supply 

voltage to the arc voltage (from 40 to 100 volts) was made by 

using a resis t or i n series with the arc , Th i s had the 

advan t age of giving stab ili ty t o the arc, although being very 
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wasteful of pnwer. Up to 20 kW was needed to be dissipated in 

the ballast resistor, for 4 to 8 kW in the arc. The ballast 

resistor was made up of thirty 1 kW bar r adiator elements arranged 

in 5 tier~ of 6 el e men t s i n a vertical chute. Sufficient ai r 

flow was provided over the elements to carry away 20 kW with a 

temperature rise of only 50 K. All the elements were in parallel, 

with a single switch on each of 4 tiers, and a switch on each 

element of the 5th tiero By switching i n more resistors 9 the 

current could be increased in steps of 2.5 A from Oto 100 A. 

The rectifier in the · D.C. power supply rectified half 

wave, so that a ripple of 150 Hz was obtained superimposed on the 

direct current. This ripple was observed as 48V A.C., i.e. a 

proportion of 19% of the D.C. voltage. Since this was likely 

to complicate the chemistry of the reactor, and since photo 

electric measurements were planned on the arc 9 an inductance 

load was placed in series with the arc. It was calculated that 

an inductance of 0.3 Henries was needed to reduce the ripple to 

0.9%, a figure acceptable for optical measurements (9) . This 

was provided only in small part by an air core inductance with 

100 turns at a radius of 30 cm 9 which reduced the ripple to 

45v r.m.s. 
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Sufficient measurements were ma d e so that all mass flows and 

c oncentrat i ons were known 9 and so t hat some che c k ould be made on 

a.ccuracy. Me asuremen t s we r e made of e n ergy flows both in and out 

of t h e reactor 9 and an energy balance attempted, The values of 

proc e ss parameters were noted at fre quent i n tervals t h roughout a 

r un, i n an attempt to c ompl e tely character i se the r un conditions. 

Add itional observations such as t hose using a s pectrograph were 

made fro m t i me t o time. 

1~- A Materials 

Graph it~ - Union Carbide graph ite 9 g r ade CS 3 . 3 mm diameter 

i n 300 mm lengths. Maximum ash c on tent 0.1 ~ass%. · 

Hy drogen - > 99 . 7 mol % hydroge n on dry basis 

..C O. 01 mol % oxygen 

4=B Appa r a t us 

-< Oo 01 mol % n i trogen 

< O" 01 mol % c arbon d i oxide 
r 

< 5 x 10- o mole fr a eti on c arbon monoxide 

<:; 10 =5 mole f r acti on other carbon compounds 

mo i ~ t ure varied fro m 0 ,02 to 0, 14 mol % 

An outline of t he experimental s t=up i s s hown in fi gu r e 4 . 1, 
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Hydrogen was fed from a pressurised bottle through a pressure 

reducing valve, a needle valv~, and a Fischer and Porter 1/4 11 low 

flow rotameter to the reactor. This rotameter was calibrated for 

hydrogen flow under the pressure used in the runs, (0-0.07 bar 

above atmospher ic ) as were other hyd r ogen f otameters, by liquid 

d isplacement rates in a measuring cylinder. Carbon feed 

velocity was gauged from the _variable transformer setting, which 

was calibrated and checked seve~al times during the course of 

experiments. From the velocity, with the assumptions that anodes 

were a constant cross s~otion, and constant dens ity, the mass feed 

r ate of carbon was calculated. 

Afte r filtering the carbon off, the product gas passed 

through a rotameter. It was then sampled for acetylene analysis, 

and burnt to remove some possible traces of hydrogen cyanide. An 

air ejector then pumped the products of combustion into the duct 

which ran from t he resistor banks to ou tside the building. The 

product gas rotameter was calib r ated for b oth hydr ogen and 

acetylene, and an interpolation was made between these calibrations 

for .acetylene concentrations in hydrogen of less than 100%. An 

eight por t push-pul~ valve was constructed to transfer a loop of 

product gas to a carrier gas stream of nitrogen which b ubble~ 

t hrough a series of four 20 ml t e st tubes for chemical ana l ysiq 

of acetylene acc ording to ASTM D1020-61 (1) . This standard 

method analy ses f or monoalkyl acetylenes and diacetylene, but not 

dialkyl ac etyl ene s . Suc cessive test tub es were filled 

acc ordingly with dilute s ulphuric acid to remove basic compounds, 

wi th sodium me t asulphite solution to remove carbonyl co~pounds, 
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with sodium hydroxide solution to remove acidic compounds, and the 

last one with an alcoholic solution of silver nitrate to form a 

s ilver acetylide precip itate. The acetylide reaction forms acid, 

whic h was titrated with a standard solution of.sodium hydroxide 

to dete r mine the acetylene in the sample t~ken. Ea ch sample 

occupied exactly the same volume at product line pressure, which 

was kept c onstant at atmospheric pressure by the control of the 

air ejector so th~ a mercury manometer open to atmosphere had a 

zero differential head. The nitrogen used as carrier gas was 

99 . 9% pure on a dry basis, and distilled water was used thr oughout. 

1he sampling valve, and a flow distributor are shown in figure 4 . 2. 

Measurements of arc voltage were made with a new Avometer 

MkS , and measurements of current with an industrial type 5 mV 

voltm~ter and shunt . It was found that arc vol tages and currents 

fluctuated more than was acceptable for an estimat e of arc power, 

A Weston wattmeter was installed, and power readings were found 

steady and reproducible. As the voltage coil of the wattmeter 

was des i gned for a 0-110V r ange, it was connected only when the 

arc was operating, by means of a relay switch actuated by a 

pot~ntial diff~rence across the ballast r esistor. 

Mains water delivered between 3.5 and 5.5 bar gauge was us ed 

for cool~ng. It was filter ed to avoi d build - up of grit in the 

reactor cooling chann~ls, and passed through a pressure rel ief 

valve whic h maintained a steady pressure · to the cooling circuits. 

Three water f lows were used, each with a needle valve and rotameter. 

The rotameters were cal ibrated at a point near their full r ange, 

and these caiibrated fl ows were used thereafter in all r uns. 
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To obtain energy flows fr om the reactor, quench and cooler - probe, 

the temperature rise of each water flow was needed in conjunction 

with the fl ow r ate. For safety of t h e copper walls, espec i ally 

in the quench tube, a certain minimum heat transfe r r a te was 

requi red t o the wate r. Th is i n turn requ ired certain water 

velocity, and with the total pressure dr op ~imi t ed . to about 3 .5 

bar, a cer tain mean cross - section of water channel. Since the 

flows needed r ose in tempe r ature by only one to ten Kelvins, 

several thermocouples in series were used to measure t h is 

temperature rise accur ately. These were all placed with their 

cold junc ti ons on the water inlet tube, and hot j unctions on t he 

exit tube . Each junction was soldered to a copper strip which 

encircle the copper water tube, but was separated from it 

electrically by a thin layer of a r es in wi th reasonable thermal 

conduc tivity. The thermocoupl e wir es were made l ong enough so 

that thermal conduction down the wire could make no more than 1% 

error in the total measur ement It was f ound t hat draughts 

about t he apparatus caused appreciable dri fts in t hermocouple 

readings, so all the rmocouple j unctions we re packed round wi th 

cotton wool , and junctions and wire bundles enclosed with a plas tic 

envelope. This eliminated obse r vable drift. Thermoc ouple e.m. f. 

values were recorded con tinuous l y on stri p chart recorders. 

Hitachi 2 pen and 1 pen recorde r s we re used, because t he ir 

amplifiers were guarded well against the infl uenc e of external 

magnetic fie lds, and because of their f loating earth •. 

The t hermocoupl e arrangements we re eac h calibrated in situ 

by replacing the reactor with a water hea t er, The heater consis ted 
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of a sealed, thermally insulated tin in which was placed a jug 

element connected to the D.C. supply. For different power 

dissipation levels, measured by the wattmeter, different readings 

were obtained from the strip chart recorders, making up a direct 

calibration . The standardised water flows for each cooling 

circuit were used. 

All valves were arranged handily either in a row at bench 

level, or on the control panel, as shown in Plate 4.1. Almost 

all pressure and flow indicators were arranged on the panel. An 

isolating switch for the full cuirent rating of t he supply, was 

located , on the bench in easy reach. Elephant trunking connected 

to an air extraction system was placed with its end about 0.1 m 

from the reactor, t o carry away fumes if the seals leaked. 

Gas samples were also taken from the product line by a 

syringe, the needle of which was inserted t hrough rubber septa 

set ip the line. Hamil ton "gai;; - tight" 9yringes with a PTFE 

barrel head were used to trans fer the sampl e s fr om the line to a 

sample holder, shown in Plate 4.2. The gas displac ed mercury, 

which then sealed sufficiently well to allow no observable change 

in composit ion of a mixture of hydrogen and acetylene over a 

period of a month. The seals through which the syringe ne edle 

passed were rubb e r policemen pushed into the glass tube aga inst 

the mercury head . Small brass guides fo r the needle we re t hen 

placed i nside the rubber polic e men. 

The gas samples we r e t r ansferred fr om the holder to a gas 

~hromatograph at leisure, for a nalysis_ This a gain was done with 

t he Hamil ton syr inges . Two columns were made up for the gas 



chromatograph by G.Sutton (2), according to some column 

specifications obtained from CSIR0, Sydney. 

The specifications were: -

(a) for separat i on of permanent gases 

1.4 m x 1,8 mm i.d . stainless steel tubing containing 

25% squalane on 60- 85 mesh acid washed Chromosorb P, 

held at about 30°c, followed by 2 m x 1.8 mm i . d. 

stainless steel tubing _contatning 60- 85 mesh 5A 

molecular sieve held at 85°c. 

(b) for separation of . hydrocarbon gases 

14.o m x 1.8 mm i , d, stainless.steel tubing containing 

25% propylene carbonate on 44- 52 mesh Chromosorb P 

(not acid was~e d) followed by 

1.4 m x 1.8 mm i .d. stainless steel tubing containing 

25% tetraisobutyl ene on 52-60 mesh a cid washed 

Chromosorb P, both columns h eld at a bout 30°c. 

The 5A molecular sieve available was 40- 60 mesh size, 

and the Chromosorb P, both acid washed a n d unwashed, was 

available in the sizes 60- 80 mesh. These sizes we re used. 

The above spec tf ication noted helium as the carrier gas , 

but oxygen was used, as a paramagnetic oxygen analyser was 

used as the de t ec tor, as c onceived by J.B .Stott. The 

two column train s were placed in pa,rallel, with a push 

pull valve enabling one to divert the carrier stream and 

sample to e ither column t r ain, while still flowing out to 

the sam e detector. A p r oblem wa s found with the long 
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hydrocarbon separatin g column, i n that a high pressure of at least 
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2o7 bar was required for a reasonable flow. It was found that 

the syringes were not gas - tight at this pressure, and indeed it 

was very difficult to inject a sample again~t this pressure 

b e cause of the force required on the barrelo This di f ficulty 

was sur mounted by using y e t another push- pull valve with 8 portso 

A loop o f carrier gas was isolated with the valve, _and the 

p r ess ure i n the l oop reduced to 1 bar by expansiono The sample 

was t hen injected easily, the pressure increased to the previous 

va l u e by contraction, and by moving the valve barrel the loop was 

s wept int o the carrie r stream. Expansion and contraction wa s 

a c c ompl i she d by a retractable piston, which was given a good seal 

by being c overed with mercury . Mercur y also covered the septum 

re quired f or injection . For g ood measure, me rcury was also kept 

above the barrel of the syr i nge, to guard against leakage of the 

gas sampleo 

Oc casional observat i ons were made wi th a med ium - quartz 

Bellingham and Stanley spectrograph, of 1937 vintageo Th e light 

emission from the arc and anode which passed through a s mal l quartz 

wi ndow was focussed on the s lit of the spectrograph by a quar t z 

lenso The image of the sl it was then broken into a spectrum 

by t he Cor nu type quar t z p r i sm, and focussed on to the position 

o f th e pho t ographic emuls i on, over all its length 9 by a further 

quar tz lenso Un fort unately , when the s pe c trograph was obtained, 

the sl i t was noticeably worn in the centre, and the image was 

fo cussed only at the red end o f t he r angeo Both jaws of the slit 

were t a ken out, honed down t o a s har p e dge s o that no r eflection 

c ould b e see n edge - on unde r a low power mi c roscope, a nd adjusted 
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for both edges closing in the same plane, and for touching at all 

points along the edges at the same time . The scale on the opening 

mechanism was then calibrated with the opening of the slit, as 

measured under a travelling microscope. The spectrograph was 

systematically focussed by rocking the photogr aphic plate holder 

about its central pivot by short increments, and varying the 

focussing lens position over its full range for each position of 

the plate. Sensing the focus could not be done by eye, for the 

eye is restricted to about 1/4 of the spectral range. An exposure 

had to be made using spectral lines both in the red and in the UV 

on the photographic emulsion, and this developed, for one to know 

whether the lines were sharp throughout the spectrum. A 

combination of a carbon arc 1 which gave the atomic carbon (CI) line 

at 258 nm, and a sodium lamp, which gave the sodium D lines at 

589 nm, was found to be excellent. 

The dispersion of the spectrograph in the red was about 

4 - 1 nm mm and greater for shorter wavelengths . Thus the sodium D 

lines were n o t resolved (0.6 nm separation) for any slit . width. 

Extensive background exposure was found on the exposures. This .,. 

was almost eliminated by cleaning the optical surfaces, thus 

reducing scatter, and by sealing round the plateholder with black 

tape, which prevented light leakage from outside the spectrograph. 

Unfortunately scratches were observed on the focussing lens, and 

also the optical path d i d not remain in a ve r tical plane 

perpendicular to the slit. 

A carbon arc radiat i on standard wa s deve l oped for 

cal i brat i ng t he photographic emuls i on on each plate. 
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The carbon arc standard consisted of a horizontal anode, 8 mm in 

diameter, made from grade CS . National Carbide graphite, and a 

vertically placed cathoqe, 3.3 mm in diameter, of the same 

material. An arc was struck in air between the electrodes, and 

operated so that the cathode was 5 mm in front of the anode face, 

and 5 mm below it. The radiation from the anode face was 

focussed on the spectrograph slit, and used as a light source 

radiating as a black body at 3800 K as determined by Hattenburg (3). 

The maximum current used without the anode attachment of the arc - - . . 

contracting and wandering over the surface, _was 13 A. 

Unfortunately the device could not be op~r.ated with the current 

continuously adjustable, and so j~st below the unstable condition, 

as desired for most accurate work. The current was adjustable 

in steps of 2.5 A, and so would be within 80% of the maximum 

value for the "quiet mode". For th~ _accuracy possible with the 

spectrograph, this should have giv~~ s~ffi~iently accurate 

calibrations. So that similar op~~ca~_paths w~re used in taking 

spectrographs of both the reactor arc and the calibration anode, 

the same quartz window was used, tog~ther with similar 

dimensions of window holder, and viewing port in a graphite block. 

It was found necessary to enclose the arc standard with a metal 

box with no roof, to prevent draughts from disturbing the arc. 
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4=C Experimental Procedure 

The experimental techniques used during a r un were gradually 

evolved from rather crude operations during the early runs where 

only a few of the relevant observations were madeo The procedure 

developed, which was used i n all runs where quantitative results 

will be quoted, was no t established until . the 50th run. By this 

time, all calibrations had also been made. 

techn i que is r eported below. 

C1 Pr eparat i on 

The fully established 

The solut i ons i n t he gas bubbl i ng tra i n for acetylene 

analys i s we r e replaced if this was needed, and the system checked 

wi th a known sample of acetyleneo Anode rods we r e gently 

sanded so that they all fitted through a test hole the same size 

as that i n the reac tor, and t heir ends machined so that they fitted 

i nto each other. The reactor asse mbly was put together, 

ensuring that the anode tip was in the same horizontal plane as 

t he cathodes, wi th cathodes each 3 mm fr om the anode, and reactor, 

quench and c ooler were tested for gas leaks. The various parts 

of the reactor were also tested for electrical insulation. The 

hydr ogen flow was turned on at 18 g hr - 1 for half an hour to flush 

out the system, and the burner lito One hydrogen flow was fed 

to each cathode , as will be d i scussed in chapter 5, and these 

flows were balanced. The potent i al d i fferen c e between the que nch 

tube and ear t h was measured us i ng a high i mpedance voltmeter, 

wi th the fu l l supply voltage ac r oss the a r c gap. Water was 

turned on at the calibr ated sett i ngs, and car e was taken that the 
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thermocouple readings had reached steady-state before starting the 

run. 

The spectrograph plateholder was loaded and placed on the 

spectrograph. Finally, the hydrogen flow was adjusted to the 

desired level, and switches were closed on the resistor bank 

ac c ording to the current required. 

C2 Run 

All readings of instruments and other observations were 

recorded as the run progressed, on to a tape. The taperecorder 

was actuated from the hand microphone. Even when this method 

was used, important measurements were sometimes still lost, owing 

to lack of time during the run. 

With the supply voltage between anode and cathodes, one 

cathode was brought in to touch the anode, and drawn aw~y quickly 

to its operating position 3 mm from the anode perimeter. The 

arc thus formed was restricted in current to 10 to 20 A for 

5 minutes at ,~ start of each run, in order to have the arc 

chamber hot before measurements were made. An image of the anode 

and arc was projected on to a screen set around the spectrograph 

slit, by the spectrograph lens. This image enabled the operator 

to vary the anode feed so that the front face of the an ode 

remain ed at the same position in the field of view, no matter 

what the current. The normal position of the anode tip 

corresponded to an actual position 10 mm below the cathodes. 

After 5 minutes, the current was changed to that desired 

for the run. Arc voltage, current, power, mass flow readings 

were taken from .this time at least once every i minute. 
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After the reactor cooling water temperature increase had settled 

to a steady value, as indicated on the strip chart recorder, the 

sample valve was pushed to take a sample for acetylene analysis, 

and a sample was taken by syringe for the gas chromatograph. 

Care was taken that the air to the ejector pump was adjusted 

correctly so that the product flow at the sample valve was at 

atmospheric p r essure, as seen by a manometer. After 5 minutes, 

the bubbler train selector was moved to direct the carrier gas 

flow to anothe r set of bubblers, and the sampling valve barrel 

withdrawn to allow the product gas to flow through its sampling 

loop. After another minute, the sampling valve was pushed in to 

take another sample. Samples were taken in this fashion until 

all four bubbler trains were used, or the run ended. 

Checks were made during the run, of water flows, of quench 

tube voltage and of reactor pressure. Depending on the purpose 

of the run, several spectrograph exposures were made, using a 

rotating sector driven by a synchronous motor to give an accurate 

exposure time. Other measurements occasionally made were that 

of total radiation intensity from various positions in the arc 

using a thermopile, and temperature of the graphite walls, using 

a chromel-alumel thermocouple. 

It will be shown in the next chapter that a large proportion 

of runs ended in difficulties before more than two samples were 

taken and only towards the end of the work were conditions 

sufficiently controlled that the run was ended only to analyse 

the samples. 
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To end the run, the current was switched off, hydrogen flow 

stopped after 5 minutes, and water flows shut down after 15 minutes, 

when it was observed that the reactor had cooled. 

C3 Analysis of Run 

Within minutes of shut - down, the silver nitrate . solutions 

were titrated with alkali for estimations of acetylene. The soot 

filter was undone, and the soot weighed if the amount was at all 

appr eciable. The reactor was taken apart, in latter runs only 

down to the end plate flange? and any carbon on the floor of the 

chamber, or in the quench tube was collected by a small "vacuum 

cleaner" arrangement, and weighed. Damage, if any, was assessed, 

and all components 0£ the reactor were tested for appreciable 

electrical paths between them by an Avometer. Samples of product 

gas were analysed with the gas chromatograph, and all observations 

made during the run were transcribed word for word onto paper. 
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RESULTS - REACTOR MODIFICATIONS AND WORKING EXPERIENCE 

CHAPTER 5 

~1 

The modificat i ons made t o the r eactor geometry to achieve a 

workable design are listed below. 

problems to be solved o 

There proved to be three main 

(a) survival of t he anode i nsulation 
~ 

(b) electrical insulation around the reactor - walls 

(c) cathode ope~ation with no carbon build - up 

The import~nt fea t ures of the experimental runs will be given where 

pertinent to t he success of the design. The initial choice of 

materials for reactor components proved t o be satisfactory. 

Run Noo Comments 

1 - 8 Fig.5.1 A black conducting layer was found on the top of the 

boron nitride insulator 9 fusing it to t he anode. The 

insulator quickly eroded through 9 apparently as the result of the 

arc being t r ansferred to it. Th~ theor y that such reaction 

of the boron ni tr ide was with p i ec e s of carbon fallen from the 

anode, which fed vertically upwards, was tested by inverting the 

reactor , so that the small pieces observed coming off the anode 

would drop out of the reactor. The small pieces were removed, 

but damage to the insulator was similar , so the reactor was 

henceforth run with the anode driving vertically upwards . It was 

thought that the buoyancy of the arc would help with this 

orientation 9 and the problems of holding the anodes in place 

would be smaller . When the arc was left to wander from the 

anode for more than a few seconds, the arc chamber became 

filled with a frothed clinker . When the anode rod was 
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:inadverbmtly advanced beyond the plane of the cathodes while the arc 

arc was out, and the arc restruck, the anode was eaten through 

where the arc was struck, and a piece of the rod fell to the 

chamber floor. This commonly caused a short circuit. However 

if the anode was advanced to the same extent while the arc was 

operating, the arc remained attached to the front face of the 

anode, A hydrogen flow corresponding to an atomic ratio of 

C/H of 1 was first used, but because of carbon deposit troubles, 

the hydrogen flow was increased so that C/H ~ 1/4 to 1/12 atomic 

ratio, or 3 to 1 mass ratio, was used. The exit to the arc 

chamber was made as a separate piece of graphite which was 

inserted into the main graphite body, for convenience of 

assembly. Thii had the effect of thermally insulating the tube, 

so that it operated at a much higher temperature than the rest of 

the chamber. Over a number of r uns, the outside surface of this 

tube receded several mm and had a crystalline appearance, with 

crystals of the order of 1 mm in size. 

The arc chamber layout at this stage is shown in figure 5.1. 

After some practice, the arc could be operated for about 

15 minutes with currents from 20 - 40 A, but large formations 

of a dense material occurred on the cathodes, eventually closing 

the anode - cathode gap so that the arc was extinguished. The 

. growths were bulbous in form ( figure 5.2), had a light grey 

s urface with small ridges running i n the d irection of growth, 

and a black , smooth interior. The bottom of the growth, 

presumably where the arc had attached, was also smooth and 

concave downwards toward t he arc. Even when the growth was 
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electrically in contact with the anode after a run, it could be 

lifted off with ease, and was still smooth on the underside. 

9 - 10 Fig . 5.3 An attempt was made to vaporize the carbon (or 

whatever material it was) off the cathodes as it formed . The 

conduction path for heat transfer back from the tip was 

narrowed, by grinding a waist in the tungsten of 1.5 mm 

diameter for 6 mm, starting 6 mm back from the tip. No deposit 

formed on the cathodes, but for currents around 40 A, the tips 

melted and deformed excessively. With most runs, 

deterioration of the BN cap around the anode occurred, as 

could be observed during the run by a change from the blue 

colour which was normal, to a pink streak from the position of 

the BN. The cathode problem was ignored for the time being, 

and the anode configuration changed. 

11-12 Fig.5.4 In order to keep the BN cover clear from any 

carbon vapour which may have diffused to it, the hydrogen 

flow was introduced past it. Also the diameter of the 

chamber was reduced, to obtain a faster and·more streamlined 

flow. Burn - out was just as severe. 

Both a faster hydrogen flush, and more effective 

cooling for the BN, were intended by having the BN cap hard 

against the graphite block, which did not even run red hot. 

T~e hydrogen flowed in through three flutes in the surface of 

the BN cap. Partial success was found at 40 A, for the area 

of BN around the flutes was clean, but 1 or 2 mm of carbon 
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deposit formed on the BN close to the anode. A well controlled 

run at 60 A was made, but after a couple of minutes severe 

deteri oration of the BN was observed again. 

15 Fig.5.6 Having established that a hydrogen flow was 

beneficial, the flow was then introduced around the anode 

itself. Arc operation becam e less stable especially at low 

currents. After a 55 A run, some damage and carbon reaction 

was seen on t he BN around the anode hole. 

16 Fig.7 The two aspects, adequate surface irrigation with 

hydrogen, and adequate cooling, were emphasized in this design. 

A small crater was formed on one side of the BN cap after the 

arc was observ~d to jump from the anode a couple of times just 

before the end of the run. It was concluded that a conducting 

layer was still forming on the BN cap 9 and the arc was transferr-

ing to this to bypass the hydrogen stream. Provision was 

made to project an image of the flow through the exit tube on 

to the viewing screen, A reddish glow of the gas flow, 

together with b r ight orange streaks signifying large hot carbon 

particles, was seen, With some of these runs, little 

deposition was found on the cathodes, which we re b right and 

melted at the tips. Some spattered metal was found at times 

on the chamber walls near the cathodes. 

17- 19 Fig.5,8 To provide better distribut i on of hydr ogen over 

the surface of the BN, many small hol e s we r e drilled through 

the cap surrounding the anode, After short runs at 35 and 55 A, 
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the BN surface was clean, except for some light coating 

around the central portiono After several minutes of running, 

the BN cap was cleanly eaten away close to the anodeo This 

perhaps was caused by the radiation from the arc and anode, 

together with poor cooling, which sufficed to bring the BN to 

its decomposition temperatureo During these runs, the cathodes 

appeared to remain clear of deposit until they had deformed by 

melting into a larger mushroomed tipo Rapid deposition was 

then observed, so that the cathode-anode gaps became quickly 

bridged with the material previously describedo It may be 

significant that when the graphite exit tube was further 

thermally insulated from the main body by a gap and MgO 

powder, some deposit similar to that observed on the cathodes 

appeared on its surface in isolated lumpso Normally a slower 

build-up of material occurred evenly over its inside surface, 

or not at all, depending on the carbon feed rateo This deposit 

formed a smooth surface which looked like a carbon, (black, 

could be machined) but was much more difficult to file away 

than the exit tube graphite, and was stronger. 

21 - 23 Fig,5.9 It was proposed that the BN cap was not necessary 

for insulation around the anode, and that the hydrogen flow, at 

a sufficient velocity, was sufficient to keep the arc from 

wandering to the walls. To test this theory, graphite was 

substituted for the BN capo With a low current (11 A) the 

arc operated on the anode very steadily for 5 minutes, and then 

suddenlJ jumped out of viewo It was found that the arc had 

divided into two. The current was carried from the cathode 
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to the graphite block by arcing, and similarly from the 

graphite block to the anode. Howeve r, there was a possibility 

that the cathodes touched the graphite body accidentally during 

the run. The gaps from cathodes to the walls 9 and from the 

anode to the wall , were wid ene d to about 1. 5 mm . A similar 

result obtained 9 except that the arc bypassed t h e cathodes 

entirely~ a nd at tached itself to the quench tube from the 

graphite exit tube, ma k ing th e quench tube an auxi liar y cathode. 

It did this on the plasma stream side of the BN insulating 

collar, A large number of hole s of the same size as those 

us ed with the BN cap were then dr i lled in t h e graphite web 

around the anode so that the hydrogen flow passed axially 

th r ough t hem as well as th r ough the gap surrounding the anod e. 

In this case 9 also, an arc occurred easily b etween the anode 

a nd the graphite wall. I t was c oncluded that an insulating 

surfa ce was necessary around the anode. 

24 Fig .5. 10 From the above experience 9 it was decid e d t hat the 

graphite walls would be moved away from the arc t o p r ovid e a 

less attractive alternate path for t he current, to p r ovide 

another insulating gap 9 (making three between anode and cathode) 

and to reinstall the BN cap with a protec t ive graphit e cap on it. 

Since the conducting l ayer on the BN seemed unavoidable 9 it 

was best to put it to s ome use 9 and prevent radiati on damage on 

the BN surface. The arc r an well 9 until extens i ve deposit 

formed on all cathodes 9 bridging the arc gap. The graphite 

anode cover was loaded to a small extent by hard c arbon deposit 

on its top side 9 whe r eas the BN cap was un damaged, except for a 
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small area around its forward lip where it was exposed to the 

arc, Ideas that the cathode deposits derived in part from the 

BN present, were disproved by the results of this run, as almost 

no BN was vaporized. 

25-27 Fig.5.11 The BN cap was completely protected from arc 

radiation by extending the graphite cover. This resulted in no 

damage at all to the BN, but a carbon depos it formed around the 

hole in the graphite cover, so that the hole became too small 

for the anode rod. An interesting observation was that the 

e x it tube was not above a dull red hotness for a current of 

10 A, but was at an orange heat for a c urrent of 30 A. 

Various small modifications to the graphite cover were made, 

bringing the graphite down into the BN cap so t hat the wall of 

the cap was lined with graphite, and widening the hole through 

which the anode passed. The latter was done to prevent build -

up closing the hole too rapidly. Arc -through to the anode 

supporting tube occurred. The rapid flow of cold hydrogen 

through the hole may have prevented arc - back while the hole 

was small, but once the hole had been widened, this deterrent 

was not so strong, perhaps allowing arc-back to happen. 

However, the arc attached i tself to the anode tube when first 

the BN was removed from the underside of t he anode cap, 

exposing graphite, before the anode was wi dened . Thus the 

presence of the graphite layer which could 'see' both the arc 

and the anode tube was a major cause of arc - back, at least, 

in support of expe rience with the graphite walls. 
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28 Fig.5.12 An attempt was made to reduce the risk of arc damage 

to the anode by bringing the anode assembly, back from the anode 

tip. A long run was achieved, without arc-back. It was 

noticed that the arc extinguished when the gap between anode 

and cathodes became more than about 10 mm for the lower 

currents (15 A), but was stable for higher currents. The BN 

cap was unmarked, but a metallic looking surface was obs~rved 

on the unde rside of the graphite cap, apparently from reaction 

with the BN in contact with it. 

29 Fig.5,13 A graph ite insert was used. This acted as a 

radiation shield, and i t was hoped, would direct the flow of 

gaseous carbon in towards the centre, avoiding much contact 

with the cathodes. The apron of the insert was widened 

towards the anode, with the aim of preventing the arc from 

jumping to it. A long run (15 min,) was achieved at a low 

current, with little deposit on the cathodes. The results were 

complicated by a failure of an anode to anode spigot-in - hole 

electrical contact, causing an arc to develop beneath the 

anode cap. The anode arrangement was then changed so that an 

all - BN face was presented aga in on t he cap underside, as in 

figure 5.11. After running at a h igh current for a short 

while, deposit had built up on the cathodes, and bridged the 

arc gap. Thus the radiation and flow baffles did not help 

the cathode .problem. 

31 -3 2 With the same configuration as before, graphite rods of the 

same diameter as the tungsten cathodes replaced the latter, 
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thus testing whether the tungsten was peculiar iri allowing or 

causing a deposit. Deposits of the same size and appearance 

occurred on these graphite cathodes for the same carbon feed 

rates as those used with tungsten cathodes. It was 

sig~ificant that for currents of only 10 A, the graphite 

- 1 cathodes were removed at the rate of about 1 mm minute , 

whereas for a current of 30 A, where carbon loss from the anode 

was rapid, the cathodes rapidly built up. Problems were found 

where flakes of ca~bon accumulated around the BN cap, and 

caused the current to pass through the graphite insert . and body. 

33-37 Fig.5.14 The requirements of the anode surround were 

(a) an insulator such as BN covering the anode electrical 

contacts, 

(b) a cover on the BN to prevent both radiation damage and 

the deposit of a carbon layer on it, 

(c) no chemical reaction of the cover with the BN, 

(d) a sufficient flow of cold hydrogen to prevent the arc 

from running back down the anode to its electrical contacts, 

(e) a third insulating gap removed from the arc space, and 

so unlikely to arc across. 

These requirements appeared to be met by the design in 

figu~e 5.14. No undesirable arcing occurred with this 

configuration, except when sufficient carbon deposited on the 

graphite cover around the anode hole to clo~e it on the anode, 

and carry the cover up with the anode. This trouble was 

eliminated by enlarging the hole and providing a gap of about 

1.5 mm around the anode. The boron nitride insulator 
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remained clean, and in fact this arrangement was undamaged for 

the rest of the experiments carried out on the reactor. 

Problems were still unsolved with the cathodes. 

~ifficulty was found in controlling the position of the tips 

of the graphite cathodes, as they either eroded or built up. 

The arc became unstable, and frequently extinguished, 

presu~ably from the dissymmetry of the cathode tips. 

Indications were seen that hydrogen flow around the 

cathodes prevented build-up of material after holes were made 

at the bottom of the radiation baffle so that hydrogen could 

circulate up past the cathodes. After a run, deposit was 

observed on the back side of the radiation shield, but only 

well away from the likely route of hydrogen. 

cathodes were almost clear of deposit. 

Also the 

38-41 Fig.5.15 The clue provided above was followed up by 

making an extensive change to the cathode assemblies to 

allow hydrogen to be fed to them independently from that flow 

to the anode. Graphite tubes carried the hydrogen in annuli 

around the cathodes, forward to within 2 mm of the cathode 

points. Initially the hydrogen flow was uncontrolled 

between cathodes. It was decided to revert to tungsten as 

material for the cathodes. 

After a run, two cathodes were found clean, with 

slightly melted tips, and the other built up with deposit. 

It was also found that the flow of hydrogen through the third 

cathode assembly was much less than that through the other two. 
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Thus the conclusion may be made that the hydrogen flow was 

required to be some appreciable size to avoid deposition. 

However, if the carbon deposition depended on the current to 

the cathode, and it appeared that it might, for no similar 

deposition occurred on the walls, then this would rather or 

also indicate that the current was unevenly distributed, and 

so cause uneven deposit. To decide between these alternatives, 

(rath~r or also) it is suggested that the hydrogen stream tends 

to blow the arc away from a cathode, and so the distribution 

of hydrogen to the cathodes determined the distribution of 

current . Through this effect, and perhaps by reaction also, 

the hydrogen flow may have controlled the deposition the way 

it did . 

Trouble was experienced with arcing across the graph i te 

sleeves, which were also not sufficiently robust to allow much 

handling. 

42- 44 Fig.5 . 16 Insulation of the hydrogen- carrying tube from 

. the cathode was attempted, so that the arc was prevented from 

jumping bac~ to the tube . The BN insulator could not be taken 

closer to the cathode ttp than about 4 mm for fear of damage 

from arc radiation. Deposit formed in large quantities ·on the 

cathodes, and the conclusion was made that not sufficient 

hydrogen w~s reaching the tip surface . 

45 Fig.5.17 A graphite tube was inserted into the BN insulating 

bush, to carry the cathode hydrogen flow forward to the cathode 

tip, but even with the electrical insulation of the graphite 
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tube from the cathode, the graphite tube was destroyed quickly 

by arcing, 

46- 62 Fig,18 The hydrogen carrying tube was made the electr ical 

conductor, and made from tungsten so that it was robust. A 

tungsten tip was inserted into the end of the tube , wi th flutes 

I 

ground into its shank so that hydrogen could be flushed past at 

two ~oints on its perimeter. The tube was made from a 6. 6 mm 

(1/4 inch) diameter tungsten rod, which was drilled with a drill 

of 4.2 mm (5/32 inch) diameter. A much improved performance 

of the cathodes was obtained. Runs as long as 25 minutes at 

30 A were obtained with negligible deposit on the cathode tips 

except towards the end of the run, when sudden rapid build - up 

joined the cathodes to the anode. At other times, only shor t 

runs were made before , the same happened, signifying that there 

was a factor in the problem which was not controlled . Deposit 

occurred only on the front face of each cathode tip, while ~ts 

shank showed a clean, coloured surface. The colour of the 

tungsten shanks varied from its colour when at room temperature, 

through brown, violet to blue. The blue colour appeared when 

the tip had melted, indicating that the colour was a measure of 

the temperature it reached while operating. It was noted that 

where one cathode was preferentially built - up with deposit, it 

commonly had a shank of a light metallic colour, which was 

interpreted as meaning that it had been cooler than the others. 

The tungsten tube was almost clean in all runs. 
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Arcing from the graphite exit tube to the quench tube 

caused more trouble, and · it was realised that the exit tube, 

being in the path of the plasma flow, was :acting as an 

auxiliary cathode. It was thus insulated from t he cathode from 

r un 54 on. However positive voltages appeared on the quench 

tube of about 40V, due to leakage resistances when the arc was 

out, but also due to the influence of the arc when it was on, 

for the voltage rose to 48V during a run. A 50 Kfl resistor 

was placed between the quench tube and cathodes which kept the 

quench tube voltage at about +20V maximum. It was noticed 

I 

that the arG extinguished itself frequently without the leakage 

resistor in place. 

After several lengthy r uns some smooth deposit of carbon 

was observed on the exit tube as shown in figure 5.19. 

64 -75 Fig.5.20 The solid tungsten cathode tip was replaced by 

two halves, with a flute ground on t he inside of each half 

running the length of it, to allow hydrogen t o flush across the 

face of the tip. It was thought that po r ous t ungsten would 

have been ideal for this application, but it proved difficult 

to obtain •. At times, the arc extinguished easily at 20 A, 

but was sufficiently stable at 30 A. Gradually deposit 

formed on the lower lip of the front face of the c athode tip, 

so this lip was reduced in size by grinding, to allow hyd rogen 

to irrigate the surface more effectively. 

formed. 

Less deposit was 

It was noted that the power of the arc decreased just 
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before a deposit appeared on the cathodes. It was first 

suspected that the drop in arc voltage accompanying this 

(86 • 65V), was caused by the shortening of the arc due to the 

deposit on the cathode. A run was stopped as soon as this 

drop in voltage became steady. Deposit had formed on the 

cathodes completely covering the central passage, but was much 

too small an amount (1 mm) to significantly shorten the arc. 

The highest voltage gradient one can assume here is that for 

the hydrogen arc (4V mm - 1 ) (1) . A mere shortening of the arc 

by 1 mm could thus reduce the arc voltage by only 4 to 5v. 

The drop in voltage was thus thought to be related to either 

the change in electron emitting surface, or the blocking of 

hydrogen flow to the front face. It was seen from the run 

before, where a single solid tip had been used on each electrode, 

that the voltage had dropped to the same extent for an end-of-

run deposit of about the same size, 

was therefore eliminated, 

The second alternative 

The electron emitting properties of a surface depend on 

its work function. The author was satisfied that the deposit on 

the cathodes was some form of carbon, as no BN decomposition 

occurred, and little tungsten was lost from the cathqdes. 

Little difference was thus expected in emission from the cathode 

in cnanging from a tungsten surface t o the carbon deposit 

surface, since the work functions are closely similar (W 4.5V, 

polycrystalline graphit~ 4,6V). Electron emission increases 

rapidly with temperature. The sublimation point of carbon is 

about 4100K, compared to a melting point of 3680K for tungsten. 
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It is expected that the tungsten surface, however, would operate 

above the melting point, perhaps even to the boiling point at 

7000K. This matter of a drop in arc voltage to the extent of 

20V when deposition began to occur, will be taken up in 

chapter 7. It is sufficient to say here that it must b~ a gas 

phase phenomena, and not some behaviour within the cathode or 

anode themselves (e.g. contact potentials), because of the size 

of the voltage change. 

Some significant observations were made on the cathode 

tips. After one run, one cathode tip was much cleaner than the 

other two. The clean tip had a blue shank as in figure 5.21, 

whereas both tips with deposits had grey shanks. As this 

appeared to indicate different rates of cooling, probably 

dependent on the hydrogen flow through each tip, the size of 

each flow was determined. It was surprising to find that the 

4 4 4 -1 
two deposited cathodes had flow rates of • and O. g hr , 

- 1 
whereas the clean cathode had an intermediate flow of 3.4 g hr 

(4jA run) . To test roughly the significance of the surface 

colour on tungsten with relation to temperature, a tungsten 

rod was heated mildly with an oxy - acetylene torch (in air), 

during which the blue - green colour appeared on the grey surface. 

On further heating with the same torch, the blue coloration 

disappeared, and a yellow colour appeared before a cherry red 

heat was reached. The blue colour was interpreted to be 

tungsten hemipentoxide in both the flame and the reactor (2). 

The hemipentoxide begins to sublime at about 1100K, indicating a 

low cathode operating temperature. 
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69 -75 Measured hydrogen flows were used at the cathodes, and each 

flow was balanced with the others before a run started. Three 

-1 small rotameters were calibrated for the 0.5- 5 g h range. 

Several runs were done with the cathode flows set at values 

- 1 
between 2 and 3 g h • These runs were characterised by widely 

fluctuating arc voltages from 90 to 150V, and frequent 

extinguishing of the arc. The current fluctuated with the 

voltage, causing the rate of carbon ablation from the anode also 

to change. - 1 The runs with cathode ~ydrogen flows of 2,0 g h 

for a total current of about 20 A resulted in bright clean 

cathode tips with some slight melting and blue coloration. 

While these runs looked promising, the difficulty of maintaining 

the arc prompted a further change in cathode design. It was 

suspected that the bad electrical contact found at times with a 

resistance meter between the tips and the tube may have 

contributed to the arc extinguishing. 

76- 84 Fig.5,22 Better electrical contact was aimed for in a 

design which was similar to that used before in run 45, and used 

at this stage with better control over hydrogen flows. Features 

of these cathodes were the graphite wedges holding the tungsten 

rod firmly central in the tungsten tube, and thermally 

insulating the rod to some extent, so that the rod ran hotter • . 

Initially the same trouble was had with the arc extinguishing 

many times, and the arc voltage reaching 150V with an average 

of about 120V. 6 - 1 Cathode hydrogen flows were from 1. to 2 g h • 

However, stable operation was obtained by keeping the anode tip 

well forward for the lower current runs. For a 20 A run, the 
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anode tip was no more than 3 mm upstream of the cathodes for 

stability (100V steady) 9 whereas for a 40 A run the anode could 

be brought back to the customary 10 mm below the cathodes for 

stable operation at 95V. After runs of 20 minutes, only a dark 

coloration 9 assumed due to carbon,appeared on the tips of the 

cathodes. After one run where some deposit was found, the 

cathode rod was blue in colour towards its rear end, but grey 

towards its forward tip. 

For all r uns from run 80 onwards, care was taken in the 

placing of the c athodes. The standard position of the tips 

became three points on a 10 mm diameter pitch circle. It was 

noticed that if the anode was allowed to move past the cathode 

plane 9 the arc voltage rose by about 20V. This focussed 

attention on the voltage measurements of the quench tube~ which 

was approximately +8V relative to the cathodes for norriial arc 

voltages ( 95V). The quench tube voltages followed the arc 

voltages 9 being c onsistently 8% of the electrode - electrode 

voltage even when the arc was not running, and since this 

could be explained by leakage resistances in the reactor 

structure 9 it appeared that the arc did not directly affect the 

quench tube voltage with a 50 K ..0. leak resistor attached. 

contrasts with the observations made in run 80 without the 

This 

leakage resistor attach~d. Thus any current to the quench tube 

from the arc or plasma flow would be less than 1V/50 Kil= 20JAA• 

It is probable that the arc itself did not reach into the quench 

tube 9 which would then have acted as another cathode . 

It is proposed that the arc was carried upwards by 
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convection at the lower currents 9 to form a loop constricted on 

one side by the graphite exit tube 9 as in figure 5.23. At 

these lower currents 9 the arc was observed to reach vertically 

from the anode out of sight of the v iewer 9 and to attach on the 

upper side of the cathode. Some evidence for this looping was 

also given by the melted patch on the cathode tip facing down -

stream after low current runs. The rapid drop in arc voltage 

down to 50V observed occasionally could be explained by a direct 

arcing (dotted in figure 5.23) between cathodes and anode 9 

similar to the behaviour observed with plasmatroneo 

Some light arc i ng paths were observed on the outside of 

the cathode tubes 9 running about 10 mm along the length of the 

cathode tube back from its tip 9 and corresponding arcing paths 

were observed on the inside of the holes in the graphite 

radiation shield- and body 9 in which the cathodes lay. Since 

these marks were only light 9 they could not have been associated 

with steady operation of the arc. There were only one or two 

of the tracks observed after a run, so that it is likely that 

they were associated with the extinguishing of the arc. A 

· possible mechanism is illustrated in figure 5.24 9 where it is 

suggested that the arc attached from the cathode tube to the 

underside of the graphite exit tube support 9 and sufficient 

electrons were emitted from the hot exit tube (a temperature of 

3300K i~~needed) for the arc to attach itself to the upper end 

of the exit tube. Since this was a surface over which gas 

flowed with high velocity 9 the arc would have become liable to 

be blown away from the surface 9 and to be extinguished. 
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- 1 10 g h , in an effort t o reduc e the possibility of arc blow-out 

caused by the ab ove mechanism. Unf ortunately the arc 

extinguished as frequently as be f ore. It was noticed that the 

quench tube voltage r ose suddenly from the 6-8V which was 

no r mal 9 to gr eater t han 50V, (full scale reading on the 

voltmeter was 50V) just befor e the arc went out, and then 

r eturned to nor mal when the arc had gone. This behaviour was 

observed two times, and towards the end of the run, the quench 

tube voltage was seen to be greater than 50V while the arc was 

not operating, but returned to normal when the arc was started 

again. If one associates the increase in quench tube voltage 

with a mechanism of extinguishing t he arc 9 then it appear s that 

the mechanism was not the one wor ked out above 9 for a large 

increase in quench tube voltage according to the above requires 

the a r c to be oper ating. After the r un it was found that a 

bridge of 11pyr ol y tic " carbon 3x2 mm had for med between the web 

of the radiation shield and the anode, making the graphite arc 

chamber positive at the same potential as the anode. Also some 

metallic material (presumably tungsten) was layered ~round the 

bottom of the exit tube on its inside surface just above each 

electrode, and was more pronounced above one than the others . 

The buiid- up causing the positive potential of the quench tube 

(ident i fied with solid- solid contact with the anode) at the end 

of the run, was not present dur ing the previous positive 

potential observations, for the anode was free to move. 

A possible mechanism for arc - out, suggested by the small pieces 
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of leaf carbon found on the chamber floor, is shown in figure 5.25. 

The anode was off - centre in the graphite body by 1 mm, leaving only 

2 mm to be bridged by leaf carbon 9 which was commonly 4x2 mm. 

The leaf carbon was observed during operation of the arc at 20 

to 30 A9 peeling sideways off the anode from around the anode 

crater. It is suggested that the leaf carbon touched the 

chamber wall occasionally as it peeled off, making electrical 

oontaoto To follow the stream, the arc would tend to attach 

upstream of the cathode 9 thus attaohing to the bottom of the 

exit tube. Depending on the comparative rates of deposition 

and loss of carbon from the leaf bridge, it could then 'burn' 

out, or build int o a more secure contact. Burning out would 

interrupt the aro, but this would be likely to start again from 

the single arc where the bridge had been. If t he leaf carbon 

made only momentary contact, and then was blown away, the two 

small arcs created on either side of it would very effectively 

quench the current. The solid bridge found at the end of the 

run may have been started by such a mechanism. 

To avoid the possibility of arc-out due to leaf carbon, 

the web of the chamber wall below the cathodes was removed so 

that an extra 1.5 mm space existed between the anode and the 

nearest part of the wall, giving it an inside diameter of 13 mm. 

Also, to prevent the possibility of collection of carbon on the 

graphite anode cover 9 the latter was reduced in height off the 

chamber floor, from 10 mm t o 8.5 mm. With these alterations, 

but the same conditions otherwise, the arc was still blown out 

frequently. It was noticed that the arc voltage climbed much 
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higher than in the previous run, to 150-170V compared to an 

occastonal maximum of 130- 140 in the previous run. The voltage 

was observed to vary in slow cycles of period about 5s, from 

around 100V up to 150V and then down to 100V again. 0ccaaiohally 

the voltage remained at the upp~r voltage for 30s, and at all 

times when the voltage was being observed during an arc - out, it 

was noticed that the voltage had reached a value equal to or 

above 150V. This contrasts with the previous run, where 

voltages of 80V were observed on the voltmeter as the arc 

current stopped. 

The above observations suggest that the carbon leaf 

mechanism of extinguishing the arc had been eliminated, and that 

a mechanism remained which consisted of lengthening the arc 

until it was blown out. This would be similar to that proposed 

before and described in figure 5.24, except that an attachment 

to the exit tube could not be invoked, for no arcing marks were 

found on the bottom end of the exit tube. It is proposed that 

the arc simply extended upwards due to forced and natural 

convection, probably laying close to the inside wall of the exit 

tube, and became unstable at a sufficiently high voltage compared 

to the supply voltage (figure 5.26). More often than not, the 

arc voltage returned to a lower value, indicating that a more 

favourable path for the arc had been found . With three cathodes, 

and some turbulent and varying flows within the arc chamber, it 

would appear easy to find alternative paths within the chamber. 

It will be argued later that the ionization potential is lower 

in the presence of carbon than in pur e hydrogen, so that 
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variations in composition throughout the a rc c hamber could 

c ontribute to trans ient easy paths f or the arco The r emoval of 

t he web beneath e a c h cathod e re moved t he shelter of the cathode 

tip from t he upward flow Of hyd r ogen 9 and may have caused a 

furt h er ext ens i on of the arc o 

From an e ne rgy balance over the reactor 9 the a verage 

enthalpy of t he c a r bon- hydr ogen striam leaving the exit tube of 

- 1 the react or was found to be about 150 KJ mol o The enthalpy 

of hydr ogen when raised to 10 OOOK,,a temperature in the 

n eighbou r hood of those found in hydroge n a rcs 9 is on the other 

- 1 
h and abou t 450 KJ mol • If the arc is s wept into the small 

hole wh ic h i s the exit t o the reactor, a nd whic h is of about the 

same d i ame ter as the arc 9 in or der t ha t t h e . arc continue to 

exist 9 most of t he flow is r equired to be raised to an i onising 

temperature. Even when some non -e quilibrium is allowed for 

because of the rap i d carrying of ion ised mat ter out through the 

exit 9 the ene rgy dissipation required is likely to be above that 

possible fr om the arc 9 and th i s will be extingui shedo 

To a ttempt to avo i d t he arc being necessarily 

swep t out of the exit t ube if and when i t extended i nto the 

exit tub e 9 t he diame ter of t he upper sec tion of t he exit tube 

was enlargenedo The total hydr ogen fl ow was kept at a low 

-1 
value o f 10 g h 9 as i n the p reced ing few runs, and c urrent held 

be tween 20 and 30 A, as be f oreo The arc stabil i ty was somewhat 

worse under the same condi tions as before 9 with the a rc 

extinguish ing more frequently t han before 9 and t h e voltage rising 
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to about 160V over 5s to blow out, at times 9 or operating at 

120V to suddenly blow out at other timeso The sweeping of the 

arc through the exit hole as proposed above is not supported 

by this comparison 9 and it appears that the proximity of the 

hot graphite wall of the exit tube lent some stability to the 

arco 

A hissing noise was heard at the cathod e which was used 

to start the arc 9 while the cathode was carrying all the 

current, indicating a violent movement of the arc around the 

cathode tipo It was noticed again that at low c urrents (20 A) 

the anode tip needed to be slightly upstream of t he cathode s 

for stabilityo In t his position a slowly varying voltage in 

the range 80 to 125V was obtained, and rapid fluctuati ons from 

70 to 150V (over several seconds) and extinguishing of the arc 

only occurred when the anode tip was opposite the cathodes or 

below ito One exception to this was found, where the anode 

had been driven past the c athodes by a distance greater than 

5 mm, and the 70-170V fluctuations together .wi t h arc - quenching 

were observedo This behaviour was only observed momentarily 

after starting (touching a cathode on the side of the anode) 

and may be cast into the same pattern as all the other 

observations by no t ing that the arc attachment is first made on 

the anode opposite the cathode 9 and often remains opposite i f 

the anode tip is too far forward o During a period where t he 

voltage was slowly varying between 110 and 125V, a vertical 

bright orange "flame" only about Oo5 mm in diameter was seen to 

dance about very rapidly on t h e projection s c reen above the anodeo 
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This was taken as the arc attachment on t he cathode opposite, 

since no related movement was seen with the wide attachment on 

the anode. 

To i nvestigate f urther the appar ent effect of t he hot 

exit tube on the a rc 1 t he previ ously used conical exit tube was 

placed just a bove a 20 A arc struc k i n air between graphite 

electrodes. The arc bowed up inside t h e vertically held tube 

more shar ply t han wi t hout the tube~ t hou gh t t o have b ~en caused 

in part 1 at least 1 by t h e mo r e l ocalised natural convec tion i n 

the tube. One would expect a longer arc i n these circumstances. 

The arc v oltage however decreased from a s teady 80V without the 

exit tube 9 to a steady 7 5V wh e n t he e xit tube was placed over the 

arc 9 which burnt normally with its length nearly h orizontal. A 

v oltage of 80V was a gain obtained when the exit tube was lifted 

away. The arc was observed to follow the tube as t he tube was 

raised 9 until t he tube was a bou t 5 mm ab ove the normal pos ition 

of t he arc 9 when t he arc reverted to its normal free-standing 

mode. The graphite tube was held lightly by hand with a pair 

of steel t ongs with its largest e nd downwards 9 a nd qui c kly 

bec a me white ho t when placed over t h e arc . If one takes an 

a rc with a lower vol tage t o be t h e more stabl e one 9 this 

obser vation corresponds with t h e obse rvat ion of less frequent 

extinguishing of the arc i n t h e reactor when the s malle r tube 

was used. The smaller tub e also ran hotter t han the larger tube 1 

because of better thermal insulation fro m t he ma in graphite body. 

A hol e was c ut through t he wall of t h e exit tube in the 

r eac tor so t hat a view could be had of the a r c i ns i de. 
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For a low current (20 A) the a rc was coloured blue just above the 

anode , and appeared to be alternating between orange and blue 

within the exit tube. 

With the purpose of improving arc stability after a period 

of 160V excursions from the 90V norm, one cathode was advanced 

towards t h e anode from the standard p osition by about 2 mmo The 

excursions t o 160-170V remained for a short wh ile 9 but 

fluctuations of voltage down to 45V from 80V- 90V were also 

noticed 9 wher e there were none beforeo The o t her two cathodes 

were brought i n to the same extent for a short time 9 and all 

brought out t o the standard mark againo Periods of running at 

45v developed, when the anode tip was opposite t he cathodes or 

below t h emo Onl y when t h e an ode was operated well forward, did 

the voltage suddenly jump to 80-85V and remain t h ere. A voltage 

significan t ly higher t han 80V was not observed until a c athode 

which c ould be seen to have a carbon d e posit on it was withdrawn 

from t he reactor c hambero Vol tages of 165V were then observed 

as fluctuations from 105V for a short time, afte r whic h voltages 

of 50V were t he only excursi ons. All the cathod es were then 

withdrawn by several mill i me tres, resulting in a stable arc of 

100 to 130Vo After the run, about 1 mm of deposit was f ound on 

all the cathodes, and a large amoun t o f deposit f ound at the 

bottom end of the exit tubeo 

On the assump tion that t he arc had a uniform voltage 

- 1 ( gradient of about 1o5 mm , a value calcula ted fr om t h e 

diffe r ence in a rc voltage observed in t hese experiments when an 

appreciable length of anode fell away), a t heory c ould be 
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constructed whi c h at first sigh t a cc ounts for t he abo ve observations. 

All vol tage c hanges are then explained i n terms of a c hange i n arc 

length . This theory i s present ed in figure 5028. The t h eory 

mus t be mod ified slightly to accoun t f or t h e 160 to 170V arc s 

observed . 

- 1 
A vol tage of 170V at 1.5V mm wi th electrode drops 

to tal l ing 3 0V re qu ires an a rc length o f over 90 mm , wh ic h seems 

impossible in the arc chamber it self 9 and needs t he existence of 

the arc in the quench tubeo Th is has p reviousl y b een argued t o 

b e unlikelyo The highest voltage gradient one can safely assume 

for some part s of the arc i s t h~ t of a pu r e hydrogen a rc 9 wh ich is 

about 4V mm- 1 (1) . It is reasonable t o assume a voltage grad i ent 

- 1 
of about 1.5V mm for a shor t distance above the anode, pe r haps 

10 mmo A po te ntial dif fere nce of 170 = 30 - 15 = 125V may be 

accounted for by an extra arc length of 125/4 = 3 1 mm, giving a 

total arc length of 41 mm , wh ich is a manageable length to be 

con t ained within the arc c hambero 

No good reason is given in this scheme f or t h e apparen t 

d isc ontinuous nature of t he transition be t we en t h e 80 -1 3 0V 

r egime and the 160V regimeo Th e arc has b een observed running 

stead i ly at 165V for half a minute 9 and f r om 80 to 130V for much 

longer times, bu t not c ontinuously at intermediate v oltages. A 

c lue i s given whe n one c ompares t h e maximum steady voltage 

obtained with t he con ical exit t ube 9 about 150V, with that 

obta ined with t h e e nlarged exit tube, about 170V. The internal 

height of the exit tube was not c hange d 9 but both its i nte r nal 

volume and surface area were increased o If the arc lay along 
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the wal l f or some reason 9 or followed i t at some distance out, 

then the length of the a rc and t h u s the voltage would i nc r ease 

or decrease with an inc rease or decrease of the vertical cross 

section perimeter of t h e inside wall. A suitable mechani sm 

wil l be proposed i n a later c ha pter. It is proposed he re that 

the high voltage operati on correspond s to t h e arc hugging t he 

hot graphite wall 9 whereas the more variable lower v oltage 

operation ( 80-130V) c orresponds to a free-standing arc. 

93 - 95 Th e viewing port through which observations were made of 

the a nod e 9 was enlarged horizontally by filing a way t he graphite 

wall, so t hat one o f the cathodes c ould be seen from t h e side . 

Som e of the a rc behav i ou r was thus observed. For a low 

current ( 13 to 17 A) the a rc was occasionally seen t o jump 

almost directly across t h e gap between t he c athode i n view and 

t he anode, being blue in colour along its length, (See 

fr ont ispiece ) Associated with t h i s short a rc was a drop in 

arc voltage from about 90V to 60V 9 although t h is did not always 

happen with t he shortened arc. As t h e rea ct or body heated 9 a 

very ligh t blue was seen in the s pace between anode and c athode 9 

even wh e n t h e arc was e lsewhere i n the c hambe r. Wh i le the arc 

was fluctuating between 100V and 55V9 ind icati ons of varying 

rates of carbon ablation rate fr om t h e an ode were found. As 

the voltage dropped to 55V9 t he carbon feed was doubled to make 

up fo r an increase in carbon loss 9 a nd several sec ond s later the 

pr oduct gas r otameter showed an increase in gas flow of abou t 500/4. 

The current was i nc reased to 30 A wh ile t h e c h amber was hot, and 

t he blue colour be t ween the cathod e and an ode bec ame as i n tense 
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as the arc had appeared before, but was spr ead over all the region 

which could be seen. The arc voltage became very stable at 95 

to 100V, but slowly decreased over several minutes to 45v. 

Appreciable carbon deposit was found on the cathodes after the run. 

Nodules of carbon about 1 mm in diameter we r e found on the 

bottom end of the quench tube, which could be easily rubbed off. 

Marked differences were observed between runs in the 

ease of maintaining the arc, and in the rate s of depositing on 

the cathodes. It was noticed with a very low current run, 

that a small change in the cathode hydrogen flow rate 

consistently influenced the operating ' voltage by about 10V 1 so 

it was decided to try to relate the cathode flow to the arc 

stability and carbon deposit. The last 8 runs were compared, 

8 - 1 
and it was found that a cathode hydrogen flow of 0.7 to Oo gh 

for currents between 20 and 35 A allowed l it tle carbon deposit, 

and alleviated blow - out problems. Cathode flows as large as 

-1 
1.0 g h were associated with an unstable arc, even larger.flows 

were associated with rapid deposition,and fl ows less thid 0.7 g h - 1 

resulted in spattering of tungsten from the cathode tips. The 

following runs were operated with the cathode flows close to the 

optimum for the particular current used" 

96-100 Further gains in viewing the arc chamber were made by 

filing away the reactor body so that all three cathodes, together 

with the anode, could be seen through the quartz window, During 

- 1 a run where the total flow of hydrogen was 10 g h , ahd after 

the reactor body had been heated by the arc running f or a period 

at q low current, the current was set at 35 A. 
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A pronoi.mced "cross" configuration was ob served 9 as s hown i n 

figure 5,29, with br~nches from the two cathodes whic h were 

viewed from the side. All the region of the arc c hambe r in view 

was a light blue in c olour , but th e arc b ranc hes were es pecially 

intense, and were di rected ho r izontally out from each c a t hode 9 to 

meet the vertical stream from the anode in what l ooked li~e a 

turbulent region. A luminous flow continued upstream i n lin e 

with the anode. Dancing flecks o f red we r e observed a bout t h e 

cathodes, Over a period of about 5 minute s 9 t h e voltage of t he 

arc dropped slowly from 95V to 62V 9 with the c urre n t risi ng f rom 

35 to 39 A. During this time the arc branches gradually became 

indistipguishable from the surroundings, resulti ng ih a hazy blue 

throughout, with no red areas obse rved. Incandescen t carbon 

deposit was notic e d on the cathodes by t he time t h e vol tage had 

fallen to 70V, and when the reactor was s hut down 9 ab out 1 mm of 

carbon was found deposit ed on each cathode. This d e pos it was 

concave and black towards its centre 9 and fa c ed the centre of t h e 

reactor, as shown in figure 5.30. 

The observations described above indicate a change in 

mechanism of the arc at higher currents from that c on trolling at 

lower curr~nts. It may be instructive t o c ompare t h is run with 

run 89, where similar conditions were obtained , excep t that the 

anode was kept forward of the cathode s when the c urrent was 

raised. The voltage dropped to 55V i mmediately 9 a nd s lowly t o 

50V over 2 minutes . Over this time, excessive deposit devel oped 

on the cathodes. It appears that faster c arbon deposition 

occurred, and a lower arc voltage resulted by allowing a d irect arc 



to form between cathodes and anode. 

Some observations on the relation between the cathode 

hydrogen flow and arc voltage were mad e i n run 99 for a low 

current (9 - 11 A) and a low tota1 ·· hydrogen flow(10 g h- 1 ) which 

corresponded with those already mentioned bri e fly in run 92. 

6 - 1 
Run 99 was begun with a hydrogen flow of O. g h through 

each cathode. The arc voltage re mained a t 115- 120V for some 

time, but then dropped gradually to 85v. A per i od of sharp 

changes in voltage between 115V and 90V was t hen ob served 9 

followed by a short period at the lowe r voltage during which a 

drop from 85 to 77V was found. It was discovered t hat the 

- 1 
cathode hydrogen flow was 0.7 g h , and this was corrected to 
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- 1 
0.6 g h • The voltage immediately jumped t o 11 0V, around which 

it fluctuated for the rest of the run. Both the 11 0 - 120 and the 

75- 90V regimes were observed with t h e anode t i p we l l f orward of 

the cathodes as well as with it opposite t hem 9 thu s ruli ng out 

the possibility of coincidental changes in anode posit i on 

accounting for the behaviour. The cathodes did not appear to be 

heated even to a cherry red (N 1100K) 9 for they were t oo dim to 

see. 

These observations can be simply explained in terms of the 

free - standing/wall hugging proposals. The arc at t ac hment at the 

cathode would need little gas flow to deflect it and t he arc in 

any direction. - 1 ( - 1 A gas flow of 0.7 g h a velocity of 1 ms 

through the annulus at r oom temperatu re ) may be s u ff i c i ent to 

blow the arc in t owards t h e centr e 9 as outlined i n figure 5.31, 

and ensure the stability of a f r ee - stand ing arc . 

.. 
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The alternative arc mode proposed, that lay i ng along the tube wall , 

may be allowed by the lower cathode flow. This model assumes 

that the wall mode has the higher voltage, and fits in with the 

run observations if this assumption holds. However the 

assumption appears to contradict the lowering of arc voltage 

when an exit tube was placed over an arc between graphite 

electrodes in air. This point will be taken up in chapter 7, 

101 - 103 The total hydrogen flow to the reactor was increased from 

8 - 1 
10 to 1 g h for runs 101 to 113, A repeating sequency of 

events was noticed during a 22 A run. Normal operation 

consisted of the arc reaching downstream from the anode out of 

view, and reaching upstream back to the cathode, with an arc 

voltage of 110 to 120V, Occasionally the arc was seen to 

jump across the field of view between the electrodes, 

accompanied by a drop in voltage to 70V and an increase in 

current. These momentary arcs had a red ending on the cathode. 

Several alternatives then arose. The arc was either 

extinguished at the low voltage, or the voltage rose again as 

the arc disappeared from view. Somet~mes the arc voltage 

steadied at 110V, but more often rose to about 155v. At this 

point the arc extinguished, or remained steady for several 

seconds before dropping to 1~0V again. At one stage, an 

intense blue - green colour was noticed by looking through the 

port cut through the wall of the exit tube, just as the arc 

was extinguished. A strange observation was made when the 

voltage rose to 155V for sufficient time to make a steady carbon 
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rate reading. The carbon loss rate i ncreased a bov e t h e average. 

This observation had be e n made i n a p r e vi ou s run, a nd c ont r asted 

wit~ other obser vati ons a t high vol tages wh ere t h e carb on loss 

was negligible. 

Many runs ende d wi th thei r cathode s l ook i n g as t h ough t h e y 

had been equally used, but the las t r un e nd e d with two electrodes 

c lean, b r own over thei r lengt hs, pur pl e n ear t heir ti ps, and 

slightly melted, and the other a me t al lic grey . The last was 

the electrode mo s t p r ominent ly in v iew. A mec hanism t o explain 

the sequence above was proposed" As t he powe r s uppl y was 

attached by the same busbar t o all thre e ca thodes 9 t h e arc c ou l d 

choose the number of cathodes i t attac h e d t o, a s we ll as t h e 

current distribution between them. Three d i s t inc t t ypes of arc 

seem apparent from exper iment . It was pr opos ed t hat t h e low 

voltage arc direct l y bridging the gap be t we e n anod e a nd cat hode 

was attached to one cathode only, the inte r me d i a te voltage arc 

was attached to two cathodes, and t he h igh vol t age arc was 

attached to all three c athodeso The lengt h of the a rc, and t hus 

its voltage, would depend on the exten t to wh ic h it was s we p t 

upstream by the gas flow. This in tur n would b ecome greater if 

more of the arc was exposed to t he gas flow " Thu s t h e three-

branched arc, with only 1/3rd of the total c urrent i n e a ch 

branch, and all branches exposed to c onvective forces, wa s very 

susceptible to being extended~ and even swep t ou t t h e exit tubeo 

The two - branch arc could avoid the centre of t h e s tream and 

become more stable near the wall at a lower voltage. Th e singl e -

branch arc was both the strongest in curren t , a nd leas t exposed 
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to a flow of gas 9 i ndicating a short length. 

104- 105 To te st whether the multi - cathode t heory descr ibed a bove 

was necessar y t o explain t he normal operati on of t h e arc at 

c u rren ts below 30 A9 two cathodes were removed from t h e reactor , 

l eaving the cathode which wa s most exposed to v iew . Almost all 

of the time during a 20 A r un with the sole ca t hod e 9 t he voltage 

remained b etween 90 and 130V, as wi t h t he 3 -cathode reactor. 

One excursi on r ose as high as 150V 9 just before t he arc 

extinguis hed, and anothe r dr opped as low as 50V . Th e a rc made 

rapid dashes to the side of t h e anode 9 to bridge t h e electrode 

electrode gap mor e directly 9 but t h e vol tage was ob served n o t t o 

change significantly f r om its previous val ue ( 120V in one 

instance), During t he 90 to 130V operat i on , t he~arc attached 

squarely on t he end of t he anode as in previous r uns 9 and a 

rapidly qui ver ing orange plume was seen as t h e arc attachmen t 

at the cathode 9 located on t h e t op of the cathode ti p . 

Similar behav~ our t o t h e above was observed with a 

current of 33 A. The arc extended d irectly fo r ward f r om the 

anode, with a running voltag e of about 100V. Although thes e 

obse r vations cannot disp r ove the operati on of t he mult i-cathode 

mechanism proposed above 9 t h ey at least show it no t to be a 

necessary explanation of 3 - ca t hode operati on . 

106 - 113 The other tw o cathodes we r e r eplaced, and t he 3 - ca thod e 

assembly used for t he r emainin g runs. It was noticed afte r 

one extended 70V r un where ex tens ive c arbon depos it fo r med on 

the cathodes 1 that the exit t ube had no no ticeable deposit on 
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its walls. 

A careful look was taken at a 40 A arc just after starting. 

Within half a second of withdrawing the cathode used to start the 

arc, it could be seen that the arc had transferred also to the 

other two cathodes . An effect on arc behaviour of the i ncrease 

8 - 1 
in total hydrogen flow from 10 to 1 .g h was seen. With the 

higher hydrogen fiow, the arc operated well forward, ( that is in 

the . low current mode) with a current of 40 A, and assumed the 

"cross" configuration when a current of 45 A was us ed (frontispiece). 

This can be compared with 30 A and 35 A for the low current and 

high current modes respectively with the lower hydrogen flow of 

- 1 10 g h • It is thus reasonable to suppose that the transition 

point between modes depends on a balance between the forced 

convection forces and some natural fo rce s of the arc itself . 

It was found that the cathodes were clean after an extended period 

of operation with the low current mode, but appreciable depos its 

formed on them with the high current mode, with only 8% more 

current being used. The same cathode flow was used in both 

cases in the comparison. 

114- 117 The total hydrogen flow was increased a gain, to 28 g h - 1 

fo~ these last runs. Running in the low current mode at ab out 

33 A, the arc had a vo~tage which varied from 95 to 120V a nd was no 

higher than that experienced for 30A previously with the much 

- 1 
lower hydrogen flow 10 g h • Thus the low current mode o f arc 

operation appears not to be influenced by the range of forced 

convection velocities used . However, much less was seen o f the 



arc jumping directly across to the cathode than with the lower 

hydrogen flows. 
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With the higher currents and larger carbon flows occurring 

in the "low current" mode of operation of the arc, the 

differences in deposition of carbon between the low and high 

current mode became more apparent. After 20 minutes of 

operation at 33 A in .the low current mode, with a c~rbon feed 

- 1 
rate of 27 g h , a build - up of 0.1 or 0.2 g of carbon occurred 

low down on the inside wall of the exit tube, just above one of the 

cathodes. This deposit was smooth, not granular, with ilight 

markings on its surface, indicating arcing from it to the 

cathode. The cathodes and the rest of the exit tube were 

almost free from ieposit. When carbon deposit did occur 

with the arc operating in the "cross" mode, on the other hand, 

significant deposit formed only on the cathodes, or evenly over 

all the inside surface of the exit tube. 

Now that all the runs have been described, fou r matters 

deserve separate mention. 

(a) Anode drive and electrical contact 

The original design of carbon feed is shown in figure 5. 31. 

A graphite tube was used to contact the graphite rods from the 

power supply~ The preceding rod was prevented f r om falling off 

the following one, and was electrically contacted to it by a 

spigot - hole join . A rather flexible coupling of polythene 

tubing was made from the drive shaft of the motor -gearbox to 

the rubber drive wheel, 
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The graphite tube was found to be too fragile for 

r epeated assembly of the reactor, although it served its purpose 

well in other respects . It was replaced by a tungsten rod, 

drilled down its centre so that contact could be made with the 

graphite r ods for a length of 10 mm from the forward tip. It 

was found too difficult to drill further than 10 mm with a 

standard 4 mm diameter tungsten carbide tipped drill ground down 

to 0 . 1 mm larger than the graphite rods, so the rest of the 

tungsten tube was . drilled to 4 mm diameter, and operated with a 

coiled nichrome wire inside the hole to contact the graphite 

rods . With both the graphite and tungsten contact tubes, 

difficulty was found in feeding when the remainder of a rod was 

about to leave the tube and electrical contact relied on the 

rod - to - rod join. At this stage, the feed commonly jammed, and 

arcing appeared to have caused deposits on the inside of the 

tube. The tube - to - rod contact could have been improved . It 

was thought that the sliding contact may have been so poor that 

almost all the current was passing through the brass follower 

wheel to the graphite rod . This was indicated by the heated 

sticky appearance of the rubber of the rod seal after a 60 A 

run. Efforts to improve the feed were however directed at the 

rod - to - rod join . 

A holder was made up to hold two rods together in line, 

and to pass a direct current from one rod to the other . 

Several joins were tested of different designs, with an end 

thrust which was unavoidably larger than that expe r ienced in 

the reactor . The plain spigot - hole join was found to have a 
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0.14.0 contact resistance, (cf. Oo35,0 for 300 mm of the 

graphite rod) and began to glow at the join when the current was 

just above 20 Ao For comparison, a c ontinuous rod over the same 

test length (50 mm in air between firm cool contacts) s howed a 

dull cherry red only when 60 A had been reached. A copper plating 

was deposited on both the spigot and inside the hole and the 

copper surfaces were smoothedo A lower resistance o f Oo 08 ,[l was 

found, which remained cool up to 50 Ao The copper joins proved 

difficult to fit together in the feeder, and me chanical acti on 

disturbed them making them no better than the graphite sp i got - hole 

join. Conical joins were then inade from the end s of the rodso 

A 30° included conical join glowed a bright r ed at 60 A in the test 

r ig, but was considered satisfactoryo 

In the reactor, a successful chanie - over f r om one r od to 

t he following one was made with an a rc of 52 A, using the conical 

join. It was easily unseated, so a deeper conical join was made , 

using a cone o f 20° i ncluded angle o Thi s was f ound satisfactory 

for the rest of the r uns, provided care was taken t o keep t he 

surfaces concentric with the r od , and to r ub in by hand t h e 

matching surfac es before they were used . All r ods were also 

smoothed by emery paper beforehand so that they fitted through a 

suitable hole gauge, and di d not cause any sticking in the react or 

feed hole . 

(b) Shape of the anode tip 

Four distinguishable shapes of the anode tip were observed, 

as drawn in figure 5,32, At low currents , the arc "burned " 

squarely on the end, and had a definite jagged edge, s omewhat like 
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the edge of torn paper. With larger currents 9 the apparent 

steadiness of the carbon ablation rate was gone, even with a 

constant current and voltage. Observations were made of several 

aspects of this unsteadinesso 

(1) Pieces up to 6 mm long would appear to break off from the 

anode 9 associated with a rise in arc voltage as high as 10V. 

However 9 no solid pieces of rod were ever found on the reactor 

floor or in the gas cooling section unless a piece was observed 

to fall off an anode-anode join and thus stop the run. 

The pieces would break away regularly so that the operator could 

adjust the carbon flow to allow for this behaviour. When the 

rates of carbon feed for these runs were compared with those for 

which the tip burnt steadily 9 no significant difference was 

found. 

(2) On several occasions pieces of the anode were observed 

to come off slowly. They appeared to partly separ ate . from the 

rest of the anode, drift sideways slowly and float offo While 

they did this, they changed colour from white to brown. In all 

the runs where pieces were observed coming off 9 thin leaves of 

carbon were found littered on the floor of the arc chamber or 

stuck between the cathodes 9 or blocking the exit chamber 9 or on 

the floor of the cooling chamber. 

(3) After one run 9 a paper - thin tubular wall was found standing 

above the anode about 4 mm, as a continuation of the outside surface 

of the solid anode rod. This tube was very fragile, and was a 

grey colour. It looked to be of similar material to the leaves 

found on the chamber floor. 
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As all the observations (1) to (3) oc-0urred in the same 

hydrogen flow - current region (see figure 5.}2), it was assumed 

that they all belonged to the same phenomenon. Further 

discussion will be presented in chapter 7 • 

It can be seen from figure 5.32 that for currents above a 

certain value, depending on the hydrogen flow, the tip of the 

anode appeared open again. Either a pointed shape appeared, or 

the tip showed a roughly square end. Not sufficient information 

was gained in the experiments to characterize when these 

alternatives appeared, although they alternated during a 60 A 

run. It was noted during two runs at an intermediate hydrogen 

flow that this "square" end was a distinctly rounded "blob". 

(c) Tungsten Movements 

If the tungsten tip appeared clean of deposit, and melted 

after a run, a metallic - looking substance was sometimes found 

either between and above the cathodes on the lower inside surface 

of the exit tube, or lying as a solid "pool" 1 to 2 mm across in 

the crater of the anode tip. When the deposit was found on the 

exit tube, it occurred either as small drops or as a continuous 

layer. The deposit was shiny, had a slight gold tinge on its 

surface. It was thought to be tungsten . It was surprising 

that no trace of this material was found on the chamber floor, 

on the anode assembly, or elsewhere in the reactor chamber . 

(d) Carbon Formation on Cathodes 

To summarise the operating experience with the solid 3.3 mm 

diameter cathode tip, a chart was made out showing the three 

independent variables, current, total hydrogen flow rate, and the 
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flow rate of hydrogen through each cathode tube. An arbitrary 

criterion of cathode build- up was chosen in order to classify runs 

as either "dirty" or "clean" cathode r uns . The criterion for a 

"clean 11 cathode run was that less than 1 mm deposit was observed 

after 5 minutes of operation at the conditions shown on the chart 

( figure 5.33L When the runs were divided up in this manner, it 

can be seen from figure 5.33 that cleaner cathodes resulted from 

combinations of total current and cathode hydrogen flow lying 

within certain limits, which broadened as the total hydrogen flow 

supplied to the reactor was increased. The r uns using tungsten 

rods standing bare, without a surrounding tube, were al so included 

in figure 5.33 as runs with no cathode hydr ogen flow. It should 

be noted that a better thermal contac t of t he ti p wi th t he cooler 

end of the cathode, was obtained for these runs. Four runs 

operated with the highest total hydrogen flo w used, 36 g h- 1 , 

showed less carbon build-up than other r uns with lower hydrogen 

flows. It seems significant that in order that the two r uns 

operated with only one cathode be fitted in with the behaviour of 

the three-cathode r uns 9 the total current needed to be considered 

as the important variable, and not the current per cathode. 

A certain regularity was observed in t he forming of a deposit 

on the cathode tip. After a period of running under carboning 

conditions some slight covering of carbon was all that was found 

on the cathodes. If this covering was not cleaned off the 

cathode, and the reactor operated again under carboning conditions 

as shown on figure 5.33, the arc voltage dropped and a massive 

build - up occurred quickly. 
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RESULTS - QUANTITATIVE 

CHAPTER 6 

6-1 

Once the design h a d b een settled, operation of the reactor 

largely consisted of manipulating t wo independent variables; the 

hyd r oge n flow rat e to the reactor 9 and the current. Another 

possible independent variable 9 the react or pressure, was held 

constant at 1 bar, or mar~ precisely, was held as close to the 

p revailing atmospheric pressure as was possible. Yet another 

possible independent variable was the hydrogen flow rate to the 

cathodes, but this was made dependent on the current, being set at 

such values that serious depos i tion on the cathodes did not occur. 

6 . 1 Anod e ablation rate - current relationship 

A major . dependent var i abl e was the ablation r ate of carbon 

from the anode. This represented the feed rate of carbon into the 

rea c tor 9 and t ogether with the feed r ate of hydrogen, determined the 

carbon t o hyd rogen r atio, which was a convenient overall 

description of t he c hemical c omposition of material within the 

reactor chamber . It was i mportant to find t he dependence of the 

ablation rate on the current, the hydrogen flow and on 

uncontrolled va riables such as arc voltage. Figure 6.1 shows a 

plot of the ablation rate as a function of the reactor current for 

three diffe rent total hydrogen flows. The experimental points 

shown we re chosen for their reliability, from the large number of 

readings of both current and carbon feed control s ettings 

transcribed t o pape r i n consecutive form. All records of the 

type "carbon rate reading 1; current reading 1 ; carbon r ate 
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reading 2i 
( 

current reading 2 11 where both readings 1 and 2 were the 

same, have been placed on figure 6.1. Data has been used which 

was taken near the beginning of a run, before the reactor walls 

reached steady state temperatures, as well as during completely 

steady- state periods, and also from the final moments of a run 

where fast depositing on the cathodes was observed. Ard voltages 

varied from 50V to 130V, with one point at 155V. With the 

exception of the point at 155V, which was obse rved twice~ 

it can be seen that the behaviour can be reasonably described by 

a single line. 

6.2 Acetylene concentration - C/H ratio relationship 

For any given hydrogen flow, it has been shown above that 

a determination of the acetylene concentration- current relation

ship also gives the r elat i onsh i p between acetylene concentration 

and the carbon to hydrogen ratio. It was decided to present the 

data as a fun c tion of thi s rat i o, since any differences observed 

between c oncentrations for a given C/H ratio could be attributed 

to factors influencing the extent of reaction, 

Ace t ylene c oncentrat i ons were measur ed using both the gas 

bubbling trains and the gas chromatograph. The gas chromatograph 

analysis gave two values, depending on whether the peak areas or 

peak height s were taken. The analysis by peak area (weight of 

the pape r in the peak) gave values consistently below that given 

by the chemical method, whereas a measu r ement of peak heights on 

the chromatogram gav e values on average the same as those by the 

chemical method, bu t with a+ 1 00/4 s catter. The c hemical method 
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gave a scatter of~ Oo5% for 10 0% acetylene standardization 

samples, and could be expected to g ive a scatter of abou t+ 2"/4 

for the normal concentrations foundo Since muc h of t he + 10% 

scatter was attributed t o doub ts abou t t he posit{on of t he 

acetylene. peak basel ine caused by overlapp ing of t he hydrogen 

and acetylene peaks 9 and since eradication of t h i s uncertainty 

probably meant t h e r ebuild i ng of the columns and f low passages 

in the chromatograph t o lessen diffus ion of t he sample 9 the 

chromat ograph was no t persevered with 9 and only occas i onal checks 

were made with it o However 9 with t he chemi cal me t hod 9 

occasional ly muc h of the sample was lost t h r ough one of t he glass 

joints in the bubbler tra i no Since t h e c h r oma t ogr aph resul ts 

showed n o oth er s pecies than hydrogen and acetylene, e ven with a 

limit of detection of Oo1 mol %9 t h e "washing " bubblers were 

bypassed 9 and t h e sample fe d d irectly to t he silver nitrate 

s ol ut i ono Th is pr ocedure was u s ed f or all t h e da t a quoted here 

a s being r i g orous" 

In an initial a ttemp t to calculate t he carbon t o hyd r ogen 

flow r atio appropriat e for e a c h gas sample, t he c a r bon fe e d reading 

taken nearest in t ime t o t he gas l oop s ample was usedo Th is 

procedure resulted i n a col lection of po ints with so much s c a tter 

t ha t only the general area o f t he va riabl e s was ind ica ted, with 

some suggestion o f trends, The scatter was an order of 

magn itude l arge r t han t he likely error of a cety lene analys is 9 and 

as the hydrogen flow c oul d be measured wi t h a s muc h accuracy, t he 

blame was plac e d on t he measureme n t of c a r bon r a te" It was 

notic ed during much of t h e operati on t ha t t he carbon feed rate 
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needed to be c hanged fre qu en t ly be c ause of c hang i ng current, and 

possibly be c ause of ope r ator e rror i n c ontrol l i ng t he position of 

the ablating tip. 

The r e s i dence time of t h e reactor gases f r om the ir po i nt of 

entry i n t o the r e a c tor t o the s ampling po i nt was calculated to be 

from 3 to 5 seconds . I f the s a mple c omp os iti on was d e penden t 

on the c arbon abla ti on rate oc curring 3 t o 5 sec ond s p r e vi ous to 

sampl i ng 9 as see ms l i kely , then t h e meas u r e of c a rb on r ate 

obtained by a s ingle r ead i ng as mu c h as 30 sec ond s p r e v i ous 9 was 

not likely t o c orre s pond wi t h t he ace t ylene analys i s. 

A more i nstan t aneous me asu r e of c arbon feed r a t e may be had 

i f one noted the read i ng of c urren t mad e ju s t b efore the sample 

was taken, and appli ed t he c a r bon r ate - c urren t relat i onsh i p 

presented abov e i n fi gur e 6 . 1 , t o f i nd t he c orrespon d i ng c arbon 

rate. A plot of a c e t y l ene c oncen tra ti on as a f uncti on of C/H 

r at i o, pr esen t ed i n fi gure 6. 2 9 was mad e up f r om da t a c hosen i n 

t h i s manner . At t i me s a voltage r ead i ng wa s c l ose r to the 

sampl i ng time t han a re a ding o f c urrent, and i n th i s case a value 

of c urrent was cal c ula t ed f r om t he voltage and a nearby power 

reading, as the power always r emai ned mu c h s t ead ier t han either 

the current or v ol tage . Whe n n o v ol t age or current r eadings had 

been noted shor t ly before sampl ing, a n d several carbon rate readings 

were taken befor e and af te r sampling i nd ica t ing a s t eady carbon 

rate, t his measure of c arbon r a t e was u sed . For all data n o t 

meet i ng the abo ve c r i ter i a, a ce t yl e n e analy s es were reje c ted as 

being poorly doc umented . No s ampl e was t aken s oon er t han 

2 minutes afte r sta r t ing t he a r c , and mos t f re qu en t ly was t aken 
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after 5 minutes. No other restriction was placed on the taking 

of samples, except that they were 1 minute or more apart to flush 

out the sampling loop and distributor adequately. 

Figure 6.2 shows data frow~runs using the . final form of the 

reactor design, as detailed in the fifth chapter. This design 

included electrical insulation of the quenc h tube from the 

electrodes, the larger exit tube, and the rod - tube c athodes, 

placed with their tips on a 9 mm diameter circle. Some data 

taken with the smaller exit tube were also inc luded 9 and provided 

points which lay, for the major part, alongside those points 

from runs with a larger exit tube. Of those points with the 

smaller exit tube, some refer to runs where the cathode tips were 

backward or forward from their standard pos i tions by about 1 . 5 mm. 

No significant differences from other r uns were noted. The 

data in figure 6.2 were taken with three different hydrogen flows, 

and it is seen that. the points for all hydr9gen flows lie close 

to a common line for C/H ratios less than 1.0. After this point 

the results for each hydrogen flow appear to branch, with one 

branch following the upper line common to all, and the other 

diverging from it. 

Further data are presented in figure 6.3, with the upper 

line from the previous graph sketched in for comparison. These 

data were taken from runs using earlier variants of cathode design. 

Those data with insert - tube cathodes were as c arefully chosen as 

the data presented previously, but were non - standard to the extent 

that th~ cathode hydrogen flows were not balanced, and no standard 

position for the cathode tips was used. The data for exposed 
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rod cathodes have the same disadvantages, but also could not be 

checked for reliability, as no detailed step-by- step account of the 

experiments was kept, 

The acetylene concentrations from the runs with cathodes of 

the tip-insert v~riety were about the same, or a little higher 

than the previously presented concentrations with the rod-tube 

cathodes. On the other hand, the results for the exposed rod 

cathodes with no hydrogen introduced near the tips are lower on 

average than the previous results, It is seen however that six 

of these points are close to the line, and nine well below it, 

Gas samples taken for these points were analysed using the complete 

gas train, with the consequent risk that some of each sample was 

lost, Thus the lower average analyses shown by these runs cannot 

be regarded as significant, 

In figures 6,2 and 6.3 a straight line has been drawn to 

represent complete conversion of the carbon fed to molecular 

carbon held in acetylene, The conversions corresponding to these 

two graphs are presented more explicitly in figures 6.4 and 6.5, 

It is seen that the conversions rose with increasing carbon 

content of the reactor gas until a maximum was reached at a mass 

C/H ratio of around 0,7. Thereafter the conversions decreased 

steadily, Considering the scatter of concentrations evident at 

higher C/H ratios in figure 6.2, the 85% maximum conversion 

indicated by the data may not be trustworthy. A figure of 60"/4 

appears more likely, and is indicated by the curve drawn through 

the points, 

The power use for production of a unit mass of acetylene 
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is shown in figure 6.6. It is seen that the power required 

dropped as the C/H ratio was increased, ~eaching a steady value or 

shallow minimum at a mass C/H ratio of 2.5. Some evidence is seen 

for a decrease in power requirements with an increase in hydrogen 

flow. ( - 1 ) The lowest power requirement 130 kwh kg , can be 

( - 1) compared with what would be acceptable commercially 11 kwh kg • 

6.3 Light Emission 

Three types of observations were made on the light emitted 

from the reactor. Photographs were made of the image formed on a 

white plate fixed to the spectrograph, part of this image was 

allowed through the slit of the spectrograph for spectral analysis, 

and an estimate of the total radiation flux over a certain spectral 

range was provided by a thermopile placed at selected positions on 

the image. The light which formed the image passed through a 

window 10 mm thick made from 3.3 mm diameter quartz rod, ground 

optically flat on each end. The quartz was "Spectrosil 'A'" 

made by Thermal Syndicate, England, with a transmittance for a 

10 mm path length of nearly 100% for wavelengths from 220 nm to 

the visible. The transmittance then slowly decreased as the 

wavelength increased, to 98% at 1.0 /" m, with a sharp cut-off 

above 2.0 ~ m. 

Spectral Analysis 

The spectral analysis will be discussed first. Quartz 

components were used in the spectrograph throughout, but since 

they were made in 1937 their transmission was likely to be more 

restricted in wavelength range than that of the window in the reactor. 
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The area viewed by the spectrogr aph was the very thin . strip of the 

focussed image which lay between the jaws of the sl i to The slit 

was placed across the arc image, corresponding to 0.5 to 1.5 mm 

out from the anode tipe. An advantage of the pri sm spectro~raph 

was that the arc was resolved ac r oss its diameter along the breadth 

of the spectrograph exposure. Thus t he spectral characteristics 

of different regions of the arc c ould be pi cked out. From this 

radiation observed from the side of the arc, the true emission 

from each volume element of the arc may be calculated assuming 

radial symmetry and optical thinness, and a c omputer program was 

developed by the author to solve the Abel integral involved in the 

problem. However the accuracy of t he experimental work d i d not 

warrant this sophistication, so t he program was not used. The 

wavelength scale on the spectrogr aph was out of posi t ion 9 but was 

calibrated sufficiently closely with radiation from t he sodium D 

l i nes, from the atomic carbon line a t 247.8 nm 9 and from the 

prominent atomic mercury lines, t o be abl e to i dentify spectra 

from the reactor. 

The slit width on the spectrogr aph was varied to determine 

the width that allowed the spectral detail to be picked out, but 

_did not distort the peak intensity of a spectral line. With 

small slit widths good definiti on can be obtained, with however 

some distortion of the line intensity profile, and loss of 

intensity at the peak of the line. With large slit widths, the 

line · intensity profile becomes more rectangul ar, with the 

radiation intensity all across the line practically 100% of the 

true value (assuming no Stark broadening of the line radiation 

etc.). Large slit widths also produce wide spectral images, 
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tending to merge when the details are close togethero 

A compromise slit w.idth of 32fim was chosen for this work, as it 

resulted in smoothly rounded peaks wi th sufficient separation of 

detailo The slit wi dth was made dimens i onless to check it 

against other exper i ence o If b = slit width , 

A = waveleng t h, 

and f = spectrograph focal length/lens 

diameter, the ratio b/Af dete r mine s how c losely the r esolved 

peak intensity approaches the correct value. For a wavelength 

of 250 nm, b/Af = 17, giving close to a 100% approach (3) and 

for a wavelength at the other end of the scale, 700 nm , b/Af = 6, 

giving a 97% approach. 

Plate 601 shows two spectrograph prints. Eac h print has ' 

the wavelength scale exposed on t o it, and also a calibration 

set of six blackbody exposures. The six different blackbody 

"intensities" were all obtained from the same radiation source 9 

but exposed for different times, and with a d iaphr agm to cut 

down the intensity. The positive electrode of a quiet carbon 

arc was used as a radiating surface at an effective blackbody 

temperature near 3800K (1,2) as outl i ned in chapter 4o 

Exposure times of 0002 9 Oo1 and Oo5 s were used 9 in conjunctiO'l1 

with no diaphragm and with the diaphragm in place, to obtain the 

six densities of exposure. Two exposures of the react or arc 

are also shown on each spectrograph (print)o 

Several prominent features of the spectrographs can be 

identified easilyo The atomic carbon line i n the ult raviolet at 

0 
24708 nm (2478A) appeared strongly. Three strong sets of bands 
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centred around 470 nm, 515 nm and 560 nm were i dentified as t he 

( 1 , 0), ( 0' O) and ( 0, 1 ) bands respectively of t he c2 Swan system 

(A\i: g • x\\i). The fainter band towards t he red appeared t o be 

the (0, 2) band of the same vibrational systemo It can be seen 

clearly on the exposure taken with the largest hydrogen flow t hat 

there is a series of lines expanding toward the red, with one 

prominent line between the (1, 0) and 0, 0) bands of t he Swan 

system. These lines we re identified as the Balmer lines of the 

hydrogen atom. From the red end in a posit i on almost off the 

photo-sensitive re~ion of the film emulsion, the Ha line of the 

Balmer series can be seen at 656.2 nm. The prominent line between 

the Swan bands was identified as H~ at 4860 1 nm, the l ine between 

two other features looking like piled-up bands as Hy at 434.o nm, 

and the _remaining two lines as H0 and H€ a t 410.1 and 397.0 nm 

respectively. The bands just to the red side of Hy may be 

another member of the Swan system; the (2,0)bands at 438.2 nm, and 

t hat to the u.v. side of Hy may be the CH 43 1. 4 nm system, but more 

detailed identification is needed. 

A continuous emission can also be seen i n the arc spectrum, 

which covers about the same spectral range as the carbon arc 

continuous emission for the same exposure density. When comparing 

the spectra for different total hydrogen flows, it c an be no t iced 

that the atomic hydrogen radiation occurs over a narr owe r part of 

the arc for the greatest total hydrogen flow. It i s reas onable to 

expect that of the total hydrogen flow, only the hydrogen flowing 

up past the anode would influence the radiat i on from hydrogen atoms 

just above the anode. The narrow width of atomic hydrogen 
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- 1 
r ad i ation then correspond s wi th 28 g h o f hydroge n fr om an 

~·1 
annular jet o f hyd r ogen with a velocity of 6 m s (at room 

tempera t u r e ) at it s point of entry around the anode only 10 mm 

from t he anode tip. The b road radia tion wi dth corr espond s 

with hydrogen flo ws of 9 and 6.5 g h - 1 issu in g i n a jet a long the 

anode, with vel oc iti es of 2 and 1.3~ s - 1 a t the same po i n t of 

e n try. It a ppears that the Balmer radiation was f rom t he c entre 

o f t he arc wh ic h normally is itself concen tric with t h e anode. 

These observati ons suggest a sign i fi cant c ool i ng of t he arc by 

the hydrogen jet, t o the exten t t ha t hyd r oge n at om s wi t h a 

p r incipal quan t um nu mbe r of three we re scarce. Th is i n turn 

me ans that t he hydrogen atoms whi ch we re outside t h e radiat i ng 

c ore of t he arc were either not raised to the rad i a ting state 9 or 

were very s parce. It is significant t hat t he c2 band r ad i ation 

wa s o f approx i mately t he same intensity right across t h e a rc , 

i nd ica t ing perhaps the slower relaxation of t he v i brati onal mod e 

with t h e cold hydrogen flow. If the hyd r ogen a t om electron 

tempe r ature was in equ ilibrium with t he c2 v i brati ona l temperature 

on t he othe r hand, and these temperature s we re i n e qu i l i b rium with 

t he c olli s i onal temperature, the narrow i ng of t he Balmer rad i ation 

re g i on would merely show a drop i n the temperatu re i n t he ou ter 

l ayers of the arc. The fact that the intensity o f the 

c ontinuum 9 like the c2 radiation, r ema i ned ap pr ox i mately c ons tant 

a cross the arc , although pre sumabl y origi nating fr om another 

species , supports the latte r v iew . 

When one compares the arc exposures on t he s am e 

s pectrograph p rint taken with t he same exposur~ time 0. 1 sand 
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8 - 1 
with the highest hydrogen flow 2 g h , but with different arc 

c urrents, one notices that fo r t he h igher current t h e continuous 

e missi on was much stronger. The Balme r i ntensities were, i n 

contrast, about t h e same. Th e lowe r current of 17 to 18 A 

-1 corresponded t o an ablation rate o f 5.5 g h whe reas the h i ghe r 

-1 current of 24 A corresponded to a n ablation rat e of 13 g h , so 

it is reasonable to assoc iate t h is i ncrea se i n c ont inuum intensity 

with an increase i n c a rbon a b l ation . 

Some quantitative measure of intensities was possible with 

he use of a Joyce null - reading mi crod ensitometer. Figure 60 7 

s hows a t ypical trace fr om t he microdensitomete r c hart recorder. 

It i s t ha t fr om the centre of t h e hydroge n radiati on f or t h e 17 A 

arc. A similar t race was ~ad e of each of t he cal i bration 

exposures, a nd suitable wavelength pos i tions be t we en t he molecular 

r adiation were c hosen t o c onstruct a calibrati on of t h e film 

e mulsi on. Radiation from wave lengths 365, 395, 430, 480 and 

525 nm was used, and the photographic "densi t y" (D) was measured 

as t h e ordinate of the mic r odensit ometer trace at t hese wave-

lengt hs. The in tensity of rad iati on (I) from t h e carbon anode 

of t he re fere nce arc at these wavelengt h s was known ( 2 ), a s was also 

t h e expos ure time, t. A calibration was then mad e o f D as a 

function of ln (It) f or each wavelength above. In e ff ect, on ly 

5 poi n t s we re available for each calibration, as a c omparis on was 

n~Jded between the e xposure s with the diaphragm inserted and 

t h os e withou t 9 to determine an effective time scale f or t he 

former. These calibration curves c h ange d gradually with t h e 

wavelength, and some t n terpolati on was ne c essary to apply t h e m 
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to the arc features. To obtain the intensity, I 1 , of a line, the 

density Db, of the background around the base of the line was noted 

from the chart, as also was the density of the peak, D • p 
From 

the calib~ation, the product It for both the peak and base was 

obtained. Since the exposure time twas known, the intensity 

of the line I 1 = Ip - Ib, was found. 

Some idea of temperatures can be obtained by considering 

(within an order of magnitude) the absolute intensities of 

radiation from the Balmer lines . Tqe H~ line in the centre of 

the 17 A, 28 g µ- 1 hydrogen flow exposure had an absolute radiance 

4 - 2 - 1 - 1 
of a bout 20 x 10 W cm sr cm wav enumber, and since the 

half-intensity width of the line was 2.4 nm, the radiant 

intensity from the side view of the arc was 20 x 104 W cm - 3sr - 1 

-2 - 1 
cm sr • Considering a 1 mm 

section of the arc core, that is a cube of side 1 mm (see 

figure 6.8) an~ the total radiation from e ac h side to be TI times 

the intensity, then 6n x 4.8 x 10- 4w is radiated from 1 mm3 , 

i.e. a radiation of 9 x 103w -3 
m • According to Robinson and 

Lenn (3), who present the volumetric radiation from the H~ line 

as a function of te~perature and pressure, this value corresponds 

to a temperature of 7 or 8000K for a total pressure of hydrogen 

atoms of 1 bar, but about 10 000K for a total pressure of 

hydrogen atoms of 0 . 01 bar . 

Th~ radiation from c2 was about the same magnitude as the 

Balmer series radiation. At thermodynamic equilibrium for a 

pressure of 1 bar in a carbon rich system, the mole fraction of 

. - 1 
c2 reaches a maxi~um of the order of 10 at about 5000K, but 



drops off for h~gher temperatures, becoming 
- 4 about 10 at 10 OOOK. 

Of those c2 molecules which exist, only those in the upper 

electronic state can radiate, but only a fraction given by the 

transition probability (0.01 (4)) will on average radiate. It 

appears from this that the temperature of the gas region in the arc 

from which c2 radiation was emitted may have been less than 10 OOOK. 

If the molecule c3 was present in significant quantities, the 

analysis of Main and Bauer (5) indicates that it would be a 

si~nificant radiator. The fact that the c3 "Comet - head" group at 

405 nm was not observed, even faintly, thus indicates that c3 

molecules were not present . If the carbon ~hydrogen gas in the arc 

was near to a thermodynamic equilibrium, a calculation of 

compositions by the author shows that the c3 mole fraction has a 

maximum of about 5 x 10- 2at 4500K and drops sharply with increasing 

- 4 6 temperature, to about 10 ' at OOOK. Thus once again under the 

equilibrium assumption, we have a limit on the temperature in the 

arc, this time a lower limit of about 6000K. 

A more s~rious attempt to measure temperatures of the arc 

was made by using the relative intensities of the Balmer series, 

and the relative intensities of the Swan system. The intensity 

of any emission spectral line I , can be related to the number 
mn 

of molecules of that particular species in the upper state N, by 
m 

I = A (E - E )N 
mn mn m n m 

= A h N 
mn mn rr. 

where I = intensity of transition from state 
mn 

m to state n_, 

A transition p~obability between the 
nm 

- 1 same states, s , 

and E, E = energies of the respective states. 
m n 



Further, if one assumes thermal equilibrium within all the 

molecule s of t hat species, N can be related to the t otal mn 

number of that species, N, and t he temperature by 

grri e - Em/kT 
Nm = N Q 

= degeneracy or "weigh ting " of the sta te m, 

Boltzmann's constant, 
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k 

and Q = partition function for t he mole c ule ( a sum of 

terms similar to that in the numerator for 

other energy states of similar type to 

state m), 

Thu s I = [ A h)) g N/Q]exp( - E /kT)o mn mn mn m m 

Logs may be taken of bot~ sides of this equation, giving 

ln[I /g A )) J = (constant) - E /kT mn m mn mn m 

If the term on the left is plotted against E for several E a m m' 

straight line results, whose slope is - 1/kTo Note that for a 

straight line to appear, thermal equil i br i um is required ohly 

among the upper states used, and the parameter T obta i ned from 

t h is straight line is only a "temperature" of t hes e upper states 

which are used. 

In the application c onsidered here, t he results may be 

complicated by two fact ors. · First the radiation was not radially 

resolved, ( t he Abel integral problem), and secondly with the 

Balmer lines, some self- absorption may have oc c urred. Both 

factors would generally cause a nonlinearity o f the ab ove ploto 

The transit i on probability if sometimes listed in terms of t h e 
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strength factoF, f, of the equivalent oscillator 

where A = wavelength in nm. 

The product of gm and f for emission is equal to the product of ,.. mn 

gn and fnm for absorption, the last being more accessible to 

measurement than the emission strength factor. The g f 
n nm 

products were obtained for the Balmer series from Allen (6), and 

are list~d in Appendix 2. Thus fQr the atomic hydrogen 

radiation, ln(I A3 /g f ) was plotted against E. 
mn mn m mn m Figure 6.9 

shows such a plot for the spectrograph shown previously with a 

- 1 hydrogen flow past the anode of 28 g h , The slope of a line 

drawn through the points is so much in doubt that even the range 

of temperatures indicated, 3700 to 9000~, may be meaningless. 

Johnson (7), in a project related to this work 9 made two 

estimations of the electronic temperat~re of hydro~en atoms in a 

carbon ~hydrogen arc. Using the same technique and spectrograph, 

he studied the radiation from an arc struck between two vertical 

graphite electrodes in hydrogen. An attempt was made to enlarge 

the diameter of the arc by rotating the container wall. An arc 

of about 20 mm diameter was formed for arc gaps of about 10 mm 

and currents of 8 and 22 A. From a spectrograph of the radiati on 

from the axis of the arc, he obtained plots analogous to figure 6.8, 

but with much better linearity . Johnson obtained 5150K and 535QK 

for the electronic temperature of hydrogen for arcs of 8 A and 22 A 

respectively. 

A similar attempt was made with the c2 Swan system in this 
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reactor, to measure the vibrational temperatureo The transition 

probability data was availab~e in convenient form i n Bleekr ode 1 s 

work on the spectra from a flame (8). Only one plot was made, 

which showed that the ordinates for the three vib rati onal bands 

(1,0), (0, 0), and (O, 1) were out of line t o a large extent, with 

the.individual 11lines" of each band not following a:qy c ons is tent 

pattern . 

On the other hand, Johnson obtained plots for the c2 Swan 

system which were much closer to~ single line, and cal culated 

vibrational temperatures of 8900 and 7800K for 8 A and 22 A arcs 

respectivelyo It is suggested that the lack of linearity of t he 

plots for both hydrogen and carbon with the reactor of this study 

could be caused by the much sharper temperature and radiation 

gradients in the reactor, than found in Johnson 's devi c eo An 

Abel integral analysis would be more important wi th the small arc, 

to determine the radial distribution of radiat i on fr om the lateral 

d istr ibution, which was the distribution used he reo Another 

cause may have been the increased absorption f r om c2 and Hin t he 

cooler regions, with the reactor, although no line inversions were 

observedo Still another reason may have been the relative 

slowness of vibrptional and electronic relaxation compared t o the 

residence time in the reactor. 

The exposure shown in Plate 601 for a current of 24 A showed 

a continuous emission density in the red end of the spectrum whic h 

was similar in profile to that of the carbon arc standard, and about 

1/10th its absolute intensity. Hattenburg showed that his graphite 

arc radiated essentially as a blackbody of temperature 3792K from 
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580 t o 800 nm. Th e film s pectrograph s made in t h i s work show 

a n optical density ~aximum at abou t 640 nm for t h e carb on arc 9 

which i s accounted for by a rapid fall - off of t he f ilm response 

tov{ards 700 nm. The intensi t y of a 3792K blackbody per unit 

wavenumber (per unit length on t he f ilm) has a maximum 

( accorµing to A T = 0 .5099) at A = 1340 nm 9 so that at ma~ max 

700 n m the intensity is stil l r ising slowl y for suc h a body. 

The fact that the optical density o f t he arc continuum and th~ 

carbon blackbody appear t o have similar c on t ours cannot t hen be 

used to es timate accurately the effective blackbody temperat ure 

of t he arc rad iation, but an upper limit c an b e place d on the 

temperature. I t is not e xpected that t he maximum of the arc 

radiation has a wavelength as small as 700 nm 9 placing an upper 

limit of 7500K on the effective blackb ody temperature. The 

maximum in op tical density at a wa velength o f about 380 nm i n 

figure 6.6 is de c eptive 9 and corresponds t o a low intensity of 

backgr ound light almost c ons tant fr om 350 to 500 nm 9 after t he 

film sensitivity is allowed for. 

The r mopil e Readings 

A c ompensated "Moll" thermopile mad e by Ki pp and Zon en 

was used to measure the total r ad iati on incident on t he projection 

sc reen from the anode and from the arc , The t her mop ile used a 

flu orite wi nd ow wi t h transmissi on from a wavelength of 140 nm in 

the ultraviolet to one of 10/Am in the far i nfrared. 

A calibrati on for t he instrument was n o t available 9 but nominal 

values given by the manufacturer indica te a thermocouple e.m.f. 
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-2 of 12 J-1' V per W m received in the p:\.ane o f the thermopile, for 

the lar gest diaphragm. For a rough estimate of absolu t e values 

o f radiation 9 the limi ting sol i d angl e of the l i gh t pat h through 

th e window and lens was determi n e d . Th i s proved to be t he solid 

angle subtended by the f a r end of the quar tz window from a point 

6 - 4 near or on the anod e , and had the value x 10 s r . Al l ligh t 

rays in t his solid angl e fr om a point in the centre of the react or 

c ontribu ted to the i ntens i ty of the focussed point on the scre en 9 
\ ', 

where as all light rays ou t side this solid angle were scat t ered 

or absorbed. Since the quartz window transmitted only over the 

wavelength range 170 nm to about 3 • 3;U m9 and the old quartz lens 

probably transmitted from 220 nm to about 3 )-Am, the la t ter was 

the limiting spectral range. 

Two re~dings we re taken wi th the thermopile aperture as far 

forward on the tip i mage of the anode as was possible. Both 

read ings were t~ken with a current of 16 to 17 A, during the r un in 

wh i ch the colour photographs s hown i n t he fron t isp i ece were t aken. 

The aperture ha~ a diameter of 8 mm , and covered a large par t of the 

anode image 9 which was 11 mm across. A steady reading of 0. 9 t o 

1. 0 mV was obtained 9 but in another attempt a fluctuating reading 

was obtained 9 with a r ough mean of 0.7 mVP Taking the 1. 0 mV 

reading, this represente d an energy flux of 1.0 x 103/ 12 = 80 W m- 2 

t h rough the plane of the thermopile. Allowing fo r the 

magnification factor of 3.3 through t he lens, this corresponded to 

intensity of 80 X (3.3)2 900 W - 2 from t he anode through a an = m 

solid angle of 6 X 10- 4 sr. Thus the normal i ntensity per unit 

solid angle = 900/6 X 10- 4 1 o 5 X 106 W m - 2 - 1 and t h e total = sr ' 
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hemispherical radiation from the anode surface= 

radiating 12 x 

6 - 2 
= 5 X 10 Wm 

106w m- 2 , over 

If this came from a 3800K _blactbody, 

9CP/4 of the radiation would be included 

in wavelengths less than 3 
6 - 2 

m, i.e. 12 x 0.9 = 11 x 10 Wm would 

be observed. Radiation from a 3200K blackbody amounts to 

6 X 106w m- 2 , and about 85% would pass in wavelengths less than 

3 giving 0.85 x 6 X 106 5 X 106w - 2 observed. Thus the m, = m 

average temperature observed on t he anode surface from the side 

was about 3200K for the 17 A arc. 

Two thermopile readings were taken of the arc itself, in 

positions just in front of the anode, with currents from 45 to 

50 A. The readings are presented below, together with the carbon 

ablation rates recorded at the time, and t he hyd r ogen flow past 

the anode. 

Carbon rate/g h - 1 

55 

Anode hydrogen/g h - 1 

14 . 5 

22 . 5 

Thermopile reading/mV 

0,21 

o.4 

According to the analysis presented above, the 0.4 mV signal 

4 6 6 - 2 
corresponded to O. x 5 x 10 = 2 x 10 Wm , or 2/11 ,-v 0.2 of 

the radiation from a 3800K blackbody placed centrally in the 

reactor. Similarly the 0 . 21 mV reading corresponds to 0.1 of 

this radiation. As discussed before, these isolated carbon rate 

readings were not reliable, but no applicable current readings 

were available for better estimates , 

Pho t ographs 

From the coloured photographs presented in the frontispiece, 

it ian be seen that a blue colour appeared in the vicinity of the 
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arc, often with a red-purple streak in the centre of the blue for 

low current arcs. For larger currents than about 30A, the red 

colour appeared only around the cathodes, and moved about 

vigorously. Also with larger currents, a milky haze appeared in 

t h e arc chamber. 

From the spectrographs, the c2 Swan band radiation ((1,0) 

470 nm) predominated in the blue visible wavelengths (425- 490 nm) 

wi t h some H~ radiation from the atomic hydrogen Balmer series 

c ontributing (486 nm). The red colour in the photographs 

c orr e s ponded to a wavelength from 600 to 700 nm. Two po s s i b ilit ies 

were c onsidered; tungsten and hydrogen. The atom ic l i ne s of t h e 

tungs t en atom observed i n arcs are listed (9) a s havin g wavel ength s 

of 400,8, 429.4 a~d 430, 2 nm, whereas the lines f rom singly 

i on ized tungsten have even shorter wavelengths. The rad iat i on 

was thus not likely to be r~om tungsten in the gas phase 9 nor f r om 

tu~gsten in droplet form, as the continuous emission from the drops 

would have had a white colour at the temperature the drops would 

assume. The H~ line of the Balmer series with a wavelength of 

656.2 nm was, on the other hand, a very likely answe r , for the 

c ol our agreed, and the position of the red region corresponded 

with the position of the Balmer radiation for low current arcs. 

All the photographs shown were taken with t he same s hutte r 

s e tt ing and exposure time (f 2 . 8, 1/60 s), we re d e vel oped and 

printed at the same t i me us i ng the same p r oc edure , s o t hat s ome 

c omparison can be made b e tween the photogr aphs rega r d ing rad i a ti on 

in t ensit i es. With the higher current, it can be seen t hat the 

anod e t i p radiated at a higher temperatur e from the s i de . 
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Comparing the end-on view of the cathode before carbon build- up 

with the side view of the anode in th e low current run, t he 

t ungsten tips appeared t o operate at temperatures bel ow 3 200K. 

The orig i n of the wh ite spot i n the c e n t r e of t he tuns t en t ip wa s 

no t obvi ous. I t may have been c a u sed by r ad i a t ion fr om a ho t te r 

reg i on of the t ~ngs t en surface at the arc spot, ma~r have been f r om 

t h e init i al patch of carbon deposit, or ma y have b e en a n a pparent 

c oncentrat i on of the continuous emission i n the a rc stre a m fr om 

t he cathode, which was viewed end - on. It is seen t hat as the 

cathodes were built up with deposit, they be c ame brigh t er, 

almost to the brightness of the anode. 

When one looks at the space between t he c athod e and anode 

i n the first low current photograph, i t i s seen t hat t he walls 

around the el ec t rod e s were relatively c old . 

6.4 Carbon Measurements 

Several measurements were made of t he mas s of c arbon wh ic h 

appeared i n various forms after a run. Only 3 or 4% of t he 

carbon fed to the reactor was found as soot. About 1% was some -

times found in leaf form. For the runs i nves tiga t ed, by f a r the 

largest part of the solid carbon found wa~ found depos i te d on the 

graphite exit tube or on the cathodes. Of four r uns with 

currents from 30 to 35A, from 12 to 27% of t he c arbon f ed was 

deposited on the inside of the ex i t tube, as de t erm i n e d by a 

weight increase. On the other hand, operation at a small 

current with a split-tip cathode resulted in a sl ight de c rease 

in exit tube weight. Only a slight dus ting of soot was observed 
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on the chamber floor after any run, and a slight erosion was seen 

of the c hamber wall below the cathodes. , Some electronmicrographs 

were made of the soot . lifted off the wall in two places. Plate 602 

shows an electronmicrograph of soot taken from the front face of 

t he pr obe in the cooler, which faced upstream into the fl ow from 

t he quench t ubeo 

c haracterised by: -

The run which produced this soot was 

8 -1 
10A for 10 minutes, tot?l H2 2 g h followed by 

6 -1 
20A for severa~ minutes, total H2 3 g h , 

graphite cathodes, 

smal~ graphite ex it tube, 

and quench tube not insulate~ from eartho 

I t is s e en that ch~ins of un iform, smooth 'balls ' of diameter 85 nm 

make up the soot. This is consistent with t he descr i ption of 

soot ob tained from flames, but has balls of larger diame t er t han 

those commonly found in flames (10 to 50 nm). 

Plate 6,3 shows an electronmicrograph of soot taken from the 

inside wall of the water-cooled brass end - plate with no exit tube 

in place o The run was characterised by : 

10A for 20 minutes, total H2 18 g h - 1 followed by 

20A for 3 minutes 

graphite cathodes, 

and no exit tube . 

" 

The sample was taken from an area exposed to the arc , and s hows 

mu ch l ess defined chains, or aggregates, of par tic les fro m 40 to 

50 nm i n diameter. The edges and the optical density of t he 

parti c l es are irregular, compared with those of the previous 
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PLATE ~-2 ELECTRONMICROGRAPH OF SOOT COLLECTED 

DOWNSTREAM . OF THE · QUENCH . TUBE. 



PLATE '=>·3 ELECTRONM ICROGRAPH · OF SOOT TAKEN 

BEF'OR£ REACH I NG THE QUE.N<;.H TUBE. 



electronmicrograph. It is interesting that the irregular 

contours of the edges of the particles are repeated by smaller 

patterns toward the centre of each, suggesting that these 

particles were in a state of growth when they depositedo 

Experimental Accuracy 
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Under this heading will be discussed errors of measurement, 

and experimental inconsistencies. 

Carbon mass flow 

The calibration of the velocity of the carbon rod with 

triac setting showed a total scatter of 10% for the lowest 

velocities, and 3% for the highest velocities used. Since 

errors of this magnitude were expected from the time and 

distance measurements for the velocity, a smaller a c tual 

variation in velocity was indicated for any given setting of 

the triaco The determina~ion of the mass of carbon per unit 

( - 1) length of rod 13.0 gm was reproducible to +4%. Under 

run conditions when time was short, the triac could be read to 

the nearest division only, corresponding to an uncertainty of 

± 100/4 for the carbon flow at low settings, and to ± 1% at high 

settings. Thus total uncertainty in the mass flow may be 

estimated as ± 7% at the higher flows . 

Hydrogen mass flow 

A calibration of the Fischer and Porter "flowrator 11 bob 

position against the volumetic flow of hydrogen through i t 

showed a scatter of ±3% when the pressure at which the volume 

of gas was measured, and the pressure of the "flowr ator" were 
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both atmospheric. rhe mass of ga9 was estimated from the 

measured atmospheric pressure. Owing to restrictions in the gas 

flow syst~m of th$ reactor, the pressure in this hydrogen feed 

flowrator rose to about O.Q6 bar above atmo9pheric for the higher 

flows. A calibrat~on was thus also made for a flowrator pressure 

of 1,06 bar, which showed a rise in flow compared to a pressure of 

1 bar for the same flowrator reading, of about 8%. Interpolations 

were made between these twQ caiibrations (1.00 bar and 1.06 bar) 

when using them. 

Mass balance 

A probable error in hydrogen flow rate was ±5%. 

With the assumptions that no hydrogen was lost from the mass 

flow through the reactor, and that the product consisted only of 

hydrogen and acetylene, two checks on the mass flows were poss ible . 

By using the readings from the product gas rota~eter, which was 

calibrated for both 100% acetylene and 100% hydrogen so that 

i nte r polation could be used for intermediate compositions, some 

rough i dea of the mass flow in the gas from the reactor was 

obtained. This was then compared with the fraction of the measured 

ingoing mass streams calculated to be in the gas phase. The two 

calculated values differed by up to 50%, and down to 10%, but always 

with more measured in the product stream than calculated. 

Unfortunately the product rotameter was used over the lower part of 

i ts range where the likely uncertainty was ±15% of the total flow, 

The second check on mass flows was confined to the carbon flow. 

Of the measured carbon inflow, a certain fraction was calculated 

to be present in acetylene according to the gas analysis. The 

remainder was expected to be found as soot or deposited carbon . 
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Several checks of this kind made for 30-35A runs with only lightly . 

c oated cathodes accounted for 88, 61, 63 and 81 % of the carbon fed o 

The soot formed was accurately measured, but the carb on depos it 

about the walls was measured only for t he walls of the exit t ube. 

The largest discrepancy was about 1.6g of carbon, or that in a 

cube of 9 ~m side. It was difficult to account for t his 

additional mass of carbon required to make a balance. 

Energy flows 

The wattmeter which was used to measure t he electrical 

power fed to the reactor was checked against voltage and current 

readings taken at the same time as those of t he wat t meter o 

Replacing the reactor by a suitable resistive load s o that t h e 

power dissipated was steady, the product of current and voltage 

agreed with the wattmeter reading to within 6%, the accuracy t o 

which the cur~ent could be read. The water flows t hrough each 

- 1 - 1 
section of the apparatus (62 gs through quench, 27o5 gs for 

reac tor and c~oler) could be set to wi t h i n 1% of t he calibrated 

Calibrations made for the thermocouple - water flow 

combination against the wattmeter were within 3% of each other. 

These calibrations were checked after 6 months use, and Lt% 

correction was necessary for t he reactor system, 

quench system and 4% for the cooler system o 

10'/4 for the 

After these calibrations, it was surprising t o fi nd an 

unexplained loqs of energy from the reactor of from 12 to 30% 

of the input energy. This was traced to a c onduction heat 

transfer to the heavy electrical cable connected to the anode. 

When this was replaced by a smaller cable for 0.1 m from the 
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anode, t he measured energy output to the cooling water agreed to 

± 4% with the electrical energy input. 

Acetyl ene analyses 

All the acetyl e n e concentrati ons quoted as being " r el ial;Jle" 

were made with a gas (',a,mple o f about 4 , 9 cm3 colurrie. For a . sample 

wi th 10 mol % conc en trati on of ac etylene, about 3.7 cm3 of 0 . 0 11 

Nor mal sodi um hydroxide solut:i,on was used as a t i tre. A colour 

c hange for the titra t ion c ould be detected over t w9 drops of t he 

s olution, corresponding to about 0.04 cm3 , or 1% error in an 

a cetyl e ne concentration of 10 mol %, and 10% error in a concentration 

of 1 mol %. The volume of the sample was closely reproduc i ble from 

t h e me c hanical action of the sampler, but the pressure at wh i c h the 

sampl e was taken could change. The 9ampling pre ssure was c on tr ol led 

t o wi t h i n 2 mm of mercury of atmosphe ric pre ssure, but no r e c or d was 

kept of the latter, which could have changed by ±5%. Thus the 

expected error in acetylene analyses ranged from ±6% for the larger 

c oncent r at i ons to ±1 5% for the smallest conc entrati ons. 
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TOWARDS A REACTOR MODEL 

CHAPTER 7 

Contents 

Models for acetyl~ne formation experimental and thermodynamic 

quantities . 

theories . 

theories for acetylene formation. 

Particulate carbon experimental observations. 

testing the 

theory. 

Use of above theories for model of reactor arcs. 

cathode jets. cathode carboning. carbon particles and 

acetylene formation. anode ablation. tungsten behaviour. 

Hypotheses are proposed in this chapter to explain 

different aspects of the observed reactor behaviour, and are 

compared with existing hypotheses. A description is attempted 

first which ignores the arc mechanism and averages over all 

elements of the mass flow through the reactor. 

the arc are then discussed . 

Models for Acetylene Formation 

The details of 
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A1 Relevant experimental and thermodynamic data 

From the measurements of cooling water temperature rise 

discussed in the last chapter, estimates were made of the enthalpy 

of the mass leaving the reactor. The attempts made to measure all 

energy flows in and out of the reactor resulted in energy 

balances to ±4% . As shown below, two ways pf calculating the 

above enthalpy may then be used . With respect to graphite and 

hydrogen at room temperature, the specific enthalpy of the exit 

mass flow was given by 

h = (; - q )/m, 
ex a r 

from an energy balance over the r e actor alone, or 
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and 

hex = (qq + qc + ech)/m, from an energy balance over the 

quench and cooler, 

h = specific enthalpy of the mass leaving t he reactor~ ex 7 

0 e = rate of a 
0 

rate of qr = 

qq = " " 
0 

qc = II " 
• 
e ch = rate of 

- 1 
kJ g ' 

energy dissipation associated 

heat transfer from reactor to 

" " II quenc h " 

" " II cooler " 
transport of chemical energy 

with arc, kW, 

cooling water, 

" " 
II II 

from the cooler 

with the product stream, kW, 

• -1 
m = rate of transport of mass from the reactor, gs 

The temperature of the mass entering the reactor was at "room 

temperature", and that of the mass leaving the cooler was not 

above 400K, for the small steel tube leading from the cooler was 

cool to the ~ouch. Experimental enthalpies were calculated with 

their zero at these two temperatures from the two equations 

respectively, and in a comparison with enthalpy data obtained 

elsewhere, whose zero was 298K, the difference in reference 

temperat~res was ignored; 1 

The first method for calculattng the specific enthalpy 

involved the small difference of two large terms, as the heat 

transfer rate from the reactor wap from 85 to 90% of the power 

input. Thus a likely error of ±3% in reading the wattmeter, a 

±3% error in the rate of heat transfer from the reactor, and a 

total error of about ±12'1/4 in the mass flow rate, may lead to 

errors in the calculated enthalpy of (3 + 3)100/15 12 

= 40 + 12 = + 50%. Accordingly the second method was used, 

kW, 

kW, 

kW, 



wi t h an expected error of 14 + 12 t::t± 25% for small C/H ratios and 

5 + 12 = ± 17% for the lar ger C/H r a t ios. 

A c omputer pr ogram was written to calcul ate t he compos i t i on 

of t he ca r bon - hydrogen system for t emperatures f r om 2500 to 6000K 

and for atomic compositions ranging from all hydrogen to all 

carbon. The free energy data of Duff and Bauer (1 9 2) was used 9 

but only 23 species were considered, compared to the 71 species 

used by Duff and Bauer . A hand calculation was perfor med to 

determine the contr ibution to the total enthalpy from the various 

spec ies, and the 23 species with a contr ibution greater than 0.2% 

of the total over the temperature range 2500- 6000K, were chosen. 

These spec ies were C, c2 , c3 , c4 , c5, c6, c7 , CH, C2H, c3H, c4H, 

c5H, c6H, c7H, c9H, CH2 , C2H2 , c3H29 c4H2 , c6H2 , CH4, Hand H2 • 

Cal culati ons of compositions with these species considered, gave 

mol e fractions corresponding to t hose of Duff and Bauer within the 

a cc ur a cy that their graphs could be r ead <±5%). .The t otal 

en t halpy, entr opy, Gibbs f r ee energy, (on bo t h mass and molar bas i s) 

and ave r age molecular weight were also calculated f or each 

temperature and C/H ratio. The total pressure was set at 

1 atmosphere for all calculations. 

Figure 7.1 shows the calculated values of specific enthalpy 

graphed as a function of the car bon to hydrogen mass r atio, wi th 

temper atur e as a parameter. For full equ i librium , sol i d car bon 

was cal culated. to be presen t at spec ific enthalpies less than 

4 - 1 about 0 kJ g • A line below which sol i d carbon is pr esent, i s 

shown dashed. The thermodynamic pr ope r t i es of polyc r ys t all i ne 

graph i te were used to calculate the po i nts on t h i s l i ne. 
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Below this line 9 in the two-phase region 9 the quantity of hydro

carbons in the gas phase drops sharply 9 as shown by Duff and 

Bauer 9 so that at 3000K the only species with mole frac t ions 

-2 greater than 10 are H29 Hand c2H2 o Acetylene c oncentrat i ons 

in the presence of solid carbon were calculated by t hem to reach 

a max~mum of 7 mol % at about 3300K 9 dropping to 1 mol % at 2500Ko 

The maximum acetylene concentration possible under compl ete 

ther~odynamic equilibrium can be found by searching the s i ngl e 

phase results calculated for an atomic ratio o f carbon to hydrogen 

of one (equal to that in acetylene) 9 above t he t wo - phase 

temperature (3520K) 9 and by searching t he two - phase results fo r 

t emperatures below 3520K. For the single phase 9 t he h i ghe s t 

a c e t ylene concent r ation was 5 mol %, a t t he t emperatur e 3520K, 

and f or the two - phase region the highest c oncent r a ti on was 7 mol % 

at a bout 3300K 9 as mentioned beforeo As t he t he r modyna mic 

p roperti es of the important species H, H2 and c2H2 a r e wel l known 

f rom absor.ption spectroscopy 9 sufficient c onf i denc e may be plac ed 

i n t h i s figure of maximum acetylene concentrat i on (7 mol %) t o 

s ay t hat the concentrations of acetylene obtained e x perimentally 

f r om this work (10o2, 1108 mol %) are not t he resul t of c omplete 

e quil i b r ium 9 at any temperatureo 

In figure 7o1, the single-phas e c alcula t ions have b e e n 

extended to temperatures lower than those of the "solid c a r bon 

line II o The constant temperature lines have been e xtended 9 

ignoring the presenc e of sol i d carbon. Also on f i gur e 7 . 1 three 

c onstant acetylene c oncentration l i nes of 1 9 5 a nd 10 mol % 

were plotted 9 again using the single- phas e cal c u l a ti ons. 
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Experimental points representing the conditions of the mass 

stream a s i t left the r eactor 9 just before ente r ing t he quen ch 9 

a r e a l s o shown in figure 7.1. The source of the fi gures for the 

enthal py have been d i s cussed; the C/H r at i o will now be looked 

a t more c losel y. The C/H ratio for eac h exper i ment al po i nt on 

fig ur e 7 . 1 wa s that det er mi ned from t he measu r ed i nfl ows of carbon and 

hydr ogen , but was not necessar ily the C/H rat i o of t he fl ow lea vi ng 

the rea ctor. Fr om chapter 6, it was seen t hat fo'r a 3 5A r un 9 up 

t o 27% of the carbon fed into the reactor was depos ited on t he 

gr a ph ite exit tube. This would lower the C/H r a t i o of t he res t 

o f t he mass after i t had passed t he exit tube t o 0 .73 of that 

measur ed pr eviously. Not sufficient infor mati on wa s ob t ained 

r egard i ng the depos i t of car bon in the r eac tor f or runs with ot h e r 

current s 9 but if it was assumed that the diff er ence be t ween t he 

mea s ur ed inflow of carbon and that appear i ng i n a ce t ylene was 

deposited in the reactor, then the C/H r a t io would be 

reduced by a f actor of 2 at lower in i tial C/H ratios 9 a nd b~ a 

fac tor of 5 at the highest ratios used. 

Nevertheless 9 when the feed C/H r at i o was used for t he 

exper i mental points, with several exceptions the measured 

ac e t ylene c oncentr ations followed the cal culated c oncen t r a ti on 

c on t ours wi th i n experimental accuracy (acetylene c oncentrat iong 

+ 6% f or lar ge r conce:ntr ations 9 ± 15% fo r smal ler concentrat i ons; 

C/H r a t i o g ± 20% for small values 9 ± 12% for the larger values ) . 

Thr ee e xc epti ons lay at s malle r C/H values than t hose given by t he 

c alculated contour s 9 and thre e lay at a h i ghe r C/H value. Results 

of 3 .7 , 4. 8 and 2.4 mol % lay at sign i f icant ly s mal ler C/H r a t ios. 



These three happened to be t he only results used which were 

amongst the group with apparent very high c onversions ( rJ 85%), 

a group whic h was termed doubtful in c hapter 6 because of t he 

l i kelihood of higher momentary C/H ratios fro m fluctuating 

c urrents. The r esults of 6.1, 6.3 and 7.5 mol % l ay at a 
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significantly higher C/H r atios than that correspond i ng to the 

same chart values. It was found that t h e 6. 1 mol % r esult, t he 

f a rthest. out, was the only one used fr om a run where the arc had 

attached itself to a r apidly growing lump of deposit, t hus 

reducing the carbon fl ow (an d t he enthal py) a t t he exit by a 

larg~ ex t ent. 

For comparison with the results of t h i s study, several 

plasmatron results were stud i ed! = wor k wi t h hydrogen used as 

t he plasmatron gas an d where some infor ma ti on was available on t h e 

e n t hal py o f t h e mixture befor e quenching ~ The se plasmatr on 

stud ies used cold methane as a feed 9 wh ich was fed into a ho t 

hydr ogen stre am, t he enthalpy of which was known~ The mixture 

t h en react ed whil e pass ing down a short tube 9 and was que n c hed at 

the end of this. The spec ific enthalpy calculated and s h own on 

figu r e 7.1 9 was the mean spec ific enthalpf over t he t wo streams 

as they were intr oduc e d t o the reaction tube o Some energy l os s 

to the tube would be incurred before quenc hing 9 so t he values of 

specific enthalpy used represent an upper limit for the enthalpy 

of t he mixtu r e befor e quenc h ingo I t is seen t hat t he t wo 

acetylene c oncentrati ons 9 14.9 and 15 mol %9 fr om t he s t ud i es of 

Kozlov et al. (3) 9 and Anderson and Case (4) respectively 9 

correspond with t he s i ngle- phas e e qu i l i br i um values. 



The 12.1 mol % value from Kozlov appears too high to fit the 

calculated values, lying as it does on the 10 mol % line. As a 

further independent check, a point was calculated fro m Freeman 

and Skrivan 9 s work with methane and a hydrogen plasma stream ( 5 ), 

8 - 1 which i ndicated that for a specific enthalpy from 1 t o 20 kJ g 

and a C/H mass ratio f r om 2.4 to 2.0, an acetylene c oncentra t ion 

fr om 12 to 14.5 mol % was obtainedo Since the hyd r ogen t o 

methane ratio was not given, values of 0.5 to 1 . 0 mol/mol were 

assumed (Kozlov 0.7, And erson and Case 0.5). 

t he values are close to t he others presented . 

A2 Theories of acetylene formation 

It is seen t hat 

A t heory will now be proposed to account fo r the 

c orrespondence of the c alculated partial equil i b rium c oncentration 

of acetylene with the experimental values. Two f urthe r t heories 

wh ic h have been published will then be described , and the 

implications of each of the three examined. 

It i s proposed that at some time after an ope r a tion i n wh ic h 

carbon and hydrogen are brought together in the gas phase at a high 

temperature, thermodynamic equilibrium with1n the gas phase alone 

may obtain, sub.stantially independent of any presenc e of carbon, 

real or es timated, in the solid phase. The ex i stence of this 

"metas tabl e" or "supercooled" equil i briu~ will d e p e nd on t he ou t

of - balanc e of the rates of chemical• reactions, but its composition 

wil l depend only upon t he thermodynamic state, descr i bed most easily 

by the c arbon to hydrogen ratio, and the en t halpy o The time 

n eeded t o e stablish the metas table equilibrium wil l d e pend on t h e 



rates of chemical reaction from the starting materials. 

It will accordingly depend on the nature of the starting 

materials, the method of heating, the mi xing of t he reactants 

and other factors influencing the gas reactionso 
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A limit is expected on the time during whjCh t his supercooled 

equilibrium can prevail (with respect to g r aphi t e), and t h is 

will be controlled by the velocity of c hemic al reac ti ons in the 

direction of equilibrium with soota (The form of solid 

carbon which is observed in such systems is soot, and it is 

customary to equate the thermodynamic properti es of s oo t and 

graphite.) From the above argument, if the gas eous carb on-

hydrogen system is held at a temperature ab ove a certain 

min i mum, for a time long compared to the time for c ompletion of 

the gas phase chemical reactions, bu t short compared to the 

time for soot formation, one will obta in equ ilibrium at that 

temperature for the gas phase aloneo I t i s proposed that 

if the gas is cooled quic kly enough , fo r exampl e by 

passage through a c old tube, t hen the species other t han 

radicles are preserved, and rad i cles are c onverted t o soot 

and hydrogeno 

Another theory, proposed by Pl oos ter and Reed i n 1959 (6) 

to apply t o their experimental situat i on~ considered t ha t 

complete equilibrium was attained at temperatures from 2500 to 
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2900K, between a carbon tube and hydrogen passed through with a 

contact time greater than 0 .1s. They suggested that the products 

resulting from a r~pid cooling of the gas were produc ed by the 

specific reactions 

H + H ~ H2 

C2H + H ~ C2H2 

C2H + c2H ~ c4H2 , with the acetylene present at the 

highe r temperature unaltered. To relate the theor y t o 

experimental res~lts, an assumption was needed about the relative 

velocities of these reactions. It was assumed t hat the rate 

constants of each reaction were the same. 

This the ory was modified slightly by Baddour and Iwasyk in 

1962 (?) J ~nd applied to the situation occurring i n their graphite -

hydrogen arc reactor. They proposed that complete hete r ogeneous 

equilibrium occurred downstream from their carbon a~c, which 

operated within a graphite cylinder. When this equilibr ium 

mixture was rapidly cooled, they proposed that only the reactions 

and 

2H ~ H2 , 

c2H + H ~ C2H2 , 

c3 ~ 3cc s)' 

c2 • 2C( s), 

C _.,.. C(s) occurred, with the acetylene present at 

the higher temperature preserved. The assumption about reaction 

rates needed by Plo6ster and Reed was then not r equired in the 

above equati ons, for it was assumed (impl icit in above) that all 

the c2H species reacted with hydrogen atoms to form acetylene during 

rapid cooling. 



A third theory, put forward by Anderson and Case in 

1962 (4), applied to the reaction between cold methane and hot 

hydrogen from a plasmatron. Their hypothesis was that 

complete mixing of the hydrogen and methane occurred rapidly, 

and the chemical reactions 

2CH4 + C2H2 + 3H2 , and 
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c2H2 -+ decomposition products, then began •. The nature 

of "decomposition products" was stated to be solid carbon. 

Diacetylene and ethylene were stated to be minor products of 

reaction of acetylene. In their view, the composition of the 

gases at any time after mixing, is controlled by the rates of the 

two reactions given above. These rates are in turn a function 

of temperature and reactant concentrations , determined by a series 

of mass and energy balances at successive reaction times, 

allowing for the enthalpy change on reaction. All elements of 

the flow were assumed by Anderson and Case t o behave in a similar 

fashion. Rapid cooling, as in a water spray, was assumed to 

preserve the composition of the hydrocarbon mixture down to room 

temperature, where it was observed. 

A3 Testing the theories 

The three theories will be discussed separately, 

beginning with the most particular, and ending with the most 

general. The argument will be related to Duff and Bauer's 1961 

equilibrium compositions, which will be assumed correct. There 

are still some doubts aliout the free energy function of c3 , and 

improved values have appeared since 1961. However most 
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uncertainty attaches to the CH group of radic l es 9 of wh ich only n 

c2H has been identified in spectr a. As will be seen 9 useful 

c onc lus i ons may be made if the above assumption i s made 9 c onclusions 

which lend s upport to the assumption" The kinetic analysis of 

Anderson and Case (4) 9 and some o f i ts prediction s 9 have been 

described in c hap t e r 2o Using a first o r d er descrip tion of t h e 

methane reaction and a sec ond order desc ripti on o f ace t ylene 

decomposition obtained b elow 1700K 9 t h e y pred ict t ha t for t he ir 

c onditions, a c etylene formation f r om me t hane is substantially 

- 4 c omplete after 10 s , afte r which t he tempera ture has dropped to 

between 1700 and 2000K. Bo t h react i ons cons i d ered are rel a tively 

s l ow and almost balanced at t h e se temperatures 9 so t ha t it i s no t 

until several millisec onds have pas s ed that appreciable acetylene 

is lost. The a c e t ylene concent ration at the "plateau 11 

fr om s uc h an analys is is not relat e d to e qu ilibrium values 9 for 

t h e r everse reactions are not c onsidered" Ra ther 9 t h ey de pend on 

a balance of the two irrevers ible reacti ons considered 9 and mass 

and e ner gy conservation. 

One of t he c onclus i ons of t h e t heor y o f And erson and Case 

i s that t h e s upply of enef gy t o the mixture in excess of what would 

be r equ ired t o raise i t to about 1800K will allow acetylene to f or m 

fas ter t han it dec omposes. At a g iven hydrogen to methan e ratio 9 

t he me t hane c onvers i on to ac etylene is pred icted to be a functi on 

of t he enthalpy o f t he start i ng mixture 9 ind e pendent of rea ction 

time (with i n c ertain l i mits) and i nd e pend ent of whether the energy 

was introduc ed wi th the methane or with the hy d r ogen. For reaction 

in t wo lengt h s of rea cti on t ube 9 so t ha t t he reacti on time was more 



t han doub led 9 and with cold and p reheated methane 9 experimental 

acetylene c onversi on s ob tained could b e d esc ribed by a single 

functi on . It was not s tated that a fixed hydrogen to methan e 

ratio ~as used with t heir experimental work 9 al t hough t h is was 
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suggested by other c omments o The funct i on of me t hane c onversi on 

vs o enthal py (per mol of methane ) wh ic h was found ; agreed well 

for the higher enthalpies ( 14 to 19 kJ g - 1 mixture ) with t hat 

calculated using their theor y, but was 75% h i gher than t hat 

predicted at lower enthalpies (8 to 9 kJ g =1 ) o This was strange 9 

as it would seem likely tha t t he analys is would be c ome more 

accurat e as the t emperatures over wh ich the k ine tic data were 

used approached th ose temperatures at whic h they were measured. 

Anders on and Case relax one of t he a s sumptions of t heir 

theory to explain this disc r epanc y 

rapid complete mixing of reac t antso 

t h e assumption o f very 

They state t ha t at low 

hyd r ogen enthalpies, slow mixing is ob t a i ned, and t h e portion o f 

methane wh ic h is mixed with the hydrogen at fi rs t wi ll r eact with 

a higher local enthalpy than t he ave r age , and so enha nce t h e 

average acetylene compositi on abo ve that predic ted f or ve r y 

r a p i d mixingo A calcula tion using t heir predi c ted ace t yl ene 

c onversions for both a h igh en t halpy par t of the me t hane fee d and 

a balan ced low enthalpy part shows no h i gher c onversi on for t he 

total feed than that pred ic ted f or the feed with the mean 

enthalpy. Indeed, t h is would be expecte d generally because 

t he re l ati onsh i p between methane conversion and enthal py is 

almost a straight line o Anders on and Case ass oc ia t e poor 

mixing with low hyd r ogen enthalpy, whereas the reverse wou l d be 
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expected. The hydrogen stream at h igher enthalp ies becomes 

highly viscous 9 and mixing of a cold 9 low viscosity gas stream with 

this high temperature, viscous stream is likely to bec ome more 

d ifficult as the temp~rature of t he latter i s raised. 

The tQeory of Ande r son and Case also p redicts that for 

reac ting mixtures of hydrogen and methane where the initial mi xed 

enthalpy corresponds to a temperature above 2000K 9 and more t han 

100/4 of the methane rema i ns unreacted (no t to o h igh an enthalpy) 9 

t hen the temperature of the mixture will remain in the region 1700 

to 2 000K for contact times between 0.2 and 5 ms . This was found 

to be so 9 at least for high yiel d experiments 9 from measurement of 

the h eat transfer during quenchi ng 9 and mak i ng an energy bal anc e 

over the quenc h device , 

The the ory of Plooster and Reed c ons i ders t ha t h eterog eneou s 

equilibrium is attaine d in t hei r apparatus , and t hey give the 

predicted acetylene c oncentrations if a particul a r rea cti on scheme 

i nvolving the radicle c2H is follo wed during rapid c ooling of gas 

samples. Their experimental measurements were obtained .fr om gas 

samples withdrawn through cool ing probes of c a refully c hosen 

internal diameter ( -<. 0 .5 mm) at velocities of abou t 2.5 m o-1 • 

They obtained 9 by experiment 9 ace t yl ene concentrations of 

1 to 4 mol % at a pressure of 1 bar for temperatures from 2500 t o 

2900K (of the carbon tube). At a lower pressure 9 0.25 bar 9 t he 

c oncentration of acetylene showed a smal l increase from t he h i gher 

pressure values 9 on average 9 bu t the val ues were more scat tered. 

The predictions of the theory agr eed to within about 20% with t h e 

experimental values. To test for equilibr iumj about 5 mol % of 
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acetylene wa s added to the hydrogen flow ing t h rough t he c arbon t ubeo 

The samples sh owed the same acetylene c oncentration a s before 9 

indicating that some form of equilibrium pr evailed i n the gaso 

P4ooster and Reed did not men ti on t he flow rate of hydrogen f ed 9 but 

indicated that a c ontact time with t he tube of the order of Oo 1 to 

Oo3S was c alculatedo I t is di s appointing t ha t t h ey a pparently 

did not vary the hydrogen f low over a wide rangeo If t he same 

concentrations had been obtained at any given tempe r ature with 

differing hydrogen flows, solid - gas equilibrium woul d have been 

indicatedo 

Plooster and Reed restricted their c alculations to the 

The more extensive 

calculations of Duff and Bauer i nd ica te ace t ylene concentrati ons 

of 1o0 mol % at 2460K and 1 bar in e quilibrium with graphite 9 and 

3 0 0 mol % for a temperature o f 2800K unde r the same c ondit ions . 

These compare well with the experimental val ues of Pl oos ter and 

Reed 9 of Oo9 mol % and 2o7 9 3o4 mol % f or 2480 and 2800K 

respectively at 1 bar o Sinc e t he c2H c oncentrations was 

calculated by Duff a nd Bauer to be Oo 5 mol % at 2800K (decreasing 

at temperatures below this), and according to the theory of Plooster 

and Reed 9 ove r 90% of th is is exp ected to form acetylene 9 then their 

theory predicts an "improved" value o f 3o0 + Oo5 = 3o5 mol % at 

2800Ko This appears to be stil l wi th in Pl ooster and Ree dQs 

experimental error 9 so their t h eory is not d isprovedo Ploos te r and 

Reed i ndicated that some results at temp eratures a bove 3000K and 

pressures of 1 bar we r e muc h lower than an e xt rap olation of t he 

data taken at lower temperatures s uggested. Using t h e extended 
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calculations of Duff and Bauer, the equilibrium concentrati on of 

acetylene rises to a maximum of 7 mol % at 3300K, whereas the c2H 

concentration is calculated to be 8 mol % at 3300, r ising to a 

maximum of 15 mol % at 3800K. Using Plooster and Reed's r eaction 

scheme, a maximum concentration of about 19 mol % acetylene is 

predicted from a temperature of 3500K . A simple p r eservation of 

the acetylene present at higher temperatures appears p r e f erable to 

Plooster and Reed's theory, on this basis . 

Duff and Bauer's calculations show the same ace t ylene 

concentration at 2500K f ! r pressures of 10 9 1 and 0.1 bar- that is~ 

1.0 mol %. In contrast, the 2800K concentration d r opped from 6.5 

to 3 . 0 to 2.5 mol % for pressures of 10, 1 a nd 0. 1 bar respectively. 

Experimental values from Plooster and Reed at 0.25 bar lay 

c onvincingly at 1.0 mol % acetylene f or 2500K 9 and one point of 

2.5 mol % was recorded for a temperature of 2800K. However the 

experimental values rose to 6.5 mol % at 2950K9 and repor tedly even 

higher a bove 3000K , whereas the maximum conc e n t rat i on a t 0.25 bar 

from the work of Duff and Bauer is by interpolat i on f r om 4 to 

5 mol % in equilibrium with solid carbon at 3100K. The theory 

of Plooster and Reed, using Duff and Bauer's calculations, p redicts 

a concentration of 6 mol %, a figure which is close to the 

experimental findings and inside their range of s c a t te r " 

From the above discussion it appear s that the as s umption of 

a kinetic step from heterogeneous equilibr ium by Pl ooster and Reed, 

and a specific kinetic step in particular , is unnecessary for t h e 

measurements at a pressure of 1 bar , and even undesirable. 

A simpler theory may be proposed. It is that h eterogene ous 
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equilibrium is established i n Plooster and Reed 0 s apparatus 9 and at 

a pressure of 1 bar 9 the equilibrium concentration of acetylene is 

preserved on rapid cooling o The experimental results for a 

pressure of Oo25 bar disagree with the c onclusions of t his 

si~pler theory for temperatures above 2800K 9 but do not disagree 

with t he predictions from Plooster and R ed 1 s t h eoryo 

Baddour and Iwasyk (?) applied Plooster and Reed 0 s theory, 

changed to account f or the presence of a t om ic and molecular carb on 9 

and ignoring the formation of diacetylene, to their graphite arc 

r eactor. For the experimental details 9 see c hap ter 3o In the 

initial experiments 9 hydrogen was fed i nto a carbon arc 9 and 

the gas sampled by c old probes . The ir experiments show 

significant and consistent c hanges of a cetylene c oncentrat i on with 

change in hydrogen flow rate 9 or carbon feed rateo Thus a 

chang~ in carbon to hydrogen ratio at a given pressure caused a 

c hange in acetylene concentrat i ono Under the assumption t hat 

solid - gas equilibrium attained, no furth er degree s of freedom were 

available in the system 9 s o the temperature was a dependent 

variableo 

pr essure. 

This increases with i ncreasing C/H ratio at a given 

The carbon f eed was hot 9 and t he hydrogen feed c ol d 9 

so that the temperature would be e xpected to increase with increas= 

ing C/H ratio anyway 9 i ndependent of t he ab ove equilibrium 

assumptiono Quanti tative informat ion on the temperature was 

necessary to test the assumption 9 bu t t h is was no t available. 

As indicated before 9 t h e use of Du ff and Bauer's 

c alculated values for the C-H system in equilibrium with graphite 

gives a maximum of 7 mol % a cetylene fo r a temperature of 3300K 9 
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and i f Plooster and Reed's reaction scheme is followed, a max i mum 

acetylene concentration of 19 mol % is pred icted, at 3500K, 

Each of these temperatures would be expected t o b e reac hed at some 

location in Baddour 0 s reactor. In the reaction of graphi te and 

hydrogen, concentrations from 2 to 26 mol % were f ound (7, 8) . These 

results disprove the simple preservation of acetylene from 

heterogene ous equilibrium theory fo r this reactor. The c oncentrat i on 

of 26 mol % acetylene is larger than the 19 mol % expe c ted as t he 

highest concentration following Plooster and Reed 0 s theory , so the 

latter is also disproved for this reactor. 

Baddour and Blanchet (8) found an a c etylene concentra ti on of 

52 mol % from rapid cooling of the gas in front of t he ir c arbon 

anode, when the reactor was fed with methane. They attemp t ed t o 

c onstruct a theory based on specific irreversibl e c h e mical reactions 

i.e. r eaction of atomic carbon with the hyd r ogen molecul e to form 

acetylene, and the direct reaction of methan e to acetylene and 

hydrogen. They predicted a concentration of fr om 40 to 47 mol % for 

temperature s of reacti on from 2000 to 4000K, with t he suggestion t hat 

higher concentrations were obtainable at h igher temperatures . At 

4000K, however, the reacti on of methane would presumably be first of 

all concerned with breaking C- H bonds , afte r wh ich t he r adicle would 

be c ome indistinguishable from the other radi cles presen t. It is 

t hus doubtful whether their " temperatures o f rea cti on" can be 

related to experiment. 

The theory proposed by the author will now be tested . Since 

it does not rely on any specific starting material , it should apply 

t o all the results discussed previously, except perhaps t he Plooster 
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and Reed e~periments, where a relatively long time was ~llowed for 

contact between gas and solid wall,and heterogeneous equilibrium 

is expected. The results of this study should c onst itute the 

most severe test, for .these results cover a wider r ange of both 

C/H ratio and specific enthalpy than those measured from other 

studies. As mentioned before 9 the exper i mental C/H r atios were 

upper limits only of the true C/H ratio just before quenc h i ng, 

because of carbon deposit in the reactor, whe ~eas t he spe c ific 

enthalpies were expected to be unbiased. From the observat i on 

that proportionately much less of the carbon fed was deposi t ed in 

the reactor at small currents, and that t he p r oporti on d e posited 

rope to about 20% for currents of 35A 9 t he true C/H ratio would 

closely approximate the measured val u e at low currents (associated 

with low acetylene c oncentra tions) and fall bel ow a s the current 

r ose 9 t o the extent of 20% at 35A. A close look at the 

measured acetylene concentrations doe s i n f act reveal t h is 

behaviour. The small concent r ations (0 .7 to 5 mol %) 

corresponded well with those calculated, but h i gher concentra ti ons 

(6.3, 7.5 mol %) were placed at mu c h higher C/H values t han those 

predicted at equilibrium. A reduct i on of abou t 20 to 25% would 

not account for this difference. Other experimental. 

concentrations even higher than t hese lay ip a region where the 

predicted acetylene concentrations were almos t ind e penden t o f 

C/H ratio, and so would be expec t ed t o agree with t hese 

predicted values irrespective of a substantial reduct i on of C/H ' 

ratio. Excellent agreement was found f or t hese values 

(8.o, 10.2, 10 . 2 mol % points) . 
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Experimental datq from plasmatr on studies with methane and 

hydrogen 9 on the other hand, are accurate l y placed with r espect t o 

C/H rati o, but their calculated specific enthalpy b efore quenc h i ng 

is an upper limit on the true value, because of heat transfer to 

the reacti on tube. As wide t ubes were u sed i n a ll t h e plasmatron 

studies considered, t his h eat transfer is expected t o be s ma llo 

It is seen t hat most of the methane - hydr ogen data have lowe r 

spe c ific en t halpies than t he range o f calculat ions done in this 

study, and they show decreasing acetylene c oncentra t i ons wi th 

decreasing temperatures at temperatures less t han p erhap s 1800K. 

' , Th is f oll ows the behavi our of equilibrium values of Duff and Bauer. 

The pos i tion of the 2000K isotherm was establ i she d by t wo hand 

calculati ons, using the c ompos it ion from t he Duff and Bauer 

c a lculat i ons , and molar enthalp ies fr om t h e J ANAF tables. 

be seen t ha t the plasmatron exper i men t a l values i nd icate a 

I t can 

maximum in acetylene c oncentra t i on at a t empe r a ture from 2000 t o 

2500K. A broad max i mum fr om 1700 to 2500K is g iven b y t he 

equilibrium values. 

A maximum acetylene c oncentration o f 52 mol % was obtained 

by Baddour and Blanchet with t he c arbon arc fed with methane a t a 

pressure of 1 bar. Lafond et al. (9) with a similar c arbon arc 

reactor, ob tained the same figure with a methane fee d at a pressu~e 

o f 0. 5 bar. They also fed methane d i l uted with argon so tha t t he 

partial pr essure of methane was 0 .25 bar 9 and obtained a wi de 

maximum of a bou t 52 mol % ( argon free ) over a range of measured C/H 

r atioso The ir maximum experimen t al value was 55 mol % ( argon free ). 

These high values do not d isprove the au t h or 0 s theory 9 as Duff and 
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Bauer's equilibrium calculations for the absence of solid carbon 

show a 55 mol % maximum in acetylene at 1700K for a pressure of 

0.1 bar, a 55 mol % maximum at 1800K for 1 bar (and 50 mol % 

maximum at 2100K for 10 bar), all at an atomic C/H ratio of 1, 

The theory of supercooled equil i br i um with respect to 

graphite, followed by a preservation of species other than free 

radicles has been tested with respect to acetylene preservation, 

and the only observations disagreeing were the higher C/H data from 

the author's study. A look at the other stable mole cules for 

which there is data, and also soot formation, will now be 

attempted. From the experimental measurements with the gas 

chromatograph . in this study, any other stable molecules than 

acetylene and hydrogen were present, if at all, i n c oncentrations 

below the limit of detection (0.1 mol %). The equilibrium 

calculations of Duff and Bauer predict a c onc entrat i on of 

diacetylene, c4H2 , of 0. 13 mol % at a mass C/H = 1.2 and 

temperature 2500K, and the author's equ i l i b rium c alculations show 

that the diacetylene concentration falls below this for smaller C/H 

ratios at the same temperature. All other stable species (methane, 

ethylene, ethane) showed concentrations much less than 0.1 mol % 

for temperatures of 2500K and above. For higher C/H ratios . . 

(mass ratio;3) corresponding to the 10.2 mol % acetylene 

experimental runs , and at the same temperature (2800K) , Duff and 

Bauer's calculations show o.4 mol % diacetylene. This could 

easily have been missed in the one more accurate gas chromatograph 

analysis done on a sample from one of the runs. Generally, the 

limit of detection was about 0.5 mol % for gas chromatographic 
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analyses carried out in this work. 

From 2 to 4 mass% of the carbon fed appeared as soot, in 

runs with C/H mass ratio from 1 to 1.5 and specific enthalpy 30 to 

40 kJ g- 1 at the reactor exit. This can be compared with 2.4 mass% 

of the carbon present at super - cooled equilibrium in fre e 

radicles for a 1.2 mass C/H ratio and a temperature of 2700K. 

The work of Ko~lov et al. with the plasmatron reactor fed 

with hydrogen anq methane gives details of methane and ethylene 

concentrations in their product gas . The table below gives a 

compariso~ of four Qf their result 9 with that predicted f r om Duff 

~nd Bauer's supen ~cooled equilibrium calculations . 

Table 7.1 

COMfARISON BEI'WEEN PLASMATRON REACTOR PRODUCT GAS 

CONCENTRATIONS AND THOSE AT SUPERCOOLED EQUILIBR I UM 

AT THE TEMPERATURE BEFORE QUENCHING 

Mass C/H Specific Equilibrium CH 4. mol % C2H4mol % c2H6mol % 

Ratio Enthalpy Temperature Exp , Es t. Exp . Es t . Exp . Est, 

1.8 -1 2700K o . 48 0 . 013 0 .59 0 . 004 ~7.0kJg -
2,3 4 - 1 2 ~2kJg 2600K 0 . 87 0 . 020 0 . 73 0 . 006 

2,6 12.2kJg - 1 1700 29 . 2 0.3 1. 07 0 . 7 0 . 14 0.01 

2.3 4.8kJg- 1 1300 27.9 25 1 . 15 o . 6 o . 63 0.01 

H2mol % C2H2 mol % 

E;xp. Est. Exp . Est . 

86.o 85 12. 1 9.5 

83.2 85 14 . 9 11 

60,0 85 10 . 5 14 

56.0 65 5 , 32 o.4 
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The estimates of both the equilibrium temperature and the 

concentrations at those temperatures involved interpolation. 

The temperatures represent upper limits of the true temperatures . 

Despite these drawbacks, some conclusions may be made concerning 

the comparisons. The concentrations of methane and ethylene 

foutld from the two higher enthalpy experiments are significantly 

higher (x 50) than those given by the author's theory. All the 

concentrations except that of ethane may be brought close to 

agreement with experiment with the "1700K" experiment if that 

temperature was dropped to 1500K. The "1300K" experiment shows 

a significantly low prediction of acetylene concentration. The 

experiment shows a value predicted for a temperature of 1500K_for 

the same C/H ratio. 

Allowing for inaccuracies mentioned above, the theory 

proposed by the author appears to successfully account for the 

major species in the plasmatron studies, The minor species, 

ethylene, ethane, (and methane at higher temperatures) whose 

concentrations are about 1 mol % or less show a disagreement. 

With methane and e t hylene the experimental results can be 

explained by a partially completed reaction toward equilibrium 

concentrations as the temperature is lowered during the quench. A 

serio_us difficulty is found with ethane, for the maximum 

equilibrium concentration at any temperature and C/H ratio for a 

pressure of 1 bar is calculated to be only 0.01 mol %, and reactions 

must be directed toward equilibrium reaching a maximum 

concentration of 0 . 01 mol % if equilibrium was attained previously 

at any other temperature. The total concentration of ethane, 

propane, butane and larger hydrocarbons in the feed was o . 40 mol % 
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and 5.1 mol % for the third and fourth experiment respectively, 

which could accou~t for the product c oncentrations of ethane 9 and 

perhaps all the discrepancies observed only in the minor c omponen ts 

of the product gas, by some feed bypass . 

It mu s t be remembered that the calculated values of Duff and 

Bauer have been assumed to be c orrect equilibrium concentrations 

throughout this discuss i on. Some independent checks on t he 

thermodynamic data do exist. In 1967 9 Clarke and Fox publ ished a 

report (10) describing experiments which were designed to achieve 

equilibrium between a hyd r ocarbon gas and graphite for temperatur es 

from 2600 'to 2800K 9 and a pressure of 0 .10 bar. The y varied the 

starting C/H ratio of the gas and adjusted the gr aph it e tempe rature 

for each C/H ratio so that no carb on t r ansfer betwe e n gas and s olid 

phase was measured over a peri od of minutes . The graphite 

temperature was measured with a pyr ometer. Measured s ubl i mation 

temperatures agreed with t hose c alculated by Duff and Baue r (mass 

C/H ratios f r om 0.36 to o.6) to with i n 50K 9 and were centred a bou t 

the calculated line. The a c etylene c onc entrati ons of the ·wor k of 

Plooster and Reed previ ously d i scussed can be ci ted as evid e nce 

supporting Duff and Bauer's calculations in the same l i mi ted 

temperature range. 

7 - B Particulate Carbon 

B1 Relevant Experimental Observations 

The radiation f r om the side of an arc struc k on a 3.3 mm 

diameter graphite anode was measur ed in this study . Also 9 two methods 

were used to measure the arc radiation from a posi tion 1 t o 3 mm out. 
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from the ablating surface of the anode. The radiation will be 

related to that observed normal to the anode end surface through 

a quiet low current arc by Hattenburg (11) (effectively 

radiation from a 3800K blackbody). It was found with a 

thermopile that radiation from 45 and 50A arcs about 3 mm out from 

the anode was roughly 0.1 and 0.2 of the radiation from a 3800K 

blackbody. From the spectrograph measurements, roughly 0.1 of 

3800K blackbody radiation was emitted from a 24A arc to the side 

from a posi~ion 1 mm in front of the anode. The spape of the 

optical denstty - wavelength curve, although near the low sensitivity 

spectral region of the photograph, was similar to the shape 

obtained from the calibration carbon arc . An upper limit of 7000K 

could be placed on the temperature of an equivalent blackbody 

radiator from a lower limit of 700 nm for the wavelength of the 

maximum intensity. 

Clarke and Fox (10) found that with a graphite filament 

heated in hydrogen, the carbon found in hydrocarbon molecules 

formed from the reaction of graphite with hydrogen, was 

s ignificantly less than the carbon lost from the filament for 

temperatures above 2700K up to the highest temperature measur ed, 

3500K . The same authors also found in later work in vacuum (12) 

that when they heated a g~aphite filament to temperatures above 

3400K by passing a current of electricity through t he fil ament , an 

arc formed along its surface . It is calculated by this author 

that their filaments, 1 . 00 mm by o.4o mm in section , had a 

resistance of only 2 . 5 10- 4 n - 1 
of length 1 assuming X mm an 

electrical resistivity of 1. 0 X 10- 4.n - 1 for graphite at . mm 
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3400K ( 13L If they used the maximum current which their system 

was capable of (100A), the corresponding voltage gradient along 

the filament would have been only 0 .25V mm =1 This i n turn 

would require an equally low resistance path through the gas phase 

before appreciable arcing occurred. Clarke and Fox no ted tha t the 

presence of hydrogen suppressed this tendency to arc 9 allowing arc 

free experiments to be carried to a higher temperature. 

In the reactor used i n this study 9 several balances of carbon 

mass flows in and out of the reactor were attempted. 

are presented in Table 7,2 below. 

The details 

Table 7.2 

CARBON FLOW BALANCE OVER THE ARC REACTOR FOR CURRENTS OF 

30 TO 35A AND HYDROGEN FLOW OF 18G H=1 

Run No. 

Carbon feed rate 9 mean/g h=1 

Hydrogen 11 II / - 1 
g h 

Average C/H mass ratio 

Total carbon fed/g 
f 

(a) /. Rate.d(time) 
~) 

(b) Approx . 1 rod used 

Carbon found: -

In acetylene 

On exit tube 

67 

17.5 

17.5 

100 

4 .2 

1.21 0 

80 

26 

18. 0 

1045 

4.07 

3.96 

1.8 

o .48 

81 

27 

18.o 

4. 35 

4 0 1 

108 

0 . 65 

27 

. 18. 0 

5.3 

2.6 

1. 44 
( chunk anod e ) 

Carbon loose in chamber 0 0045 negl. 0 .13 negl.est. 

In cooler and q tube ( soot) 0 .264 0 ;1 64 Oo09 0.2 e s t. 

Total found 5o72 2 . 37 2.67 4 .2 

Unaccounted f_pr Oo8 1. 7 1.7 10 1 

% of carbon fed , miss ing 12% 42% 39% 21% 



It can be seen that for all four runs 9 a s i gn i fi c an t 

proportion of the carbon fed to the arc could not be accounted foro 

The section of the reactor wal l s below the cathode was not 

measured for c a r bon deposit, s i nce negligible deposi t was 

observed by eyeo The l argest discrepancy above, a mass of 

1.7g, would have been almost sufficient to close t he reactor 

chamber off 9 had it been evenly spread over this lower sec tion 

of walL It was also noticed that f r om 10 to 50% higher gas flow 

was indicated by the product gas rotameter (l i kely error .±. 15%) 

than was calculated f r om the measured inflow of hydrogen and the 

~cetylene composit i ono 

In 1969 9 Whit t aker and Kintner pr esented a s hort 

report (14) descr ib i ng a depos i t formed on a flow tube oppos ite a 

heated piece of graphite in the tub e 9 despite a gas flow through 

='1 
the tube of 5 t o 10 ms o The pos i t i on of the depos it 

apparently changed li t tle when flow veloc i tie s were i nc r e ased to 

at least 50 m ~-1 (pressur e 1 t o 12 mbar )o Gr aphite was t h e n 

heated in a vacuum (pressure<0.5/'bar) with its surfac e c o vered 

by a double - wall e d enclosure with a small apertur e i n each wall so 

that the vapour could expand as a beam through the ape r tur eso 

For temperatures above 2950K, scattering of a light beam (Tyndall 

effect) was observed in the vapour flow issuing f r om t he aper t ures. 

S~nce this was attributed to colloidal s i zed partic l e s of 

graphite in the vapour , an atte~pt was made to c ollect them on 

silicone grease. Examination under an electron microsc ope showed 

a density of "-'107 particles mm- 2 of c ol l e c t i on areao Most of 

these corresponded to c lusters of 104 to 105 c arbon a t oms (would 
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correspond to a cub e of side 5 to 10 nm) 9 with fewer ( 106 mm - 2 ) 

of about 50 nm in diameter and very few of 70 ,/Am s i ze o Some 

confusion was apparent i n Wh ittaker and Kintnervs artic le concern= 

ing this d istribution 9 but it was understood t ha t the above was 

what was meant . Most of t h e particles appeared t o be angular 

cleavage . fragments 9 and t he ir elect r on diffract i on pattern 

indicated that they were crys talline. It was argued t ha t t he 

crystallites could not have been formed by gas phase rea ct ion i n 

the time taken to reac h t h e c ollecti on p~ate 9 and so were likely 

to have c ome directly from the graphite surfaceo 

B2 Theory 

It i s p r oposed here t hat graph ite crystal l i tes are s pl it 

off the anode of a carbon a rc when the current density is 

sufficiently h igh 9 and control many of the proper ties of t he carb on 

arc at high current density. The view t ha t c a r bon part icles c ould 

explain the radiation f r om t he c arbon arc has been he l d by Sc hm id t 

and Finkelnburg ( 15 9 16) a t one t ime 9 but t he i dea was r ejected by 

Finkelnburg because o f t he difficul t y of explain i ng blackbody 

temperatures of 0000K obser ved wi t h t he Be c k arc . 

Some of the c on sequences of t his proposal wil l be d i scussed 9 

and their possible influence on the operation of t he reactor i n t h is 

study will be suggested. 

Bulk graphite has a work function ( ion i zation po ten tia l ) 

which is generally accepted t o be about 406 eVo As the size of 

the piece of graphite is reduced 9 the wor k required t o raise an 

electron fr om it s t hermodynamic s t ate with in the g r aphite to an 
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isolated state outs i de (ion i zat i on potent i al) , is i ncreased because 

of t he attractive forces of t he po s it1ve c harge i nduced i n the 

graphite par ticle o Wh en t he par ticl e bec omes s mal l these 

attract ive forces a ct over a shorter dis t ance, and be c ome 

sign i fi c ant o . The pr oblem c an be treated by t h e me t hod of i mage 

point charges, and Howard ( 17) presen t s a s olut i on fo r spherical 

c onducting particles, f or single and multi ple i on i zati onq The 

Q V 
effect ive i on i za tion potentia l for a particle o f r ad ius a was 

g i ven by 

¢n ¢ + 
2 

5/4] = ( e /2a)[2n = 

where ¢ = wo r k function of bulk gr aph i te, 

¢n = work funct i on fo r r emoval of the nth electron, 

e = charge of an electron, 

and ne = c harge on particle a fter remova l of t he e lectron 

ques ti ono 

Us i ng numer ical values, t he expressi on be c omes 

¢n = 40·6 + ( 1o 44/2a)[2n = 5/4]eV , with "a" i n un its of 

in 

nanometerso The ¢ n a r e g iven i n t ab l e 7. 3 f or s pherical par ticle s 

o f c onduct i ng carbon o f d i ame t e r 

0 
2a = 1 , 3, 10 and 50 nm (1 0 t o 500 A) o 

An arc i s requ i red t o be e l ectrically neutral , and so t he 

presence o f mob ile e l e ctrons re qu i res also t he p resence o f 

pos itively c harged par ticles (generally i ons)o Th e numbe r o f 

these generated i n t h e arc pe r un i t o f time depend s upon t he ir l oss 

from hotter par t s of the arc t o co ol er par t s, and on their loss to 

t he cathod e tha t i s hy carrying s ome o f t he e lectrical c urren t . 

The r at e of l oss o f pos itive particles in turn i s i n flue n ced by 
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their mobili ty in an el ectric field , and the i r d if f usion vel ocity 

unde r a conce~trat i on gr ad ien t . 

Table 7.3 

EFFECT I VE ELECTRON IC WORK FUNCTIONS FOR SPHER IC AL, ELECTRICALLY 

CONDUCTING GRAPH ITE PART ICLES OF SMALL SIZE 

Part icle diameter/ 

nm 

n, no. of electroni c 

charges a fter i onisat i on 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

10 

20 

50 

100 

1 

5 o7 

8.6 

11.4 

3 

5 o0 

5o 9 

7.4 

7.8 

808 

13.6 

40 

4 o7 

5 o0 

5o3 

506 

5o 9 

7°3 

10 .2 

50 

4.6 

4o9 

5.1 

5o 7 

7.4 

10.4 

It. is seen f r om t abl e 7o3 t hat a poss i ble c onsequen ce of t he 

presence of carb on particle in the arc is t he ir a cqu i sition of 

posit ive charges. This would make them a c ompe tit or wi th smqll 

molecules for t he i on i za ti on reactiono A likely l i st of i ons 

for the carbon- hydrogen sys te m, wh ich have been observed i n mass 

spectrometry, t ogether with t he i r first -i onization potent i a l s, 

are c3 H7 7o9eV, c3H5 8o 1e V, c3H3 8.25eV, c4H5 8.7eV , 

C2H3 9.45eV, c3H6 9.73 eV, C2~ ~ 9 o8eV, CH 3 9.86eV etc., with 
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i s found in flames as a maj or pos itive hydroc arbon i ono Some o f 

t hese hydroc arbon i ons may be expected i f t h e gas was in t hermal 

e qu ilib rium with t he solid c arbon 9 but at normal a rc tempe r atures 

( 8000 to 12000K) it i s expected t ha t on l y C+ 9 c2+ a nd H+ will be 

present o Thus t h e presence of (evapora t i ng) c a rbon par t i cles 

would pe r haps be assoc iated with gase ous i ons o f lower 

i on i zation po ten tia l t han would be othe r wi se presen t i n an a rc 9 

since thermal e quilibrium be t ween t he gas molecules and t he c arbon 

par ticles is like l y. It appears t hat should carb on particl es be 

presen t 9 they would be fav ourable c on t en ders for el e ctron re~6va l 9 

for i on i zati on potentials below abou t 8e Vo 

The mob ility o f suc h positively c harged particl es i s 

expected t o be muc h lower than t hat o f the molecular i ons 9 and t hus 

t hey woul d c a rry a s maller fr a ction of t he curren t o The 

di ffus i on of suc h solid particl es out o f t he a rc i s a l s o expec t ed 

t o be neglig i ble compared to t he d iffus i on of molecula r i ons. 

Fi nally, mul ti pl y -cha r ged particles a re pos s ible without t he 

i onization potential rising above 8e Vo Thu~ t he re quired r a t e o f 

production o f c harged c arbon particles needed for arc ope r a tion 

would be expected t o be well below t he nor mal requ ired r a t e for 

mol e c ular i onso 

I f carbon particles are present i n t he c a rb on a rc just i n 

f ron t o f t he anod e 9 and expl a i n t he con tinuous r ad i a ti on 9 t hen it 

appears t ha t t h ty can exist in an a rc over 10 mm fr om t he a n od e 

when a high c urrent densi t y is applied to t he anode (16). If 

t he particles reac hed t he c a t h od e bef ore t h ey •.rap our i sed, one 

would expec t a. r apid build=up of c a rbon on the electrod es 9 indeed 



C 

FIGUAE. 7, 2 THE THREE CARBONS 

OF FINKE.LNBUAG (15) 
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what has been observed i n these experimental stud i eso Finkelnbur g 

described some simple experiments wi th t h ree c arbon elec t r odeso 

His arrangement was as i n figure 7a2 9 with A as anode 9 and Band C 

either cathode or isolated electricallyo Wh en h e op erated a high 

current arc between A and c athode B9 with C isolated 9 a l arge 

deposition occurred on B 9 but none on Co If on the othe r hand 

C was the ca t hode 9 and B was isolated 9 but situat e d in t he 

"positive flame 11 9 a large d e posi ti on was f ound on C 9 and a 

smaller one on Bo Fr om t h e experiment 9 it appears t ha t most of 

the carbon followed the arc 9 and presumabl y was pos itively 

chargeda However 9 some c ould depos it on a very hot e lectrica lly 

isolated surface. 

Finkelnburg showed photographs of t he "mushroom" depos its 

f or med on c athodes in h is book on carbon a rcs (15), and t h ey 

looked very similar to t he de posits f ound in t h i s studyo He 

reported t hat up t o 40% :of t h e c arbon ab l ated f rom the anode was 

found as a mushr oom depos it on t he c a t hod eo It was foun d t ha t 

the carb on depos ited on t he hottes t part of t he c a t hod e (th e part 

carrying most c urr ent ) 9 maki ng doubtful any po s s i b l e mechan i sm of 

condensation of neutral c arbon molec ul eso Fi nkelnburg fo und a 

=4 =1 ~1 
d e posi ti on rate of up to 5 x 10 g of c a r bon A s o 

Finkelnburg assumed tha t t h e curren t carri ed in t he opposite 

directi on t o t he e l ectron flow was c a rri ed by c2+ ions 9 and 

est i mated t hat 5% o f t he t o t al c urrent was c a rried by t h e se i onso 

Using Faraday's l aw, he cal cula te d t ha t only 1 o3 x 10 =5g o f 

carbon per ampere-se c ond of t otal curr e n t c ould be d e posited i n 

this fashion, i oeo 4% of t ha t fou ndo If c arbon particles 

. ...,! 
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carried the major part of the 0 pos i t i ve 0 current 9 on t he o t h er 

hand, presumably less of the total c urren t woul d b e c a rried by 

positive chargeso The numbe r of c arbon a t oms f or each p os itive 

charge on such particles (up to 8eV i on i za ti on poten t ial ) wou l d 

vary from 50 C atoms/el ectr onic c harge fo r a d i ame ter of 1 nm , t o 

6500 C atoms/electronic cha rge for a d i ame t er o f 50 nmo Thus no 

difficulty arises in explai n i ng t he l i k e ly l ower limit fo r t he mass 

transferred per charge transferr ed by pos itive c a rriers 9 r equ i r e d 

by Finkelnburg 1 s measurements (2 5 C a t oms/e l ectroni c c har ge ) . 

B3 Use of the theory t o c onst r uct a model of r eact or ope r a ti on 

The three - carbon experiment of Fi nkelnbur g c an b e t hou gh t 

analogous to the situati on in t he r eactor of t h i s study o The 

cathode was perpendicular t o t he a node a nd s ome wha t removed from 

the flow of material f r om the anodeo Sign ificant build-up often 

occurred on the cathode and l ess occurred on the c a t h od e and less 

occurred on t he hot elec t rically i solated exit tubeo If t h e 

presence of carbon part icles i n t he a rc is p os t ul a ted , t h e n s ome 

at least of the carbon d e posi ti on on both e x it t ub e a nd c athod e 

will have been due to deposition of these particleso It is like l y 

a~so that the unexplained carbon l oss 9 toge t he r with a me asured 

product gas flow rate which was h i ghe r t han c a lcu~ a ted 9 c ould be 

explained by the loss of very smal l particles o f carb on with t h e 

p r oduct stream. These would hav e had to be very s mall (cer t ainly 

less than 0o5 .fl m) t o a void se ttl i ng in the cooler c ha mber, or to 

avoid being caught in the t igh t ly- pac ked f i b re-g l a ss filter o The 

product gas flame was bri ghtl y lumi nous, wi th measured c onc entra ti ons 
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o f only 5 mol % ace t ylene . A s trongly a romatic s mel l was 

noticed in the c ooling c hambe r after most runs wh e n it was cl eaned 

wi th a brush. If it is suppose d that a ll the d e p os it on t he exit 

tube, together with t he c arbon una cc ounted for 9 wa s presen t as 

c arbon parti cles i n t he a rc 9 the n t he particles woul d have 

represented 29%, 54%, 54% 9 a nd 48% of t he c a rbon fe d f or t he f our 

runs treated be f or e. The fi r st r un had a s i gnificantly l owe r 

carbon ablat i on r a t e t han t he o t he r s 9 wh ic h were run u nder a l most 

identical condi t ions. Hav i ng es t abl ished s ome c onf i dence i n t he 

theory t hat c arbon parti cles 9 as we l l a s molecules 9 a re a bla ted f rom 

t he anode of a h i gh c ur ren t c a r bon a rc 9 some r a t he r t enuous though 

testable c onsequ e nc es wi ll be s u gge s ted to expl a i n arc beha viour 

and acetylene y i elds i n t h i s e xperi men t a l study. 

Arc b e hav i our 

Arc s wi t h cu r rents below abou t 20A will b& disc ussed f irs t . 

' 
I t i s sugges t ed t ha t t he presence of c a rb on part ic l es i s no t 

important i n t h e se a rc s a nd t hat t h e s mall n umber o f part icles 

splitting off t he anod e a r e vaporised be for e tra v elling ve r y fa r 

along the arc . It was s ugges t ed i n c hap t e r 5 t hat t he low c u r r en t 

arc operated i n two mod e s 9 a f ree-s t an~ i ng mod e and wall - hugging 

mode. As d i s c ussed t he r e, t h e wa l l-h u ggi ng arc would have had to 

be of higher vol t age than t he f re e - s t and ing a rc to sat isfact orily 

explain the sudden drop i n voltage observed with i ncreased cathode 

hydrogen fl ow. As c an be seen fr om fi gure 7 .1 , t he me a n en t hal py 

of the flow passing out f r om t he exit c orresponde d t o 

temperatures f r om 2000 t o 3000K. The exit tub e was p r esumab l y 

cooler than this as t he gas s tream was cooling t o t he wall . 
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If a temperature of 2900K i s taken as t he tempe r a ture at wh ich 

graphi te particles begin to spl it off graphit e 9 t h en it would 

a ppear that the a rc would need to exist in cl ose proximity t o t h e 

exit wall for some time be fore caus i ng the e mi ssi on o f graphite 

part ic l es 9 to make t he rout e more a ttractive. It is d ifficult to 

state t h e likel i hood t ha t g raph ite particles would be e mitted 

abov e 2900K with only the surface lay er h e a t ed, since t he instances 

given a bove i n the litera t u re were eith er heated fr om with i n t h e 

s olid 9 or we r e close t o t h e subl i mat i on t empera ture. 

Ano ther poss i ble 9 and mor e probable e xpl anation of t h e 

apparent d ichotomy of low c urrent a rc ope r a ti on (stab ility at bo t h 

90-1 20V and 150 -1 70V ) lies with t he typ e of ions assumed to be 

i n t he arc . It was stated be fore tha t at normal arc t e mperatures 

( 8000-12000K) 9 onl y C+ 9 c2+ a nd H+ are likely to be present. 

The carbon at om and molecule have a lower ionization potential 

t han t he hydrogen a tom ( C 11.26 e V9 c2 12. 0 eV 9 H 13.5 e V) 9 but more 

i mportan t than t h is 9 h a ve a mu c h s maller diffusion rate because 

of their l a r ger mass . With a long a rc 9 the creation of p ositive 

i ons at any secti on in the arc almos t balances t heir loss by 

d i ffu sion to the arc boundar y. Thus fe wer ions would need to be 

c r eated pe r unit time wi t h an a rc using c+ c harge c arriers t han one 

. H+ . using c a rriers. On e wou ld expect the v oltage gradient along 

the arc t o be smaller for t h e a rc c ontain i ng c a rbon. Th e 

c onvection ( forc ed and natural ) of t he carb on vapour u pwards from 

the anod e would t hus create a fa vourab l e lowe r-voltage-gradient 

path fo r the arc fo r ward of t h e anode. The question t hen arises 

a s t o whe re the arc bends f r om t h is pa t h to attach to the c a t hodes. 
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It is suggested that this will depend on the overal l flow of 

hydrogen through the a rc c hambe r and t he l ocal flow veloc i ties 9 

influenced by wall shapeo The 150 t o 170V a rc voltage was 

observed with currents less t h a n 15A t ha t i s with l ow 

ablation rates of carbono It is proposed tha t t h e a rc was 

sufficiently long to lose this c a r bon from it 9 resul t ing i n a 

pure hydrogen arc closer to t he c a t hod e 9 wi th a r esu l tan t h ighe r 

vdl tageo For currents above 15A 9 but perhaps not above 30A 9 

sufficient car bon may have been introdu ced t o al l ow oper at i on 

with atomic or molecular c arbon i ons almost up t o the cathod eo 

Figure 7.3 summaris e s this c onc e p to 

Th i s me c hanism all ows for operat i on with all vol t ages 

between the max i mu m and min i mum observed. The s tab l e max i mum 

voltage may have been due to c on f i nemen t of t he a rt by t he exit 

tube 9 as outlined beforeo Any s ma l l d i stu rbance a t t he c athode 

such as a stronger bl ow i ng of t h e a rc i n t o t h e cen t r e of t h e 

c hambe r would have t he effect o f making mi grati on o f c+ t o t he 

cathodes eas ier 9 thus lowering t he v oltage and r ais i ng t h e 

current 9 at a g i v en sett i ng o f t he ballas t r esis t or . 
i 

More c urren t 

would ablate more carb on 9 thus mak i ng t he new arc s t a t e stableo 

Th i s latter c orres pond s t o what was observed. If t he anode tip 

was upstream of t he c a t hodes 9 t he c hemica l comp os iti on o f the gas 

in the gap between anod e a n d c athodes would be likely t o c hange 

r apidly perhaps c ausing the fl uctuati on s wh ich were observed o 

Larger curren t s (up t o 35A or h i gher) we r e associated wi th 

voltages from Sri to 90V 9 a nd it i s propos ed t hat t he pos itive 

charge carriers i n t hese a rc s were c arbon particles over a 
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section of the arc near to the anode 9 and a t om ic or mol ecular 

carbon fo r the r emainder 9 after the solid c a r bon had vaporised 

(see figure 7.3). Larger c u rrents aga i n (gr eater than 35A) 

were seen to be associated wi th a "c r oss" c on figurati"on . The 

analysis of Maecker (18) of the pinch effec t o f t he self-

magnetic field about an electrode g i ves t he resul t ant je t vel oc ity 

in front of the electrode by 

where 

2 
v limit 

I 

jAe 
f 

r 
a 

= 

= velocity i nduced along t he ~entrel ine 

= current to the electrod e 

= magnet ic pe r meab ility 

= dens i t y of t he gas 

= radius of t h e arc a t tac hment to the 

electrode . 

For the run whic h is shown i n t he fr on tisp iece 9 with a re d jet 

apparent from t he side c a t h ode 9 t h e total current was 45A ( with a 

65 to 70V a rc voltage)o If t h e c urren t was evenly d i stributed 9 

each cathode would have c a rried 15A. It is as sume d t hat t he 

temperature of the gas in fron t of the c athode was 8000K 9 and 

was largely hydrogen (a~cs at 1 bar pressure are c ommonly only 

10- 4 . . d . 1on1ze , so the positive s~ec ies c ould still be c a rbon ) o 

The magne tic per meab ility was tak e n t o be t ha t of vacuum9 and 

r was taken to be the r adius of the wh ite spot appearing on t h e 
a 

opposite cathode i n the pho t ograph (equal t o t h e r ad i us of the 

red streak out from the s i de cathod e ) i oeo Oo 3 mm r ad ius. 
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Using the values given above, the velocity alctjg the centreline of 

the jet was calculated to be 10 m s - 1 

This tranverse velocity to the main flow thr ough t h e reactor 

can be compared with the velocity of t he main flow, whic h issued 

6 -1 ( from the annulus about the anode at fro m 2 to m s room 

temperature), spread out and heated until t he average fl ow was about 

4000K (see chapter 8). The average velocity through t h e c hamber 

- 1 was then calculated to be from 5 to 15 ms Superimposed on t h is 

flow was the vapour jet f r om the anode. Assuming that at 50A 

current, 50% of the ablating carbon was molecular, with a mean 

molecular weight of 24, and a temperature of 5000K 9 a velocity of 

- 1 
about 25 ms was calculated for the mass leaving the anode. 

These calculations suggest an arc mechan ism a t h i ghe r 

currents which is controlled by the c a t hod e and anode j ets. From 

the red colour of the jet from the side cathode in t he f r on tisp iece, 

it appears that the cathode jet consisted almost solely of hydrogen, 

and that the velocity was sufficient to react and/or sweep a way 

migrating carbon particles from t he ca t hode area. I t is suggested 

that the carbon particles , when present in t he arc, kept t h e 

surrounding gas relatively c ool (cf . Johnsonvs measurements of 

5200K for the electronic temperature· of the hyd r ogen atom close t o 

a carbon anode) by evaporation and the requ irement of lower 

ionization potentials. Thus indication of a st r ongly excited H a 

line of t he Balmer series ( i dentif ied with the red c olour ) suggests 

the absence of carbon partic les. 

If by some means a small layer o f carbon was buil t up on 

the cathode tips, a high temperature would have been reac hed over 
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the extent of the layer instead of at a much restricted arc "foot" 

as with tungsten, because of the much reduced t hermal conduct i v ity 

of carbon compared to tungsten. Thus electron e mission would be 

expected to spread over the entire tip 9 losing t h e cathod e jet, 

which relies on a small arc d iameter. The way would t hen be open 

for the easier migration of carbon mole cules and particles 

(ionized) by the shortest r ou te to t he cathodes, resulting in 

heavy carbon deposi t. The absence of any c learly def i ned arc 

path in the last coloured photograph, taken when appreciab+e deposit 

had formed on the cathodes, suggests that t he c u rrent path was 

spread over almost the .whole of the c hamb er v olume. The 

effectiveness of the cathode hydrogen flow in preventing c arbon 

deposit is seen to be in preventing t he i n itial s mall carbon 

deposit, r ather than in preventing the arrival of c a r bon 

particles directly. The initial c arbon deposit, wh i ch was 

observed to form slowly, was likely to have been c aused by 

migration of mol ecular or atomic carbon ions t o the c athodes. A 

pure hydrogen stream enveloping the cathode s would c ause very 

efficient cooling of t he cathode tips because of a h i gh 

translational thermal conduct i vi t y, enhanc e d by d i ssoc i ation -

recombination f or cathode tempera tures above 2000K. This would 

ensure that the electron emission was r es tricted to a small area, 

creating the cathode jet. The supply of pure hyd r ogen to 

this jet just bes i de the tip would prevent t he inducti on of 

carbon bearing gases from t he arc c hambe r by suppl y i ng 

sufficient hydrogen fo r the jet 9 and fo r buffering t he i n t ake 

of the jet from the surrounding gas. The d iluti on o f c arbon 
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species in the arc by the hydrogen jet is suggested as the reason 

for negligible deposit when the cathode hydrogen flow was 

sufficient. Too high flows may cause entrainment 1 eventually 

causing carbon deposit. 

The breaking down of the "cross" c onfigurat i on and t he rapid 

carbon build - up which followed 1 were accompani e d by a gradual dr op 

in voltage to 50 or 55V 1 and the disappearanc e of any red c olour i n 

front of the cathodes. The voltage drop is explained by t he 

presence of carbon particles, according to the above t h e ory 9 and 

it is suggested that the gas about the cathode was n ot h ot enough 

to give Balmer radiation . 

The achieving of gas - phase chemical equilibrium 

It was estimated before in this chap t er t hat f or 35A arcs 9 

about 500,.6 of the carbon fe d may be present as finel y d ispersed 

solid or deposited on the exit tube as the mass st ream leaves t h e 

reactor. Thus the gas - phase carbon to hydrogen r at i o a t t h is 

position would have been only half what was measured i n t he feed 

to the reactor. As can be seen on figure 7 .1 1 t h is c orrecti on t o 

the higher current res~lts brings them in t o agreement with t he 

"frozen equilibrium" predictions, and with t he pl a smat r on results. 

The 10.2 mol % acetylene points r ema in in agreement with t h is 

adjustment 9 for the predicted 10% l i nes a re a t c onstant enthal py 

over the C/H range in question . 

If the gas phase ach i e v ed chemi cal equ i l ibrium by t he time 

it left the reactor 9 it is pertinent to c ons i de r how . The average 

gas velocity through the chamber was c al c ~l a t ed t o b e f r om 5 to 

- 1 4 15 ms , so that for a reactor chamber length of about 0 mm 1 t h e 
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average residence t i me was from 3 t o 8 ms. From Ander son and 

Case's kinetic analysis, t he gas phase reaction h e c onsid ered was 

complete in times much less than 1 ms for temperatures above 

1800K. It i s suggest e d here that mixing o f the reactants was 

the limiting step as appeare d t o be the case als o with t he 

plasmatron studi es. The mix i ng problem i s seen to be the mi xing 

of the stream of carbon d irected t oward the exit 9 with t h e 

surrounding hydrogen . Wi t h h igher currents and c onsequently 

higher rates of evolution of the carb on vap our, t he mixing would 

have to become more rapid to be effec tive. Fortunately t h e c athod e 

jet ~elocities are predicted t o rise als o 9 p r ov iding a mixing 

action. 

The acetylene c oncentra ti ons measured in t h is study 

supported t he ''frozen gas - phase e qu ilibrium theory", but also s ome 

suppor t was f ound for t h e propose d ex i s tence of small carbon 

fragments i n the gas flo w t h r ough t he rea ctor . This appear s to 

be c ont r ad ictory, fo r one would expect gas-solid e qu ilibrium to 

f ollow eas ily from the presence of many sol i d particles, well 

distributed in the gas phase. If bo t h hypotheses prove 

satisfac t ory, then one pos s ible c onclusi on is tha t the c hemical 

pr operties of the carbon f ragments a re sign i f icantly d ifferent from 

that of graphite. If the ir sublimation temperature was lowered 

to below the experimental values, one would see a gas phase 

equilibrium (with vaporising particles ) as be ing a " sup e rcooled " 

equilibrium with respect t o graphite, as has been d one~ Thu s 

some limits on the ac etylene c oncen trat i on obtainable would b e 

imposed by the new gas - sol i d equilibrium 9 when it was reac h ed a t 
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a lower temperature. The fact that concentrations of acetylene 

as high as 55 mol % were obtained with a high current arc system 9 

that is, approximately equal to the maximum predicted un der the 

frozen gas-phase equilibrium theory (needing gas - phase e quil i brium 

at 1800- 1900K 9 C/H mass= 12) 9 would t h e n need a c hange in s ublimat i on 

temperature of about 1500K 9 which is ~nlikely. The al te r nat i ve 

is that proposed before, a slow chemical reaction between gas 

phase and dispersed solid, 

Anode ablation 

It was suggested in chapter 3 that the ene rgy balanc e ove r 

the anode tip determined the ab l at i on r ate . This was based on 

the assumption that the arc behaviour around t he anode was 

independent of the rest of t he arc 9 an assumpt i on c ommonly ma d e i n 

developing the theory of arcs. For exampl e 9 s ee Ec ker 0 s 

treatment (19) . The plo t made of anode e ros i on rate -versu s curren t 

through the anode was thought sign i f i cant in t h i s r espect . I n 

this experimental work 9 the length of the arc and c onsequentl y 

the arc voltage were observed to change to a lar ge exten t f or a ny 

given current. This was i n contrast to other high current . 

carbon arc experiments seen r eported by th i s author 9 wher e the arc 

voltage was a single functi on of arc curren t . Ope r at i on i n a 

still gas, or operation with a very shor t electr ode - elec trode gap 

appeared to cause this reproducible dependenc e of a rc volta ge on 

current. Consequently Finkelnburg and o t hers , bel i ev i ng that t he 

anode phenomenon was related to energy dissipation in the a rc 

successfully correlated the anode ablation rate with a rc power . 

With the experimental data reported here, a c or relat i on b etwe en 



arc power and ablation rate was attempted, but no clear 

pattern emerged. On the other hand , close rep~oducibility 

was obtained about a single line when c arbon ablat i on rate 

was plotted against the arc currento 

7 - 42 

If an energy dissipation at the anode tip was wholly 

responsible for the ablation, the energy dissipa t ion must have 

been a single function of the current, and so the voltage drop over 

the important part of the anode tipreg4on must a l so have been a 

single function of currento The ablation rate was i ndependent 

of the hydrogen flow past the anode over the l i mi ted range of 

flows used. If an energy dissipation mechan i sm operated, t hen 

the cooling of the anode by the hydrogen flows cannot have changed 

significantly with flow rateo Ablation rates taken near t he 

beginning of a run, before the walls reached steady state 

temperatures, also were found to lie close to the same line. In 

the design of the reactor, reradiation f r om the a rc chamber walls 

was thought to be important for anode ablation, but with the anode 

at a temperature of about 4000K, and the walls at 2000K 9 only 

(1/2) 4 or 1/16th reradiation is calculatedo Since anode 

radiation was only part of the heat t r ansfer from the hot tip, 

ablation was regarded as being a l so independent of the condition 

of the rest of the arc . chamber. Two exc eptions to the well 

correlated behaviour of the ablation rate against current were 

reported in chapter 6. Both were at a high voltage of about 

155V, and showed an ablation rate of about four times that given 

by lower voltage results at the same current. It was shown in 

chapter 5 that over a certain range of current above about 20A 9 
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thin walls appeared on the tip of the anode and b r oke away. The 

155V arcs were limited to currents less than 15A, with normally 

very little ablation of carbon. The two exceptions are interpreted 

as the establishing of a low current arc while the anode still 

retained its thin walls. These would be ablated rapidly but 

evenly with a low current, from their top 9 causing the illusion 

that the complete rod was being ablated at that r ate. 

Anode Hissing 

Some discussion on the "hissing" phenomenon at the anode 

of a high current carbon arc may be appropriate here, for t he 

rapidly moving terminus of the arc ass ociated with the phenomenon 

could provide excellent mixing of carbon and hydrogen. It is 

not certain whether such contraction of the arc and mo ve ments of 

the contraction did occur in the reactor operated i n t h is study, 

for no sound was heard from outside the reactor . A h i s sing 

sound was heard at a low curr ent during one run ,, but t h i s was 

thought to be associated with one cathode. Finkelnbur g observed 

both a high frequency of current and voltage fluctuations (up to 

80 kH) and a low frequency (from 1 to 3 kH). The se osciliations 

corresponded t o fine and gross behaviour of t he arc foot on t he 

anode, as determined by high speed photographs . The arc foot 

was observed to move periodically across the anod e face away fr om 
/ 

the cathode (short arc) corresponding to t he lower f r equency above 9 

and reignite after extinguishing at the farthest rim. Wi thi n 

the arc foot, a microspot wi th an apparent current density of 

500A mm- 2 was seen to rotate very rapidly corresponding t o the 

high frequencies above . 
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Finkelnburg suggested that the more rapid movements of the 

microspot were due to local evaporation, and that the microspot 

was held within the slowly moving "foot" by inertia of the arc 

column. He did not attempt to explain the periodic slow 

movement. It was observed with the anode held both horizontally 

and vertically, and with the cathode directed at the anode face. 

~inkelnburg reported short quiet perlods between hissing, and 

observed that the tendency to hiss diminished with increase in 

arc length. It is suggested here .that the magnetically pumped 

cathode jet swept the arc across the anode face in the case of the 

hard core carbon which formed little crater, but could not move 

the Beck arc attachment, and so could not cont r act it, because of 

the sheltering of the walls of the deep crater formed. Under 

this hypothesis, contraction of the arc at the anode of the reactor 

in this study is unlikely, for at high cdrrents the anode tip was 

well below the cathdde jet streams. It is likely that hissing 

would not be observed for an arc in such a configuration, and if 

one takes the microspot behaviour to be dependent on the 

occurrence of the larger scale contraction, the microspot wbuld 

also not occur. 

Finally in this chapter an unrelated topic will be dealt 

with. Drops of metallic substance, assumed to be tungsten, 

were found above tpe cathodes and lying in a "frozen pool" in 

the crater on the anode rod, after the t~ngsten cathodes we~e heat -

ed to melting point. As no tungsten was ,found on the ch~mber floor 

or on the walls around the anode, it is suggested that the material 

migrated along the arc,somehow acquiring a negative charge to do this. " 
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EVALUATION FOR ACETYLENE PRODUCTION AND ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS 

CHAPTER 8 

8- 1 

In th i s c hapter, t hose aspe c ts of t he r e s ul t s r e l at i ng to 

the commercial production of acetylene wi ll be d i s c uss e d , and 

some suggest i ons c oncern i ng l a r ger r eac t or s a nd t he u se of c oal as 

a raw material, will be madeo The model de vel oped i n t he l ast 

chapter will be used without fu rthe r tes t i ng, a lthough f urthe r 

tests are obviously needed (for example an electronmic r ogr aph of 

any deposit on a plate exposed to the p r oduc t st r eam) o 

Concentrat i ons and yield of acetylene 

In the experiments reported in this study, a max i mum 

acetylene concentration of about 12 mol %, and a (s e parat e) 

maximum conversion of carbon to carbon i n acetylene of 65%, was 

found. With higher carbon flows into t he r eactor than that 

corresponding to the above yield, the c onvers i on to acetylene 

decreased until only 20% conversion was ach i eved at t he h i ghest 

carbon to hydrogen flow usedo · It can be seen f r om t he 

acetylene concentrat i on vso C/H ratio graphs that data for 

different hydrogen f lows followed a single pattern at the lower 

C/H ratioso The fact that the experimental conc entrat i on 

obtainable was a single funct i on of the C/H rat i o only for low 

C/H ratios, can be seen to agree with the predictions of the 

author's "equilibrium in the gas phase only" theoryo Referring 

to the enthalpy - C/H ratio char t presented in the last chapter, 

it can be seen that the acetylene concentrat i ons shown there 

are strongly dependent on t he C/ H r atio for small C/H r atios, 

and at the same t ime almost independent of t he gas enthalpyo 
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Thus the uncontrolled variation i n exit enthal py i n t h e e xper i men ts 

would, it i s predicted, h ave l i ttle i nfluence on t h e acetylen e 

c oncent r ations ob t ained, and th e se c oncentrati on s woul d 

approximate a single f unc t i on o f t he C/H ra t i o o On t h e other ha nd, 

at higher C/H rat i os i t i s predicte d (fr om t he c hart ) t hat t h e 

ace t ylene concentration is s t rongly d e p e nd ent on t h e e n tha l pl and 

almost independent of t he C/H ratioo Since the e n t halpy was n ot 

controlled in the exper i me n t s one would expect mu c h more s c a t t er 

in the acetylene concentrations ob t ained at higher C/H r at i os 9 

which indeed was the case. The low ove r all c onver sions at h igh 

measur ed C/H ratios c annot however be at tributed exc l u s ivel y to 

high specific enthalpies, as i s suggested by the c hart i n 

chapter 7. If i t is take n i nto accoun t tha t about 50% o f the 

carbon fed remained in the sol i d phas e 9 t he n t he c orrect 

experimental gas phase states lay on a par t of the en t halpy=C/H 

chart where the cons t ant acetylene c oncentr ation lines were 

a l most vert i calo The a cetylene c onc entra ti ons were t hen 

limited by the gas phase C/H r a ti o 9 or t h e amount of c a r bon 

vaporised into the gas e phase. Howe ver if the C/H r a tio were 

inc r eased by mor e vaporisati on of the d i spe rsed par t ic les 9 it is 

expected that no higher conc entrat i ons of acetylene woul d result 
I 

unless the enthalpy of t he gas before quenc h i n g was also r e d uced 0 

If both of these measures were ach i e v ed , c oncent r a ti on s o f 

25 mol % acetylene would be expec t ed f r om t he curr en t a nd hy d r ogen 

flow settings which achieved 10 t o 11 mol % i n t he e xperime nts 

reported here. Concentrations of 50 mol % acetylene wi t h h igh 

conversions may event ually be possible . 
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To achieve these higher concent r ations and yields it appears 

necessary to hold the gas - sol i d mixture at a tempera t ure above 

the sublimation point of graphi te (with respect to the carbon 

hydrogen gas present) for a sufficient time to vaporise the solid, 

and then cool the resultant gas to 1800 to 2000K before quickly 

quenching it. Thus the graphite - lined section of the reactor 

would have to be lengthened and well insulated to maintain the 

temperature of the wall not too far below that of the gas. Down -

stream of this would be a well controlled ~ooling section 9 and the 

quench. As the scale of the device is increased, it is 

anticipated that the "vaporising" section would -operate more 

effectively, irrespective of the wall temperature, since the 

radiation lost from the hot carbon would bec6me small relative to 

the energy in the stream (radiation trapping). Controlled 

cooling and quenching by heat transfer to the walls would be c ome 

m-0re difficult as the scale increased. 

The theory proposed in chapter 7 pr ed i c t s almost n o c hange 

of acetylene concentrat i on wi th pressure from 0.1 to 10 bar, but 

plasmatron experiments show a small fall i ng- off of acetylene 

concentration with pressures above 1 bar up to 6 bar. With arc 

devices other than the plasmatron, which can operate at 1 bar 

without significant soot formation, a drop in pressure to 0.1 or 

0.2 bar apparently much reduced soot formation, and increased 

acetylene formation. It is suggested that these problems lie 

with lack of control over temperatures (cold walls), poor mixing 

etc. which leave regions of high carbon concentrations and 

greater than average temperatures. The radicles present in 
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these regions may form soot more readily at higher pressures. 

An alte~native i dea is that the acetylene whic h do es form, 

decomposes to soot and hydrogen mor e qu ickly at h ighe r pressures. 

Whatever the reason, lower pressure may be needed to a c h ieve 

higher concentrations and conversions in the r eac t or of thi s 

study. 

8.2 Energy use 

mass 

The minimum energy required in this wor k to p r oduce a un it 

of acetylene was 130 kwh (kg a c etylene ) - 1 , c ompared t o about 

- 1 11 kwh kg required commercially. It c an be seen from 

figure 8.1 that the estimated maximum mean enthal py ( see 

Appendix 4) of the total mass flow through t he rea ct or most often 

corresponded to temperatures of 5000K or greater. The se high 

enthalpies ( 100 to 400 kJ g- 1 ) should be unne cessary 9 acc or ding to 

the model developed previously 9 which requires enthalpies of 

4 -1 
only about 0 kJ g to fully vapori se t he c arbon at a low C/H 

- 1 ratio, or 20 kJ g at ve r y h i gh C(H rat i os. There a~pears no 

r eason why larger reactor s c ould not be r un effectively wi th 

these lower maximum enthalpies , as the h e at transfer to t he walls 

by both convection and r adiat i on t r ansfe r i s expected to be much 

smaller per unit mass of throughput. It was not iced tha t the 

lowest maximum enthalpies obtained with the s mall reactor f or 

any given C/H ratio we re t hose wi t h t he h i ghes t mass t h r oughput. 

Since a considerable i n c rease i n throughput i s exp ected t o be 

possible before ~iffic ulties with arc oper a ti on occur, a cl oser 

approach to the lower enthalpies i s probable even with t he p r esen t 

r eactor. 
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When these low 'target 9 enthalpies are related td unit mass 

of acetylene produced, it is found that for a 90% conversi on of 

carbon, 40 kJ per gram of mixture with mass C/H = 1 c orresponds to 

4 ( ) - 1 2 kwh kg acetylene o Likewise, 20 kJ per gram of mixture with 

6 -1 
mass C/H >>1 corresponds to about kwh kg o Thus i t appears that 

to reduce the energy consumpt i on, the vaporisati on step for the 

entrained solid would have to be carried out at the highes t poss i ble 

C/H ratio. If it was not desirable t o quench at this h igh C/H r atio 

because of low yield, it would be convenient t o mix wi t h it a stream 

with lower C/H ratio and lower enthalpyo By this means bo t h t he 

average C/H ratio and the average enthalpy before quench c ould be 

closely controlled. Suitable streams could consist of hyd rogen, 

methane or heavier hydrocarbons, or particles of high volatile coalo 

The gas streams could be at room temperature or be preheated to a 

furnace temperature to save electrical energy should t h is, be mor e 

costly than chemical fuel energy. 

Effect of Scale 

Some idea of t he penalty paid i n energy use by opera ting the 

anode on the small scale of t h i s study, may be obtained by 

considering some of the energy flows to and from t he anode tip o 

In 1937, Mason suggested that the anode voltage drop of a low 

current carbon arc was about 20V (1). F i nkelnburg (2) on the other 

hand, stated that the anode drop of a high current carbon arc was 

about 30V, based on probe measurements and on the assumpt i on of a 

contact potential betw8en probe and plasma of only one or t wo voltso 

A value of 20V will be used hereo The energy which i s d issipated 

in a small region about the front face of the anode 
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is given by I(Va + ¢) 9 in watts 9 

where I = current 9 A, 

Va = anode voltage d r op 9 (20V), . 

¢ = gr aphite wor k function 9 (4 o6 V) . 

This energy d is s i pat i on is the n c alcula t ed as 490w at 20A and 

1250W at 50Ao The proporti on of this ener gy d i ssi pation which 

is used for carbon vaporisat i on at the anode c an t hen b e 

calculated, us i ng t he measured ablati on rat e s , and t he a ssumpt i ons 

that 1000/4 and 50% of the carbon ablated i s vapor i sed at c urre n ts 

of 20 and 50A respectivelyo The enthalpy c hange of graphite 

from room temperatur e, 1 bar, to i ts s ubl i ma t i on t e mpera t u re, 

8 - 1 
1 bar 9 was taken as .3 kJ g • -:t. -1 A value of 230/ kJ g was also 

assumed fo r the enthalpy of vaporisati on of g r aphi t e at a 

p r essure of 1 bar (fr om the cal cula t i ons d i scussed i n c hapter 7 

on the carbon- hydrogen system). The calculated energy 

requirements for vaporisation are set ou t i n t able 8. 1 0 

It i s seen that ve r y low u til i sati on o f t h e energy 

available from the arc me c hanism is obta i ned wi t h t he small anode. 

From the photographs taken of t he an od e dur~~g operati on, t he very 

hot section of the anode appear ed t o extend only about one diamete r 

back f r om the tip, showing that heat transfer fr om t he side of 

the anode was much more importan t than heat transfer by 

conduct i on back along the anode . It was estim~ted by t h e 

Reynold's flow method of Spalding (3), usi ng enthal py as a 

potential for heat transfer, t hat t he c on vec tive h eat trans fer 

to the hydrogen from the side of t he anode was a bou t t he same 

size as t hat by radiation. Together , t h e se two mod es c ould 
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account for about 800W from a 5 mm lengt h of anod e assumed to be 

at an average temperature of 3500K, thus explaining t h e l oss of 

most of the energy input to the anode. The r adiat i on l oss from 

the front face is expected to be reduced from t ha t cal c u l a t ed 

in chapter 3, because of reradiation back f r om c arbon particles 

in the gas phase. Thus the net r ad i at i on loss if expec ted t o be 

less than 100W for the 3.3 mm diamete r anode. 

TABLE 8.1 

ESTIMATED USE OF THE ENERGY DISSIPATED 

AT 3.3 MM ANODE IN VAPORISATION 

Measured : 

Current 

Ablat i on rate 

Estimated: 

Power dissipated at anode 

Heating of graphite to 

sublimation temperatu r e 

Assumed fraction vapor ised 

Power for vapor isation 

Fraction of power di ssipated 

usefully e~ployed in 

vaporisation of carbon 

20A 

8 =1 
g h 

490w 

18w 

100"/4 

52W 

50A 

53 g h= 1 

1250 w 

120W 

50% 

170W 

22% 

The size of anode can be seen t o be of i mportance i n t he 

efficiency of energy utilisation at the anode. The h eat t ransfer 

to the side of the anode i s related to the a r ea of t he c y lind r ic a l 

surface of the anode, and to a first appr oximati on for a ny gi v en 



feed velocity etc. 9 can be said t o have a constant va lue per unit 

length of perimeter 9 no matter what t h e si ze o f anod e . For any 

given velocity of the anode 9 the throughput o f c a r b on i s directly 

2 proportional to the cross - sect i onal area 9 i.e. to D 9 where 

D = diameter of anode. Thus t he heat transfer to the side of the 

2 
anode increases as D, whereas the thr ou ghput i n c reases as D 9 as 

D increases. The energy losses to the s i de pe r uni t o f c arb on 

feed thus chang~ as 1/D as D i s increased. For exampl e 9 when 

D = 3.3 mm 9 these losses were found to be appr ox i mately 

900W/53 . g h - 1 

(s.g. 1.5 .) 

= 60 kJ g - 1 for a ve l oc ity o f fe ed of 1 .1 -1 mm s 

(The 900W term was obtained by making an e nergy 

balance over the ablating surfa ce to f i nd t he a onduc tion bac k into 

the anode, and by making a furthe r ene rgy balanc e over a l engt h 

of anode from just inside the ab l a ting surface 9 to where t h e 

conduction term ts unimpor t ant, or a lternatively mak i ng a single 

energy balance over both regions.) For an anode ten times t h e 

6 - 1 
diameter i.e. D = 33 mm 9 t hese l osses s hould redu ce to kJ g , 

which is not large c ompared t o the energy r equ i red to heat and 

vaporise the carbon anode (8.3 + 23.3 = From 

this argument 9 a reactor similar t o t he one described i n t h i s 

thesis but ten times in l i near d i mension 9 would ab l a t e 5 .3 kg h- 1 

at a current of 1300A or 100 times the carbon f or 25 time s t he 

current. 

One can test this s c ale-up procedure against t he ablati on 

rates found by Baddour and Iwasyk (4) for a graphite anode tw ic e 

the size of the one used in this study 9 operated i n hydrogen 

flowing at about the same velocity in t h e same d irection. 
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- 1 
For an anode velocity of 1.1 mm s , they found an ablation r ate of 

-1 ( 190 g h with a current of about 150A an arc voltage of 50V was 

assumed by this author). The scale - up procedure pred icts 140A 

for the same conditions, which is considered to be with in t h e errors 

made in assuming the value of arc voltage. 

From similar arguments, it will be seen below t hat with a 

larger reactor 9 the energy losses through the wal ls are s i milar ly 

reduced, on a mass throughput basis. According to t he theory in 

chapter 7, it was required that about 85% of the arc powe r be 

taken from the mass passing tqrough the small reactor befor e t he 

desired specific enthalpy was obtained,· and appr e ciable acetylene 

was formed. With a larger reactdr mentioned above 9 capable of 

causing the phase change C ~ C with p resumably muc h lower 
s gas 

power dissipation per unit throughput, muc h lowe r heat transfe r 

from the hot gas to the reactor wal ls would also be requ ired so 

that the desired specific enthalpy be obtained before quench ing. 

This appears entirely possible, for using the same a r gument used 

above for the anode, for the reactor shell 9 the heat transfer pe r 

unit throughput is expected t o change as 1/D , for similar b ody 

temperatures. Thus 85% roughly drops to below 10% energy loss 

to the reactor body for a 10- fold increase in l i near size. 

Estimation of Minimum Energy Use for Large r Reacto r 

Unfortunately in practice the powe r dissipation whi ch 

determines the electrical cost is not that dissipated at t he 

anode, but that dissipated in the arc as a whole . The arc power 

is given by the produc t of the arc voltage and the c urren to The 

major part of the mass throughput (carbon) i s uniquely related to 



the currento The arc voltage i s expected to remain r oughl y 

constant with increase i n curren t (balance of increase wi t h 

no~mal high current carbon a rc and decrease wi th other arcs ), 

8 -1 0 

perhaps at 70Vo Thus to ach ieve a 25 kJ g-1 specifi c enthalpy 

of a carbon rich mixture from the arc , with no energy l osses , a 

current I would have t o be found wh ic h a c h i eve d a carbon 

ablation rate 
0 -1 m (I ) such that 701/m (I) = 25 kJ g • 

C C 
The 

projected performance of a reactor wi t h a 33 mm d i ame t er anode 

gives 70 x 1300 x 3600/5300 = 63 kJ g= 1 for an anode feed 

-1 ( 4 kJ g-1 velocity of 1o1 mm s Cofo the equivalent figure 2 0 for 

the present reactor 9 a third of wh i ch i s est i mated t o r ad i a te 

this radiation per unit t h r oughpu t i s a ssumed small f or t h e 

large reactor )o A higher current t han 1300A 9 c aus ing 

disproportionately greater ablat i on 9 would b e needed t o reduce 

this specific enthalpy furthero The small r eactor s h owed an 

=1 =1 increase of ablation of 1o5 g h A f or increases of c urren t 9 

above 20A 9 with a calculated 86 to 78% was te o f ava i lable e ne r gy 

at the anode o It was estimated above t ha t t h i s ' was te' would 

reduce to 8%, with an improvement of four times t he energy 

utilization at the anode, for t en times t he s i ze of r eac toro 

Thus an extrapolation ab ove 1300A i s used with a rate of i ncreas e 

4 - 1 
in ablation of 1o5 x = 6 g h 

; (I) = 5300 + 6(I- 1300)g h - 1
0 

C 

-1 A 9 g iving 

Using an a rc voltage o f 70V, 

the energy related to unit mass of c arbon ab l ated i s t hu s 

=1 4 -1 estimated to drop to 52 kJ g at 2000A and 9 kJ g at 3000Ao 

A lower limit of about 50 kJ g - 1 i s t hu s expected from a s c aled 

up reactor of the type developed i n t h is study 9 with a graphite 
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feed. With as much as a 90% conver sion t o acetylene 9 t h e 

minimum energy use for acetylene producti on is t hen e xpect ed 

) -1 to be about 14 kwh (kg acetylene 9 fo r a gr aphite anode ablating 

into hydrogen. Sufficient hyd r ogen to reduce t h e overall e n t hal py 

- 1 
to 15 kJ g for a maximum conversion would result in mass C/H ratios 

of about 0.5 and acetylene concentrat i ons of acetylene of only 2 to 

3%. Clearly the graphite - hydrogen reac ti on would be unsuitable 

on this basis 9 the large energy use being t he ser i ous ob j e cti on o 

One way of avoiding this l i mitati on would be t o i n troduce 

additional carbon in the gas phase 9 perhaps by mixing t he stream 

with methane. Assuming negl i gible heat transfer losses as above 9 

and a 9o% conversion 9 sufficient methane to b r ing the enthalpy of 

-1 the combined str eam to 15 kJ g would result in mass C/H ratios of 

4.o, with an energy requirement of only 5.5 kwh (kg ace tylene) - 1 

and an acetylene concentration from 25 to 30 mol %. The reactor 

would be then acting as an effic ient heater of methane 9 and as a 

means of raising the acetylene c oncent r a t ion above t ha t poss i ble 

from methane - fed plasmatr ons . 

8.3 Coal Feed 

Some progress towards provid i ng a suitable c oal feed was 

made by Dechasavapaisan (5) in a project related t o t h is wor k. 

A steel tube filled with freshly pulverised coking c oal was h eat ed 

by radiation from a furnace at 1200K for several minute s. If t he 

tube was sealed, at leqst fo r an initial per i od, rods of coke were 

formed which were porous, containedN 2 5% of the or i ginal volatile 

matter of the coal (""3 5 mass%), and we r e thought sufficiently 
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strong and electrically conquctive (only when h e a t ed t o re d hea t ) 

for use as anodes. 

It is visualised that coal c ould be fe d i n pretreated rod 

form 9 or as a pre treated cylinder filled with un trea ted pulveri sed 

coal. In both cases 9 the anode would hav e to be porous to allow 

the gradual release of volat iles. A coking coal used t o fill t he 

cylinder would form an el~ctrically c onductive c har , bu t may_seal 

the escape of gaseous matter 9 perhaps bl owi ng t he anode apar t . 

A_ noh - boking coal is likely t o be better i n this respect 9 but 

would rtaed to be graphit ized before reac h i ng t he a rc f a c e. A 

mixture of coking and non-c oki ng coals may prove to be t he most 

practical solution. The coal c har i s l i ke ly t o be much less 

dense and less homogeneous t han t he gr aph i te used in t his study. 

It is expected that t he coal will be abl a ted more r ap i dly t han 

the graphite 9 coming of f t he anode in larger fra gmen t s t han t hose 

supposed from graph i te. 

F i nkelnbur g 0 s exper i enc e (2) with anodes mad e from 

d i ffe rent sourc es of c arbon may b e use f u l here. Al so many coals 

have appreciable quantities o f ash 9 with sodium and potassium 

salts present, Thus the oper at i on of a 0 coal 0 anod e may 

approach that for t he anode of a Beck a rc 9 whi c h i s l oaded with 

metal salts. Finkelnburg found that what he cal led "soft 

core" carbons ablated more qu i ckly than "hard core" c arbons 9 and 

from his plots (2) it appears that for t he s ame current 9 t he 

ablation rate of the sof t core carbons was double that for the 

hard core carbon. The anodes being used consis ted of a 

cylinder of "hard" carbon filled by a core. Th i s core c ould be 
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soft or hard 9 depending on whether the pulverised carbon us e d 

(lampblack 9 coke 9 graph i te or a mixtur e) was mad e plastic b efor e 

heating by mixing with tar or p i t c h 9 or was pressed with very 

little binder ("almost dry") int o the shelL In both c ases 9 t he 

material was heat t reated at 1500K before useo Baddour and 

Iwasyk (4) measured ablation rates i n hyd r ogen with a gr a phite 

anode of the same diameter as t he cored c a rb ons used by 

Finkelnburg in on e o f his studies in ai ro The ablation r ates 

of graphite in hyd r ogen were only a t h ird of t hose with t he hard 

core carbons in ai ro If the graphite i s i d entif ied ~ith t h e 

hard core carbons 9 in the s ame a t mosphere 9 and a n a n ode of c oked 

coal identified with the p:i tc h and carbon " soft core" c arbon s 9 

then it would follow that abl a ti on rates of t wice t hat p r ed ict e d 

for graphite would occur fo r t he c oked c oal anodeso 

This possib i l i ty would lower t h e energy d issipated i n t h e 

arc for a given ablation . I f all the assumpti ons mad e abov e f or 

a large react or us i ng a graphi te feed were assumed to h ol d f or a 

coked coal feed 9 t he spec ific enth~lpy for a b l ated ma t er ial 

. =1 
could be dr opped from 50 t o 25 kJ g • If t h is ma terial c ould 

be held at this enthalpy for sufficient time t o vapo r i se the 

particles, and then mixed with (more ) hydrogen to p r oduce 

acetylene with a c onversion of 90%, t he ener gy r equirement would 

- 1 be only 7 kwh kg • An addition o f metha ne ins tead of hydr ogen 

should reduce the energy c onsump ti on bel ow t h is fi gure as 

estimated above. 
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8.4 Recommendat i ons c onc e r n i ng electrode operat i on 

In this study a busbar was used t o c onnect t he t hree 

cathodes toge t her into the power supply. Th i s p r es e n ts an 

unstable si t uat i on i f the ar c falls wi t h volta ge as t h e curren t 

is increased, as the arc i s l i ke l y to c onc entrate on one c a t hod e 

to reduce its voltage. Acc ord ing t o F inkelnburg, a c arbon arc 

with a rapidly vaporising anode increases with v oltage as t he 

current i ncreases. However, i f one assu me s a c ons t an t c ontac t 

potential for h is probe measurements 9 t h ey show t ha t all this 

increase in vol tage oc c urs in fron t of t he anode. If t hre e 

cathode arc attac hments a r e attempted well away from t he anod e , 

it is not likely t hat a risi ng voltage c har a cteristic will hold 

fo r the sect i on of a rc wh ich is op en to c ho ice t ha t is t h e 

three branches to the c a t h odes f r om t he anode stream. To avo i d 

the poss ibility o f instab ility betwe e n c athod es , a n d so t o a llow 

c ontrol of c ond i t ions about e a c h c a t hod e tip , it i s r e c ommend ed 

that s ome separ a te balla st resistance be used i n series wi t h 

each cathode. An alternative wh ich would i nv ol ve r o t a ti on of 

the arc i n a circle fr om c a t hod e to c a t hod e would be t he suppl y 

of each phase of a thr ee phase a. c . supply, a fter recti f icat i on, 

t o one of the three c athodes. 

It was not discovered i n t h i s s t udy wha t t he limitati ons 

of mass t h r oughput with r espect t o s t able a rc ope r a t i on werie, 

as the devic e was limited by t he current i t was possible to 

pass to t he anode, and f rom anode rod t o anode rod. The des i gn 

of the anode sl i d i ng contac t s i s regarded a s crucia l , for t h e y 

must pass a h i gh current t o a r ough surface , and op erat e at a 
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temperature probably above 1500Ko The c ontacts between anod e 

rods are even more difficult 9 as no signif i c an t pressur e can be 

exerted between mating surfaceso If the anode was in the form of 

cylinders filled with coal~ a c oking coal coul d be used with in t he 

joint region to provide a solid coke mass t o hol d t he joint before 

passing through the sliding contacts. If poss ible 9 a c on t inuous 

manufacture of the anode would be the be~t solution. 

8.5 Summary 

In this chapter the requirements have been pr oposed for h i gh 

concentrations and y ields of a cetylene from a reac t or of t he t ype 

in this study, and these are summarised in fi gure 8 020 It appears 

from the theory proposed in chapter 7 t ha t vaporisati on o f carbon 

is not achieved completely at the anode of an electr ic a rc a n d 

provision must be made to allow more c omplete vaporisa t iono Wi t h 

the higher gas phase C/H ratios r esulting 9 h igh con centration s of 

acetylene should be possible from the " super c ooling" theor y 9 

provided a temperatu r e of about 1800 or 1900K is a t tained for a 

short time before t he quench o Predict i ons were made c on c erning 

energy requirements in lar ger reactors. The effec t of t he react or 

walls on the mass flow through the reactor is expected t o d i minish 

with size 9 making lower energy requir ements per unit of ace t ylene 

possible 9 but with a graphite and hydrogen feed t he pro j e c ted 

energy use was still about 25% above a re a sonable econom i c value 

Operation with methane was expected to bring t he 

- 1 
energy use down to 5 • 5 kwh kg 9 well below the lowest plasmat r on 

value , for acetylene produc ti on wi th me t hane (9 kwh kg- 1 ) o 
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Also operation with a coal or coked coal anode and hydrogen was 

expected to result in a lower energy use than that from operation 

~ith graphite and hydrogen 9 perhaps also lower than the plasmatron 

figure. The conclusion to be made here is that it appears 

worthwhile to pursue the development of this reactor to larger 

sizes, 
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APPENDIX 1. 

N.Z. 

P.V.C. 

PRODUCTION 

PROPOSALS 

New Zealand is probably spending over $10 million each year importing 
polyvinylchloride (p.v.c.) in bulk form to mould into plastic consumer 
items. In this paper the creation of a chemical industry in New Zealand 
to manufacture 40,000 tons of p. v.c./year has been considered. Two applic
able processes with well-tried technology were costed in detail. The 
carbide process which uses coal, lime, and electricity to make acetylene 
from which p. v.c. can be made, is compared with the ethylene process 
which uses imported petroleum naphtha to make ethylene, from which 
p. v.c. can also be made. It is concluded that both processes give adequate 
return on capital after tax-the carbide process 18% / year and the 
ethylene process 21 % / year for a capital expenditure of about $16 
million in each case. It is also concluded that the carbide industry would 
be significantly more beneficial to the national economy, notwithstanding 
the lower profit to the investor. The developing technology for the use 
of natural gas and coal to manufacture acetylene at a significantly lower 
cost, is also discussed. It is suggested that natural gas can be regarded 
as an extremely valuable raw material for the manufacture of polymers. 
A coal-electric arc process, now under development at the Department 
of Chemical Engineering, University of Canterbury, promises much lower 

acetylene costs than the carbide costs. 

Local coal, natural gas, or imported naphtha ? 

J. ABRAHAMSON 
B.E., M.E. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

J.B. STOTT 
B.SC., PH.D.(LEEDS) 

THE polymers that are used today as plastics, rub-
. hers, and fibres are mostly made up of hydrogen 

and carbon derived from petroleum, natural gas, or 
coal. These raw materials are chemically rearranged 
to form intermediate hydrocarbons, either acetylene or 
one of a group of olefins, from which polymers can 
be made. Acetylene has been a widely used chemical 
"building block" for manufacturing polymers for 20 
years. The cheap production of the olefins, ethylene, 
propylene, and butadiene during the last decade, has 
severely challenged this role of acetylene in large 
industrialised nations. 

When the relative merits of acetylene and olefin 
routes to polymers are compared for a small country 
like New Zealand, however, the economics of the use 
of acetylene become more attractive. Also acetylene 
can be made from local natural gas or coal, whereas 
ethylene or the other olefins can be made only from 
imported petroleum fractions . For these reasons some 
details of overseas production of acetylene are given. 

1.1. Overseas experience with acetylene and ethylene 
Acetylene has been manufactured on a commer

cial scale using calcium carbide for about 75 years. 
However, since the early 1950s increasing use has been 
made of petroleum and natural gas feed stocks for 
acetylene production1 , particularly by the BASF 
partial oxidation pyrolysis process. 

To facilitate the use of liquid hydrocarbon feed 
stocks where ethylene is required as well as acetylene, 
processes have been developed which allow the heat 
to be supplied to the hydrocarbon from the previous 
burning of a fuel-e.g. the Hoechst process where a 

This paper was received in this form on 5 March 1970. 
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cheaper fuel than the feed stock hydrocarbon may be 
used. Both acetylene and ethylene can be formed by 
the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons in a preheated chamber 
-e.g. the Wulff process. Petroleum or natural gas 
feed stocks have also been pyrolysised in electric arcs 
to form acetylene. (The German plant at Huls pro
duces 100,000 tons/year. Many attempts have been 
made to produce acetylene from hydrocarbons in a 
plasma jet. 

Acetylene cannot be shipped easily or at low cost 
and cheap acetylene from calcium carbide is available 
only near a carbide plant which must be sited near 
coal and lime supplies. The hydrocarbon-based pro
cesses do not suffer this limitation, at least with a 
petroleum feed stock, because of the ease with which 
petroleum is transported. 

A comparison of 1964 capital costs of plant2 

shows that for each annual million pounds of acety
lene, $U.S.150,000 is spent for a 40 million lb/year 
carbide plant, and from $U.S.80,000 to $U.S.150,000 
for hydrocarbon-based plants ranging within 25 to 
100 million lb/year limits. In the United States aver
age sales value of calcium carbide acetylene in 19653 
was U.S.15.7c/lb. An acetylene selling price of 
'.U.S.13c/lb would be required to justify the con
struction of a new calcium carbide plant for 100 
miUion lb/year of acetylene in the United States, 
and about 8c/lb of this would be direct costs (U.S. 
0.60c/kWh)3. However, a new "average" hydrocarbon
based plant of 100 million lb/year capacity would 
require a selling price of U.S.8c/lb acetylene, with 
U.S.5c/lb of these in direct costs. The selling price 
quoted is the price required before it is economic to 
construct a new plant; the direct cost is the least that 
is required from the sales to avoid closing down exist
ing plant. 

It is significant that carbide plants in both the U.S. 
and Europe have been closed down in increasing 
numbers over the past decade. In the U.S. in 1953, 
production of acetylene from calcium carbide totalled 
about 436 million lb/year. This increased to about 
707 million lb/year in 1960 but decreased to 610 mil
lion lb/year in 1965, and it is predicted, to 540 million 
lb/year in 1970. However, acetylene from hydro
carbons totalled 50 million lb/year in 1953 and by 
1965 had risen to 550 million lb/year. Figure 1 shows 
production figures, where available3• 4, for the three 
ma_jor users of acetylene in non-Communist countries 
- Japan produces almost all of its acetylene from coal, 
but this indicates a greater interest in ethylene rather 
than acetylene5 • 0 • Acetylene consumption in the U.S. 
in 19653 is listed in Table 1. 

A choice between using acetylene or an olefin for 
production of a polymer can depend on the position 
of the investor. If all the plant, from raw material 
processing to production of the polymer, is to be new 
(as in New Zealand), the choice will be simply the 
route to the cheapest polymer. If the investor is 
financially committed to a less economic route, he is 
slow to change to a route made more attractive by an 
advance in technology. This commitment of many 
large European and American firms in plant using 
expensive acetylene has caused activity towards ob
taining cheaper acetylene, rather than choosing to 
manufacture immediately with cheaper ethylene. 
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TABLE 1 
Use of Acetylene in the U.S. in 1965 

Outlet 
Vinyl chloride 
Neoprene 
Acrylonitrile 
Trichloroethylene 
Vinyl acetate .... 
Other chemicals 

Chemical subtotal 

Percentage 
27.S 
21.0 
14.0 
9.0 
7.5 
8.0 

87.0 
Non-chemical uses (welding, metal cut ting, and 

carbon black) 13.0 

Total (where 100% represents 1,1 50 million 
pounds ) 100.0 

A flow sheet of the present commercial routes 
from different feedstocks to the major monomers for 
which acetylene is a competitor is shown in Fig. 2. 
The numbers attached to the product boxes give the 
1965 production in the U.S. by the indicated route, in 
millions of pounds of product. 

The prominent competitor to acetylene is shown 
to be ethylene (Fig. 2). The large demand for 
ethylene in the manufacture of both polyethylene and 
polyvinylchloride (p.v.c.) has encouraged the building 
of enormous plants of 1,000 million lb/year of ethy
lene throughput. The economies of scale enjoyed by 
plants allow very low prices for ethylene. These large 
olefin plants produce a range of olefins from naphtha 
or gas condensate, and are distinguished from smalleir 
ethylene plants optimised for yield of ethylene alone. 

To challenge the price of ethylene of U.S.2.4c/lb 
obtained from very large plants, for the production of 
vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate, acetylene costs must 
come down to U.S.4c/lb and U.S.3c/lb respecfr1((}
ly3, 1 , 8 • 0 • This latter cost is claimed by one .. process 
only; one which has not yet reached indu~trial 
scale 18, 10, 20. 
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FIG.2 MAJOR ACETYLENE DERIVATIVES, FROM RAW MATERIALS 

WITH COMPETING ROUTES 
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2. NEW ZEALAND P.V.C. PRODUCTION 
2 .1. Reasons for domestic production 

Interest is being shown in the production of 
plastics in New Zealand. There are several possibilities 
which are worth investigating for the supply of resins 
to the domestic market. The first possibility is p.v.c. 
because of the high volume of imports and the fact that 
the plant and experience for p.v.c. moulding is avail
able in New Zealand. Other possibilities may be vinyl 
acetate (fibre), neoprene (rubber) and trichlorethy
lene ( dry-cleaning solvent). 

During the 1965-66 year, New Zealand im
ported 5,080 tons of bulk p.v,c. at a total cost of 
$N,Z.l,590,000 for manufacture of consumer articles 10 • 

The average imported cost was N.Z.14.0c/ lb (U.S. 
19. 6c/ lb). This corresponds to a post-devaluation 
price of N.Z.17 .Sc/ lb. As imports of p.v.c. have been 
increasing rapidly since that time,and because many 
imported p.v.c. articles could be made in New Zealand 
if p.v.c. were less expensive, the present market poten
tial can be safety set from 20,000 to 30,000 tons/year. 
It is estimated that domestic consumption would be 
greater than 40,000 ton/ year of p.v.c. in the mid-
1970s. This corresponds to at least $N.Z.13 million/ 
year if imported. At this scale of production, p.v.c. 
could be manufactured in New Zealand cheaper than 
the imported cost of U.S. l 9.6c/ lb. New Zealand would 
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benefit appreciably from production of p.v.c. for the 
domestic market, particularly if the plant was New 
Zealand owned, and New Zealand raw materials were 
used. 

2.2. Competition from overseas suppliers 
It is likely that New Zealand production will be 

challenged by a drop in the import price of p.v.c. Any 
protection needed by the industry would best be esti
mated in advance and pressed for before production 
started. If no protection is needed, at · 1east a good 
knowledge of the international supply and demand 
trends is necessary for the direction of a New Zealand 
industry. 

In late 1967 it was estimated that global capacity 
of p.v.c. plant was 5 million tons/year with con
sumption of 3.5 million tons, and a consequent 
apparent 70% utilisation of plant11• After allowing 
for the tendency of some producers to give too high 
values of production capability of their plant by from 
10 to 20% 1 2 , 13 , the surplus of p.v.c. was still sig
nificant. As a result, overproducing countries dumped 
p.v.c. in those countries where costs were greater. It 
was reported11 in 1967 that Japan was selling p.v.c in 
Britain for as low as U.S.9.3c/ lb for some grades, 
undercutting Un'.ited Kingdom prices of U.S.12 to 
U.S.13c/lb. Against such pressure on New Zealand 
production of p.v.c. , the New Zealand Government 
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could perhaps set up protective tariffs as the Australian 
Government did in 1966 to protect Australia's plastic 
industry which had a $A.250 million capital invest
ment.. As well as normal tariffs, special punitive 
duties against dumping were imposed", effectively 
placing a lower limit of A. l 8.3c/lb (U .S.20.5c/ lb) on 
p .v.c. and A.16.7c/ lb (U.S. 18.7c/ 1b) on imports 
of vinyl acetate monomer. 

Since 1967 the international market for p. v .c. has 
lost most of its surplus supply. At the end of 1968, 
demand and production of p.v.c. were in balance in 
both the European Economic Community (E.E.C.) 
countries and the U.K.1'1• Price increases of 5 to 15% 
were announced by producers in the E.E.C. In the 
U .S., supply and demand of p.v.c. balanced in mid-
196912, causing a stop to the downward trend of p. v .c. 
prices. A 20% increase of p .v.c. production rate 
during 1969 was forecast in Europe, whereas a smaller 
increase of 13 % was likely in the U.S. Producers 
seem confident that prices of p.v.c. in Europe will not 
drop despite the strong increase in production. 

2.3. Raw materials 
The raw materials needed for p.v.c. production 

include raw materials for the hydrocarbon inter
mediate-acetylene or ethylene-and salt in some 
form suitable for making chlorine and hydrogen in an 
alkali-chlorine cell. If acetylene is used as the inter-

mediat'e, coal and lime, natural gas or petroleum 
naphtha can be chosen as raw materials. If ethylene 
is used, one is restricted to imported naphtha. New 
Zealand has large resources of coal of suitable quality, 
some natural gas, but little discovered oil. If oil was 
discovered it seems doubtful whether a naphtha stream 
could be separated from the crude oil at anywhere 
near the low cost of I c/ lb, for which it is available in 
the Pacific area. Even at this cost, a p.v.c. production 
of 40,000 tons/year would cost the country N.Z.1 . 7c/ 
lb p .v.c.- i.e., $N.Z. l,500,000/year for imported 
naphtha. In view of the expansion of a New Zealand 
industry, and the steady rise of naphtha prices over
seas, it would be wise to use New Zealand raw 
materials if the process costs are at all comparable. 

2.4. Process costs in small plants 
Much of the cost advantage that ethylene has in 

large markets overseas is due to the enormous size of 
plants producing ethylene. Plants capable of producing 
500,000 tons/year of ethylene are found in the U.S., 
Europe, and Japan . Much of this advantage is lost 
when much smaller plants are considered. However, 
a simplified ethylene plant, stripped of many cost
saving features found in large plants, has been designed 
for low-production rates. Costs of production of vinyl 
chloride monomer from ethylene or acetylene were 
compared in 196 7 for small plants of only 12,700 

TABLE 2 
Vinyl chloride monomer plants 

Production and Capital Costs for 12,700 tons/ year 
Figures in U.S.c/ lb Dianor 

dilute Wulff 
Item ethylene acetylene 

Naphtha Naphtha 
Ethylene / Acetylene prod11ctio11 feed feed 
Net feedstock cost .... 1.87 (3.07) •:• 3.31 
Utilities 0.14 0.53 
Labour and supervision 0.14 0.14 
Maintenance, depreciation, taxes, overheads 2.12 5.14 
Total ·hydrocarbon cost (return on capital not included) 4.3 (5.5) * 9.91 

Vinyl chloride monomer prod11ctio11 
Net feedstock cost .... 3.80 (5.63) * 4.91 
Utilities 0.86 0.20 
Labour and supervision 0.05 0.05 
Maintenance, depreciation, taxes, overheads 1.24 0.99 
Vinyl chloride manufacturing cost 5.95 (7.78) ,:, 6.15 
20% return on total irwestment 2.70 3.74 

Vinyl chloride transfer price-total cost 8.65 (10.48)" 9.89 
Capital costs (figures in $U.S. million) 
Hydrocarbon plant 1.2 2.5 
Vinyl chloride plant .... 1.4 I.I 

Offsite and working capital 0.9 1.6 
Total 3.7 5.2 

Ethylene Kureha 
Carbide from mixed 

acetylene ethanol feed 
Carbide Ethanol Naphtha 

feed feed feed 
21.40 (15.4)t 5.50 

0.02 0.80 See 
0.14 0.14 below 
1.78 2.00 

23.3 (17.3)t 8.05 
(Total 

process) 
11.01 (8.3 )t 5.80 3.10 
0.20 0.86 1.90 
0.05 0.05 0.40 
0.99 1.24 2.50 

12.25 7.95 7.90 
2.02 2.60 2.90 

14.27 (11.0)t 10.55 10.80 

0.85** 1.13 l 
1.1 1.4 f 2.8 

0.85 1.07 1.2 
2.8 ** 3.6 4.0 

'-' The figures in brackets have been c?rrected for yield o~ ethy!ene from naphtha, and for a higher chlorine cost, more appro
priate to New Zealand. For the Dianor process, a weight yield of acetylene of 50%, and a naphtha cost of U.S.0.95c/lb 
appears to have been assumed. The latter price is optimistic, as it is the price of big shipments in Europe. Considering the 
maximum yield of ethylene from a tubular cracking furnace before severe coking occursrn, and allowing for recycle of pro
pylene, no more than 31 % weight yield ethylene can be made. A chlorine by-product stream costed at U.S.1.4c/ lb, from 
caustic soda manufacture, has been assumed. A full production cost of U.S.2.4c/ lb will have to be used for New Zealand con
ditions. The original tablt seems to have been hastily made, for a considerable under-estimation for 20% return on investment 
for the Kureha process was ~uund. 

**The carbide is imported. Cost of a carbide plant is not included. 
t For these figures lower power costs were charged to the carbide, as would be appropriate if it were made in New Zealand. A 

unit cost of N.Z.0.4c/kWh (U.S. 48c/kWh) replaced U.S.1.8c/ kWh assumed in the carbide production. 
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tons/year1 ", including the small Dianor "drawing 
board" ethylene plant. Battery limits investment costs 
were raised 45 % to allow for off-sites and working 
capital. This figure is suitable for less developed 
countries than New Zealand, but for New Zealand 
25 % would be a more realistic allowance. Utilities 
were costed at "values normally prevailing in the less 
developed countries". The breakdown of production 
and capital costs for linked acetylene/ ethylene units 
and vinyl monomer plants is given in Table 2. 

The Wulff process uses a high temperature cyclic 
cracker to pyrolyse naphtha to acetylene. The Kureha 
process produces balanced streams of ethylene and 
acetylene from naphtha, completely utilising the 
chlorine supply. This has been a problem with ethy
lene plants until the introduction of oxychlorination in 
1964, which is economic for larger plants. For the sale 
of p.v.c., a polymerisation step must be added to the 
above scheme. From a report11 of details of a new 
French bulk p.v.c. polymerisation process, high-grade 
p. v.c. can be produced from vinyl chloride for U .S.1.4 
c/ lb p.v.c. in a 30,000 tons/year plant. If polymerisa
tion costs were reckoned at U.S.2.0c/ lb in New Zea
land for a production of 12,700 tons/ year, the p.v.c. 
selling price would be lowest for the Wulff process at 
U .S.11. 9c/ lb and highest for the carbide process at 

U.S. l 3.5c/ lb. As these costings already include a 20% 
return on capital and are 31 to 39 % below the current 
import price of p.v.c., production in New Zealand may 
be commercially viable even for a small 13,000 tons/ 
year plant. 

2.5. Process costs for larger plant- naphtha ethylene 
and carbide acetylene 

Since demand of p.v.c. at present may be as high 
as 30,000 tons/ year, plants of 20,000 to 40,000 tons/ 
year will now be considered. The Wulff and Hoechst 
processes should be considered possibilities, but the 
comparison here will be restricted to the carbide pro
cess, which uses New Zealand raw materials, and the 
ethylene processes which are probably the cheapest 
processes of those fed with imported naphtha. A more 
complete costing analysis is shown in Table 3 for the 
Dianor dilute ethylene process, a conventional oxy
chlorination ethylene process, and in Table 4 for the 
carbide process. The costs of major items are: naphtha 
-N.Z.0.8c/lb; coal-$N.Z.6.0/ long ton; lime-$N.Z. 
7.0/ long ton; electricity-N.Z.0.4c/ kWh. 

In Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, the p.v.c. process costs do not 
include any return on capital borrowed. To this extent, 
they cannot be compared with those costs arrived at for 
p.v.c. from Table 2. Instead, the profit is calculated as 

TABLE 3 

Production costs for 20,000 and 40,000 tons/year p. v.c. manufacture in New Zealand using the Dianor 
and oxychlorination processes15 • 18 

(figures in N .Z. currency) 

20,000 Production. long tons/ year 
Process Dianor Oxychlor-

Naphtha at 0.8c/ lb, 3.2 lb 
Utilities 
Labour and supervision 
Plant general expense 

Ethylene production costs 
2.58 
0.12 
0.12 

c/lb 

Maintenance, depreciation, taxes, overheads at 25.5% plant cost* 
0.08 
1.52 

Total ethylene process costs 

0.5 lb ethylene 
1.2 lb (0.6 lb )chlorine at 2.0c/ lb 
Utilities 
Labour and suprevision 
Plant general expense 

Vinyl chloride 

4.42 

costs c/lb 
2.21 
2.40 
0.67 
0.04 
0.03 

Maintenance, depreciation, taxes, overheads at 25.5% plant cost 0.90 

Total vinyl chloride costs 

1.03 lb vinyl chloride 
Initiators 
0.08kWh at 0.4c/ kWh 
Labour and supervision 
Plant general expense 

6.25 

P. V.C. production costs 
6.43 
0.16 
0.03 
0.40 
0.30 

Maintenance, depreciation, taxes, insurance at 25.5% plant cost 0.79 

P.V.C. process costs c/lb 8.1 

c/lb 

ination 

2.53 
0.67 
0.05 
0.03 
2.84 

6.17 

3.08 
1.20 
0.22 
0.06 
0.04 
1.47 

6.07 

6.25 
0.16 
0.03 
0.40 
0.30 
0.79 

7.9 

40,000 
Dianor Oxychlor-

ination 

2.58 2.58 
0.12 0.67 
0.12 0.05 
0.08 0.03 
1. 15 2.22 

4.05 5.65 

2.02 2.82 
2.40 1.20 
0.67 0.22 
0.04 0.06 
0.03 0.04 
0.67 1.15 

5.83 5.49 

6.00 5.65 
0.16 0.16 
0.03 0.03 
0.30 0.30 
0.20 0.20 
0.61 0.61 

7.3 7.0 

,:, This item was built up using the assumptions: Maintenance, 5.0%; insurance, 0.5%; property tax, 1.0%; overheads, 10.0%; 
depreciation, 9.0%; Total, 25.5% plant cost. 
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TABLE 4 
Production costs fol' 20,000 and DJ,J JD tons/year 
Production costs fol' BB,BBB and 40,000 tons/year 
p. v.c. manufacture in New Zealand using the carbide 

process 
(figures in N.Z. currency) 

P.V .C. production, tons/ year 20,000 40,000 

Coke production costs $/ton 
1.43 tons coal at $6 / ton .... 8.6 8.6 
Firebars 1.0 1.0 
Labour 0.2 0.1 
Maintenance, dep,reciation, taxes, insur

ance at 25.5% capital 
Credit for 500 kWh/ton 

Total production cost 

2.0 
(2.0) 

$9.8 

Calcium carbide production costs $/ton 

1.4 
(2.0) 

$9.1 

0.98 tons of lime at $7 /ton · 6.9 6.9 
0.65 tons coke 6.4 5.9 
Electrode carbon at 4.5c/1b 2.0 2.0 
Miscellaneous chemical supplies . 0.4 0.4 

Total materials 
3,400 kWh at 0.4c/ kWh 
Labour (3 manhours at $ 1/h.) .... 
Plant general expenses 
Insurance, taxes and depreciation at 

25.5% capital 

15.7 
13,6 
3.0 
2.4 

21.7 

15.2 
13.6 
3.0 
2.4 

16,6 

Total production cost of carbide/ ton . ... $56.4 $50.8 
Acetylene costs c/lb 

3.6 lb carbide 9.1 8.2 
Utilities 0.02 0.02 
Labour 0.1 0.05 
Maintenance, depreciation, taxes, insur

ance at 25.5% capital 0.66 

Total process costs c/lb 9.9 

Hydro,?en chloride production costs c/lb 
Chlorine cost $47 /ton from $8/ton Austra-

lian salt using mercury cell (with 
hydrogen) 2.1 

Maintenance, depreciation, taxes, insur-
ance at 25.5% capital 0.20 

Hydrogen chloride process costs c/ lb 2.3 

Vinyl chloride production costs c/lb 
0.43 lb acetylene 4.3 
0.59 lb chlorine 1.3 
Catalysts and chemicals 0.3 

Total materials cost 5.9 

0.10 kWh at 0.4c/ kWh 0.04 
Steam and cooling water . .. 0.1 
Labour plus supervision .. .. 0 .09 
Plant general expense 0.06 
Maintenance, depreciation. taxes, insur-

ance at 25.5% capital 1. IO 

Total vinyl chloride process costs 7.3 

P. V.C. production costs cl lb 
1.03 lb vinyl chloride 7.5 

As for ethylene rol!le 1.7 

P.V.C. process costs c/lb 9.2 
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0.53 

8.8 

2.1 

0.15 

2.3 

3.8 
1.3 
0,3 

5,4 

0.04 
0.1 
0,07 
0.05 

0.85 

6.5 

6.7 
1.3 

8,0 

an annual return on all fixed capital after income tax 
has been levied. Profit is shown as a function of the 
p.v.c. selling price in Fig. 3 for the three processes, and 
for production of 20,000 and 40,000 long tons/year. 
An example of the working is shown in Table 6 where 
the p.v.c. is sold for N.Z.14.0c/lb, the 1965 imported 
price. The post-devaluation imported price is likely to 
be N.Z.17 .Sc/lb. The carbide process has the penalty 
of slightly higher capital cost, largely owing to the car
bide furnace, and the penalty of higher raw materials 
costs, with the result that the oxychlorination of ethy
lene is more profitable to the investor. In the estimation 
of plant capital, the following formula was used to con
vert cost of plant for some quoted production rate, to 
that for the desired production rate-i.e. 

C1 = Co r 0 •6 

where C0 = quoted cost 
C1 = desired cost 
r ratio of desired throughput to quoted 

throughput. 
An error of ± 10% should be allowed for individual 
items of plant for this procedure. The production cost
ing should be more accurate than this, so that it can be 
said confidently that the profitability of the ethylene 
processes is greater than that of the carbide process. 

2 .6. A national viewpoint 
It is interesting to look at Table 6 froin the point of 

view of the New Zealand economy as a whole. For 
40,000 tons/year of p.v.c. production the cost to the 
State of the carbide route as compared with the oxy
chlorination of ethylene, can be estimated. 

Table 7 shows that from a national standpoint, 
the cost of manufacture of 40,000 tons/year of p.v.c. 
by the ethylene route from imported naphtha is 50% 
more than the cost by the carbide route. 
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TABLE 5 
Capital costs of plant for manufacture of p.v.c. in New Zealand (figures in $N.Z. million) 

20,000 tons p.v.c.lyear 
Process Dianor Oxychlorination Carbide 

tons/year $111 tons/year $111 tons/year $111 

Plant Product 17,000 0.13 
Coker Coke 28,300 2 .42 
Carbide furnace Carbide ,23,600 2,62 11,800 1.30 12,100 1.30 
Alkali-chlorine cell Cl2'H2 , 12,100 0.22 
Chlorine burner HCI 10,000 1.33 10,000 2.50 8,600 0.53 
Hydrocarbon plant C2H2' 20,000 1.54 20,000 2.60 20,000 1.93 
Vinyl chloride plant C?H, 20,000 1.39 20,000 1.39 20,000 1.39 
Polymeriser C2H,CI 
Total plant capital cost $M P.V.C. 6.88 7.79 7.62 

40,000 tons p.v.c.lyear 

Process Dianor Oxychlorination Carbide 
tons/year $111 tons/year $111 tons/year $m 

Plant Product 34,000 0.20 
Coker Coke 56,600 3.66 
Carbide furnace Carbide 47,200 5.24 23,600 2.62 24,200 2 .62 
Alkali-chlorine cell ClvH2' 24,200 0.34 
Chlorine burner HCI 20,000 2.00 20,000 3.70 17,200 0.80 
Hydrocarbon plant C 2 H ., , 40,000 2.30 40,000 4.05 40,000 2.94 
Vinyl chloride plant C,H4 40,000 2.12 40,000 2.12 40,000 2.12 
Polymeriser C 2H,.CI 
Total plant capital cost $M P.V.C. 11.66 12.49 12.68 

TABLE 6 
Profitability of p.v.c. manufacture in New Zea/and-selling price N.Z.14.0c/lb (figures in $N.Z. million) 

Dianor 

Sales turnover 6.25 
Production cost 3.63 

2.62 
Administration, 10% sales 0.63 

Net profit before tax 1.99 
Tax at 50% .... 0.99 

Net profit after tax 0.99 

Plant fixed capital 6.88 
Associated capital 25% 1.72 

Total capital 8.60 

Return on capital after tax 11.5 % 

20,000 tons/y ear 

Oxychlor
ination 

6.25 
3.53 

2.72 
0.63 

2.09 
1.04 

1.04 

7.79 
1.95 

9.74 

10.7% 

From Tables 3-7 and Fig. 3, several points 
emerge: 

( 1) It is likely that a price of N.Z. l 6c/ lb for 
p.v.c. would compete with present import prices. As
suming this selling price, and that a capital return of 
15 % / year is required before a process is considered 
economic, then both ethylene processes are economic 
for a 20,000 tons/year plant, whereas a carbide plant 
must produce 30,000 tons/year before it is economic. 

(2) The ethylene processes are more profitable 
th an the carbide process by 3 to 3½% return of capital. 
The Dianor process has a definite advantage in profit 
over the oxychlorination process for 20,000 tons/year 
throughput, but the advantage is not significant at 
40,000 tons/year. 
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40,000 to11s/year 

Carbide Dianor Oxychlor- Carbide 
ination 

6.25 12.50 12.50 12.50 
4.11 6.54 6.27 7.15 

2.14 5.96 6.23 5.35 
0.63 1.25 1.25 1.25 

1.51 4.71 4.98 4.10 
0.75 2.35 2.49 2.05 

0.75 2.35 2.49 2.05 

7.62 11.66 12.49 12.68 
1.90 2.90 3.13 3.17 

9.52 14.56 15.62 15.85 

7.9% 16.1% 16.0% 13.0 % 

( 3) In contrast to the above, manufacturing 
p.v.c. through the carbide route costs considerably less 
in foreign exchange to New Zealand than using an 
ethylene process. 

2.7. Summary of p.v.c. costs 
The coker considered is a continuous, automatic

ally-controlled travelling-grate coker, similar to the 
13 ,000 tons/year coker that Shawinigan Chemicals 
Corporation in Toronto use to supply a carbide plant. 
Since the coking rate is about 50 lb/ft2h compared 
with 2.3 lb/ft"h for dry distill ation cokers, the invest
ment costs are reduced tenfold. According to Baum19 

the offgases can be used to generate from 325 to 
860 kWh/ ton coke produced, if use is made of the 
sensible heat and heating value of the reaction gases to 
raise steam. 
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TABLE 7 
National economic comparison between the carbide 
process and the ethylene oxychlorination process for 

40,000 tons/ year of p.v.c. 
Ethylene oxych/orination process overseas expense 

Item $NZ/ year 
9% interest on plant fixed capital . 1,120,000 
66,000 tons naphtha at $18 / ton 1,190,000 

Total 
Carbide process overseas expense 

Item 
9 % interest on plant fixed capital 
7 % interest on overseas capital for electric power 

($130/ kWh-i.e. t N.Z. outlay) 
Electrode carbon ( 100% overseas content) 
Firebars for coker ( I 00% overseas content) 
Coal (assume 10% overseas content) 
Lime (assume 10% overseas content) 

Total 
Extra expense involved in using naphtha. $ / year 

2,310,000 

$NZ/ year 
1,140,000 

250,000 
114,000 
34,000 
15,000 
20,000 

1,573,000 
$737,000 

The carbide furnace would best be a modern, 
hollow, electrode furnace which will accept up to 20% 
of fine material in the feed"". Acetylene and ethylene 
plants with their vinyl chloride plants are a standard 
type of plant 18 • 2 1 • 

To provide a chlorine supply. an alkali-chlorine 
electrolytic cell fed with a concentrated sodium chloride 
brine was assumed. Lake Grassmere salt works could 
not supply the required tonnage, so Australian salt 
would have to be imported at $N.Z.8 / ton. If this 
supply of salt was used, a mercury cell would be more 
desirable than its alternative, a diaphragm cell, since 
a high-purity caustic-soda by-product could be sold to 
soap manufacturers. However, a diaphragm cell can 
be fed with a brine of 15 % salt by weight as this brine 
is concentrated to the 28 % by weight concentration 
needed for cell operation by addition of salt obtained 
from the outgoing liquors. An electrodialysis unit, as 
supplied by Japanese manufacturers, can supply a salt
water brine of 15% weight salt from sea water (less 
than 3 % by weight of salt) for $N.Z.8 / ton salt"', 
costed under Japanese conditions. A diaphragm cell 
may prove more economic with such a supply. Alter
natively, if cheap steam was available in the plant, it 
could cost no more than $1 / ton to evaporate 15% 
brine to a saturated 28 % brine suitable for a mercury 
cell. These possibilities should be investigated. 

3. NEW CHEAPER METHODS OF ACETYLENE 
MANUFACTURE FROM NATURAL GAS AND COAL 

From the cost analysis in sections 2.5-8, p.v.c. 
could be manufactured at a price acceptable for domes
tic consumption. To give New Zealand manufacturers 
of p.v.c. goods some start in the export market, cheaper 
p.v.c. would be needed. At the scale of New Zealand 
production, this requires a process with relatively small 
capital investment. The only step which appears 
amenable to change is the manufacture of the hydro
carbon intermediate with perhaps simplification in the 
vinyl chloride plant according to the composition of 
gases from the hydrocarbon plant. The ethylene route 
appears not accessible to radical technical advances 1", 

whereas several possibilities exist with the manufacture 
of acetylene. A one-step process with high through
put and little gas separation plant would be ideal. 
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3.1. Natural gas 
Othmer, Happel and Kramer used electrically

heated tubes to pyrolyse natural gas to acetylene in a 
pilot plant in the United States 2". They report"' 
methane conversions to acetylene of over 96% of 
theoretical, with a product gas composition of 21 % 
acetylene, 5 % methane and the rest hydrogen. The 
pyrolysis plant with separation facilities included is 
estimated to have a capital cost of U.S.5 to 8c/ lb 
yearly capacity of acetylene. This compares well with 
the carbide process capital cost of U.S. l 3.6c/lb acety
lene capacity at 17,000 tons/year size. Othmer claims 
that if natural gas is costed at 20c/ 1000 ft", and the 
hydrogen can be sold for 30c/ l 000 ft", acetylene can 
be produced for only 3c/ lb. H the hydrogen is used as 
fuel, the acetylene cost is claimed to be Sc/ lb. Patents 
were taken out in 1965 2", but no full-scale plant is 
known to the authors. 

If this process is as attractive as it appears, New 
Zealand would do well to consider any natural gas 
which is found as a valuable feedstock for plastics 
manufacture. In May 1967, the New Zealand Govern
ment reached an agreement with Shell-B.P.-Todd Oil 
Services"" to receive natural gas at the Kapuni well
head for N.Z.2ld (N.Z.17.Sc)/therm (100 ft" of meth
ane). Costs of removing a large fraction of carbon di
oxide would be added to this, and interest on the 
$18,000,000 capital cost of the carbon-dioxide treat
ment plant and compressor station alone amount to 
about 9c/ 1000 ft" for the entire field. Taking the 
optimistic value of N.Z.30 to 35c/ I 000 ff< of methane 
as an approximate costing of the natural gas at 
Kapuni, the Othmer process would produce acetylene 
at almost one cent dearer than the patentor's claim in 
the lJ.S. Very approximately, acetylene could be pro
duced for 6c/ lb from Kapuni gas. The estimated re
serves of Kapuni natural gas are reported" 7 as being 
the thermal equivalent of 0.63 million tons of coal. 
This represents 0.35 million tons of methane. If 0.1 
million tons of this was available for chemical manu
facture, with 70% yield, 160,000 tons of p.v.c. would 
be produced. If an average of 40,000 tons of p.v.c. 
was needed in New Zealand over the next 10 years, 
only four years of feedstock would be available. At 
this rate, investment in plant would not be economic. 
However, oil prospectors apear to have found a larger 
gas field off t_he Taranaki coast. The possibility of a 
polymer industry based on this gas should be 
thoroughly investigated. 

3.2. Coal 
New Zealand has large reserves of coal with rela

tively low ash content, and with a low cost of mining 
compared with many parts of the world. A fresh look 
into the utilisation of coal as a raw material has been 
made by the authors. Promise has been shown by elec
tric arc devices, by their achieving economic and near
economic yields of acetylene. Graphite requires about 
half the energy to convert with hydrogen to acetylene, 
as it takes to convert methane to acetylene. Coal can 
be said to be roughly similar to graphite in this respect. 
Thus the minimum power usage possible with a 
methane-rich natural gas is 4.36 kWh/kg C"H, , com
pared with the minimum with coal of 2.4 kWh/ kg 
C2H 2 • A significant advantage in energy costs should 
be achieved by using coal. The possibility remains 
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that coal could be vaporised in an arc device, utilising 
fully the hydrogen and carbon of coal for acelyiene 
synthesis. Such an arc device would have to be de
signed specifically for a coal feed with the aim to 
optimise on energy usage and once-through yield. An 
experimental project on these lines was begun in 1966 
in the Department of Chemical Engineering, University 
of Canterbury on a small scale. 

The reactor operates at 1 to 4 kW and was de
signed for a maximum throughput of 1 lb/ h, with a 
working volume of about one twentieth of that for the 
Othmer process with the same throughput. Mechanical 
feasibility, a non-trivial problem for components sur
rounding an arc, has been largely solved, and acety
lene yields have been very promising. At most, the 
possibility of economic feasibility of such a process can 
be shown here to justify the technical programme being 
carried out. 

From a 1966 estimate of the cost of mining of 
coal in New Zealand"\ pithead cost was N.Z.0.27c/ lb. 
Hydroelectricity costs from N.Z.0.274c/ kWh (Mana
pouri) to produce without transmission costs, accord
ing to the 1967 White Paper"". If electricity was gene
rated near the chemical plant from coal-all situated 
at a coal mine-coal costs alone for one kilowatt
hour assuming an efficiency of 36% are N.Z.0.27c. 
If one assumes a total generation cost of 0.4c/kWh 
and a power usage of 5.6 kWh/lb acetylene (includ
ing purification) as obtained with the Du Pont and 
Huls arc reactors, power costs would amount to 
N.Z.2.24c/ lb acetylene. If one also assumed a yield 
of 35 % by weight as with the Huls plant ( the Du 
Pont yield is higher), feedstock costs would amount 
to N.Z.0.77c/ lb acetylene. It is estimated"0 that the 
cost of production of acetylene in the Du Pont acety
lene plant over and above the cost of raw material 
and power in a 25,000 tons/ year plant ($U.S.7.2M), 
amounts to U.S.3.3c/ lb. The total cost of acetylene 
from such a hypothetical arc reactor using coal is 
shown in Table 8. 

TABLE 8 
Acetylene costs from a New Zealand coal-fed arc 

Item 
Power 
Coal 

process 

Utilities, labour, maintenance , over
heads, depreciation, plus interest 

Costs/ acetylene 
N.Z.2.24c (U.S.2.50c) 
N.Z.0.77c (U.S.0.86c) 

(latter at 15 % ) N .Z.2 .9c (U.S.3.3c) 

N.Z.5 .9c (U.S.6.4c) 
(c.f. N.Z.l lc / lb for carbide acetylene in New Zealand) 

Hopefully, the capital cost of such a reactor 
would be smaller than the large cost of the Du Pont 
reactor quoted above, and further economies on power 
usage and yield could be made. This acetylene cost 
is equivalent to an ethylene cost of N.Z.4c/ lb, and so 
is well below the cost of any other possibility in New 
Zealand except the Othmer process. Some hydrogen 
may be needed in the above process, adding perhaps 
0.5c to the above cost. 

It is significant that the Office of Coal Research in 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines made a $2,000,000 con
tract with A.V.C.O. Space Research Centre, Massa
chusetts, in 1967 to investigate the possibility of ob-
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taining acetylene cheaply from coal in an electric arc 
reactor". The basic idea behind their design was the 
same as that used by the authors in building their 
reactor. A.V.C.O. have spent $800,000 since 1967, 
and have attempted three designs of 100 kW rating 
to achieve mechanical feasibility. In their third reactor 
they have achieved a 25 % by weight yield of acetylene 
from coal, with a 9% by volume concentration of 
acetylene in the off-gases, and a power demand of 
5.5 kWh/ lb acetylene, presumably in the arc alone. 
Hypothet'ical plant designs for both 150 and 300 
million pounds of acetylene per year plants have been 
worked out by Stone and Webster Engineering Cor
poration, and indicate that acetylene would cost 
U.S. 7 to 8c/lb to produce, allowing for a 12 % return 
on capital, and taking the cost of electricity as 
U.S.0.525c/ kWh. The cost of plant is not divulged. 

The basic idea is· the efficient use of the electrical 
energy in the arc to vaporise a consumable solid coal 
anode. Owing to mechanical difficulties er.countered 
by A.V.C.O. workers in the area surrounding the 
anode, they at present use a strong flow of hydrogen 
to give a partially fluidised feed of coal through the 
anode region, together with a magnetically-spun arc 
to increase the contact between coal and arc. This 
represents a practical compromise with the original 
idea, which has lost, in the authors' opinion, much of 
the possible advantage of the arc configuration used. 
However, A.V.C.O. workers are reported optimistic 
about lowering the acetylene cost further. The study 
made by Stone and Webster indicates that a power 
usage of as little as 3.5 to 4 kWh/ lb acetylene must 
be achieved if the process is to bec:>me viable in the 
U.S. The A.V.C.O. group plan to build a one mega
watt 10 tons/ day pilot plant in the near future. 

With the development of processes such as the 
Othmer process, and the coal-arc processes, New Zea
land natural gas and coal could be valuable chemical 
raw materials. The coal-arc process is envisaged as 
using both coal and natural gas, where economic. Air 
pollution problems from such a plant would be non
existent, for any sulphur present in the coal would be 
completely broken down to either hydrogen sulphide 
or sulphur dioxide, which are easily removed. Any 
nitrogen present would be reacted to give hydrogen 
cyanide, which is itself a valuable starting material for 
chemicals. Direct reaction between hydrogen cyanide 
and acetylene yields acrylonitrile. If this could be 
arranged in the dilute product gas itself, a one-step 
process from coal, nitrogen and perhaps natural gas, 
to acrylonitrile would have been achieved. With a 
vast preponderance of coal in the remaining hydrogen 
and carbon bearing deposits in the world, and the 
coming of cheaper power from nuclear reactors, it 
will eventually become an economic necessity to use 
more drastic methods of rearranging carbon and 
hydrogen to suit the needs of tomorrow's society. The 
milder ethylene route to polymers relies on the more 
convenient chemical and physical arrangement of petro
leum, which is expected to be running short in the 
1980s or 1990s"2 • 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
( 1) A case has been made for p.v.c. manufacture 

in New Zealand. The present use of imported p.v.c. 
may be as high as 30,000 tons/year, which would cost 
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the country over $8 million/year in overseas exchange. 

(2) Production and capital costs were estimated 
for Dianor ethylene, conventional ethylene oxychlorina
tion and carbide acetylene based plants for manufactur
ing p.v.c. at the rates of 20,000 and 40,000 tons/year. 
Profitability in terms of annual return on capital after 
tax was also calculated. The ethylene processes yield 3 
to 3-½% capital more does the carbide process. 
The ethylene processes need to be only 20,000 tons/ 
year in capacity to yield 15% return on capital when 
the selling price of p.v.c. is N.Z.16c/lb. By compari
son, the carbide process needs to be 30,000 tons /year 
in capacity for the same profitability. 

(3) From the national economy viewpoint, the 
carbide process, using New Zealand raw materials, is 
cheaper by $700,000/year than the oxychlorination of 
ethylene, for a production of 40,000 tons/year of p.v.c. 
This production w~:,uld cost New Zealand $1,600,000/ 
year in overseas exchange using the carbide route. 

( 4) In planning technical development in future 
years for production of polymers in New Zealand, l~he 
use _ of natural gas and coal is urged. The only possi
bility for these raw materials is the manufacture of 
acetylene from them. Two processes, both of which 
use electric power, are discussed. One, for natural gas, 
is at least at the pilot-plant stage in the U.S., and would 
be a very valuable possibility for the Maui gas field. 
The second process is under development at both the 
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of 
Canterbury, and at the A.V.C.O. Corporation in the 
United States. This process converts coal directly to 
acetylene through an electric arc. The American effort 
has shown commercial feasibility and is almost at the 
pilot-plant stage, whereas the effort at Canterbury 
shows promise at a small scale. The authors urge the 
further support of this effort. 
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APPENDIX 2 

DESIGN INFORMATION 

Thermodynamic data from JANAF tables (reference 3,3 ) : 

0 - 1 
Enthalpy of form a tion of metha ne 6 Hf 298 = - 75.0 kJ mol 

A-2, 1 

Molar enthalpy of acetylene 

Molar enthalpy of hydrogen 

0 

H2000 = 
8 - 1 

33 ,0 kJ mol w.r . t.H2 ,cS, 298K 

H~OOO = 53,0 kJ mol - 1 11 

Enthalpy of s ublimation of carbon ( calculated from equilibrium 

composition of C, c2 , c3 , c4 and c5 at 4100K, and using JANAF 

data for these species a nd graphite) 

6H bl . t. = su ima ion 
- 1 

280 kJ mol carbon 

Molar enthalpy of graphite H4100K = 
- 1 

55 kJ mol 
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APPENDIX 3 

SPECTROSCOPIC QUANTITIES 

Radiance of the Low Current Graphite Arc 

( from reference 6- 2) 

Wavelength/nm Radiance/W cm- 3 

365 61 . 1 X 10 4 

395 92 . 3 11 

430 123 II 

480 175 II 

525 220 II 

- 1 s r 

Oscillator Strength - Degeneracy Products for the Balmer 

Electronic Transitions of the Hydrogen Atom 

(from reference 6- 6) 

Line Wavelength/nm gf Relative E/cm 

H (3 486 . 1 0. 955 0 

Hy 434 . o 0. 357 2469 

H,.. 
0 

410 . 1 0.177 3812 

HE 397 . 0 0. 102 4617 

- 1 
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APPENDIX 4 

ESTIMATION OF THE MAXIMUM SPECIFIC ENTHALPY 

OF THE TOTAL MASS FLOW THROUGH THE CARBON- ARC REACTOR 

The assumption was made that all the radiation lost from 

the mass was lost before the mass reached its maximum mean 

enthalpy, and that this was the only energy flow to be subtracted 

from the electrical power input to calculate the maximum mean 

enthalpy . The energy lost from the arc system by heat transfer 

down the electrodes may be thought to be an i mportant loss, but 

it is assumed that all of this energy was returned to the arc 

chamber by convective heat transfe r to the incoming hydrogen. 

Measured values of radiation were used to establish the 

following estimates of the radiation loss from anod e and arc. 

Anode 

-2 At 20A, a radiation of 500W cm of the anode surfac e was 

measured from the side (see chapte r 6). It was assumed that 

3800K blackbody radiation occurred at 50A that is, 

1200W -2 cm For a surface area corresponding to 4 mm length of 

anode, the anode radiat ion amounted to 200W at 20A, and 500W at 

50A. A linear interpolation was used b etween these currents, 

Arc 

At a current of 45A, a radiation of 8 x 10- 3 w was measured 

6 - 4 through a solid angle of x 10 sr normal to the chamber walls 

(chapter 6). To include radiation at an angle other than 90° to 

the surface in the estimate, one would need to consider the ext ent 

of the arc within the arc chamber, and in particular the length 
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of arc which can be seen from any particul~r point on the arc wall 

for any angle from the normalo It appears from the photograph 

in t he frontispiece that the arc extends perhaps to the walls at 

h igh currents 9 but the arc size is uncertaino Even if the 

geometric factors were known 9 an assumption of uniform intensity 

of radiation within each volume element of t he arc would be needed 

to calculate a total radiation loss from the data obtained. 

However 9 since the radiat i on from the arc represents only 5% or 

less of the energy dissipated 9 a simple model will be used 9 which 

gives an upper limit on the arc radiation. 

The chamber walls may be considered as a sphere of radius 

R/2 enclosing a spherical arc completely filling the sphereo 

The assumption of uniform intensity of radiation per unit volume 

is made" 

to be the 

To obtain an upper limit 9 consider each surface element 

centre of a hemisphere radiating to it with intensity 1 9 

8 X 10- 3 
=2 =1 given by 6 x 10 -4R2 Wm sr where R = diameter of arc 

chamber i n mo 

For each element 9 the total rad i at i on from the gas would then be 

TI I -2 W m For the total surface (area= 4TI(R/2) 2 = TIR2 ), 

the total radiation loss t o the surface would then be 

= TI X = 40W from 

the arc. This radiated power was assumed proportional to t he 

carbon ablation rate 9 fo r use with other currents. 

Maximum Mean Specific Enthalpy 

The maximum en t halpy was given the value 

(" • • )/o kJ g-1 
ea - qr anode - qr arc m 
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where 

0 

dissipated in the arc,kW e = power 
a 

• 
qr anode = power r adiated from anode, kW 

. 
" " " kW qr = arc, 

arc 
• and m = total mass flow through the reactor. 
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